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Despite the focus of national attention on the Persian Gulf and Central America,
the Soviet Union remains the most dangerous threat to the national security of the
United States. Although not the only threat, nor the most likely one, facing US eecurity interests, the Soviet Union alone possesses the military might ta threaten our
national survival. For thk, reason, our armed forces must prepare for a conventional
war against Soviet forces and their Warsaw Pact allies. Failure ta do so could he
disastrous should war come.
Recognizing the need for Army oflicers to better understand their most potent adversary, the editorial staff chose Soviet operations as the theme for this issue of Mititiry Rewew. Featured are articles on Soviet operational techniques, doctrine and
leadership.
Colonel Thomas E. White Jr. investigates the importance oftime andtempoto the
Soviet concept of operational and tactical maneuver and proposes countermeasures
for disrupting the cohesion of Soviet offensive operations. Lieutenant Colonel Richard N. Armstrong, however, suggests in his article on Soviet military leadership,
that fighting Russian forces will not be an easy task because of the war-fighting
skills they acquired during World War II. Forged and tempered in the crucible ofwar
on the Eastern Front, Soviet leadership mastered the art and science of armored
warfare and perfected the operational techniques of large scale, combined arms
maneuver.
MaJor James F. Holcomb explores the use ofSoviet airborne forces in theater operations. He argues that the airborne will be employed to foster confusion among defenders and to enhance the probability of success of the larger operational maneuver
group (OMG). William and Harriet Scott continue the analysis of the Soviet concept
of forward detachments started by Colonel (P) John R. Landry and Lieutenant Colonel Garrett R. ?onda in the June 1987 issue of Military Rewew. Finally, Natalie
Gross looks into Red Star’s assessment ofjunior leadership in the Soviet army. Even.
during this time ofgla.snost, revelations in the Sov]et press ofmilitary incompetency
are surprising.
In closing, a few words are in order concerning some mmor changes in our format.
A Department of Defense mltiative to reduce the services’ periodicals printing budget has resulted in the elimination of most Army periodicals and the development of a
new publication medium, the professional bulletin. Consequently, effect]ve this jssue, Military Reuiew becomes a professional bulletin. This means we will.no longer
call ourselves, “The Professional Journal of the US Army”; instead we arePB 10087. Under these new publishing guidelines, we are prohibited from using certain
state of the art printing techruques, as well as photographs of contributing authors,
and restricted from publishing certain items in our “MR News” and “Bulletin Board
sections. These mandatory changes, however, will not detract from our commitment
to excellence as a forum for the exchange of Ideas on matters pertaining to doctrine,
tralmng, combat developments and professional education.
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ILITARY theorists in the United
States and Soviet Union routinely
emphasize the importance of “timeliness;’
in the conduct of mobile warfare. This is to
obtain the rapid achievement of tactical, as
well as operational, success on the nuclear
and conventional battlefield. The many and
varied Soviet examinations of the imperative demands of time assume new urgency
in view of the theoretical and technological
implications of the reintroduction of the operational level of war into US military art.
The US Army’s AirLand Battle doctrine
emphasizes operational and tactical maneuver throughout the entire expanse of the
battle area. Together with the inherent
characteristics
of contemporary
mobile
warfare, this emphaeis imposes stricter
time standards on the planning and execution of combined arms operations for both
sides.
The need to assert andmaintainthe
offensive in all its dimensions against the enemy
is thus a common feature in both US and Soviet doctrine. The US Army continually exhorts battle commanders to seize the initiative and ‘take the battle to the enemy.” This
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concept rests on tested judgment that such
action will force the enemy to constantly react to our actions, thereby throwing him off
balance and, in the process, upsetting his
tire and maneuver planning.
Both armies, of late, areplacing increased
reliance on the proposed capacity of new
technologies to accomplish this condition of
the offensive. However, technology, no matter how available it may be, will not realiza
its full potential unless its varied features
are joined with a full understanding of the
enemy’s military doctrine, its underlying

3

Tempo, as it is emptoyed by
the Soviets, is a concept not totally
grasped in the West. Perhaps the manner and extent to which the concept
dominates Soviet military art are not
fully comprehended. . . . A major benefit ders”vedfiom an understanding of
the Soviet theory of tempo and its implementation wouZdbe the ability of
commanders to employ both forces and
fires in more effective economyof-force roles.

mdltary theory and its battlefield execution. The importance oftimelmess In Soviet
maneuver and the range of possible actions
to disrupt it illustrate this proposition.
Recurring statements by seruor Soviet
mil]tary officers stressing the need to supply their forces with advanced technology
reflect new concerns about the rapid techno-

4

logical advances of NATO. A major factor in
these concerns is the Soviet acknowledgment that victory in battle wdl depend on
reliable command and control (C’), accurate
and rapid dissemination
of intelligence,
swift concentration of combat power, and
other functions related to the factor of time.’
The application of technology to improve
the speed with which these functions are
performed w1ll dommate future Soviet military programs. In the West, extraordinary
technological developments and the application of these technologies to military systems can provide US forces with improved
weapon system lethality, C’ automation and
reconnaissance
capabihties to deal with
Warsaw Pact forces in any conflict.
At the same time, however, the US Army
must avoid overemphasizing high technology as the key to success in combat for accomplishing the entire scope of battle tasks
faster than our opponent. There is an important distinction between speedy execution
ofcritlcai functions In accordance with Spe.
cific battlefield situations and employing
speed indiscriminately to do vmtually everything quicker than our opponent. We
must reallze that combat success lifs as
much with slowing or extending the time
frames in which the enemy conducts critical
tactical and operational maneuvers
it does
with increasing the speed of our own decision-makurg process.
The time available to plan and execute
combat operations has been reduced to a
matter of hours from the longer time frames
required in the past Accordingly, we will
frequently confront the challenge on the
battlefield to plan and execute with a\,elocity necessary to “act within” the corresponding time cycle of our opponent. This capability to outstrip our opponent’s planning and
execution time would enable battlefield
commanders to obtain intelligence, project
opportunities for future Operations, take
preemptive action more rapidly than the en-
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emy and, as a result, achieve victory. Yet,
this challenge is perhaps more eas]ly met m
theory and in the laboratory than in the reality of high-intensity combat. Conceivably,
the time is approaching when technological
advances supporting decision making will
outstrip the abihty of forces to physically execute the decision within the desired hypothetical standards of time.
Although the overall effort by the military to capitalize on emerging technologies
must continue, more attention must be accorded to a broader study oft he Soviet theory of combined arms operations and its implementation. Particular stress should be
placed on examining combat units in the
context of the funct]ons they perform in establishing and maintaining the speed and
tempo of Soviet offensive operations, The
declslve impact of the timely employment of
these units on the development and sustainment of the offensive must be fully understood, This understanding will equip US
battle commanders and staffs with a basis
upon which to’ undertake measures to deny
the enemy the effectlveand timely use of his
forces to perform assigned missions.
The study of the concept of tempo deserves
particular emphasis. The Soviet army has
extensively Investigated the theory and application of tempo in view of the critical ]nfluence It exerts on the outcome ofoffenslve
maneuver warfare Tempo, as it is employed
by the Soviets, is a concept not totally
grasped ]n the West Perhaps the manner
and extent to which the concept dominates
Sov]et military art ore not fully compre.
hended.
One tVestern scholar of Soirlet military
art perhaps has come closest to the mark
when he describes Soviet tempo as “flex]b]l ity and agility of action which can develop
opportumtles and accrue advantage upon
advantage.’” A major benefit deri~,ed from
an understanding of the Soviet theory of
tempo and its Implementation would be the
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ability of commanders to employ both forces
and fires in more effective economy-of-force
roles.
In addition, specific capabilities that are
critical for achieving and maintaining time-

The time available toptnn
and execute combat operations has
been reduced to a matter of hours from
the tonger time frames required in the
past. Accordingly, we will fiequent[y
conliwnt the chaltenge on the battletietd to plan and execute with a ver%city
necessary to “act within” the corre.
spondin.q time cgcle of our opponent.

liness and high tempo should receive more
targeting consideration. Th]s may supplant
the rellance on selective targeting of forces
possessing higher intrinsic combat power
values. In fact, it maybe as important to delay or slow the introduction of specific Soviet forces in certain situations as to destroy
them. For example, delaying the arrival of
enemy en~neer brid~ng units by the remote m]nlng of their routes to river crossing
sites may have far greater impact on the operation than the destruction ofa second-echelon motorized rifle or tank battaIion moving forward to exploit from the bridgebead.
Soviet operational maneuver and the mobile concepts developed out of an analysis of
World War II and various postwar experiences provide an effective backdrop for understanding Soviet military theory. This
theory establishes the relationship of speed,
space and time as well as force structure and
systems critical to the successful application of these factora in modern mobile warfare. Analysis of the manner of force echeloning, depths of penetration, rates .of advance and the optimal configuratiofis
of
forward detachments
and standard ar-

5

o‘

mored/motorized
rifle formations
haye
characterized modem Soviet operational
maneuver studies.
Mobile concepts pay considerable attention to the factors of time and space. They involve careful tailoring of forces and the de-

Soviet armg oficers often recite
the significant aspects of tactical and
opemtional maneuver that support
the objective of keeping unwarranted
&faLMaffecting tempo, swithess and
continuity of the attack to a minimum
or eliminating them altogether.
These points also assume an equal
importance for US Army
theoristi &vefoping tempo-&nial
operational concepts.

velopment
of maes and concentration
through the time-phased use of forces in a
variety of cOn&uratiOns. g
Soviet army oftlcers otten recite the significant aapecta of tactical and operational
maneuver that support the objective of
keeping unwarranted delays affecting tempo, swiftngss and continuity of the attack to
a minimum or eliminating them altogether.
These points also assume an equal importance for US Army theorists developing
tempo-denial operational concepts. The Soviets require combat leaders ta
e Correctly organize for combat in accordance with the expected battle situation.
e Repidly develop and communicak mission orders.
e Provide close and uninterrupted troop
control.
@ Effect timely concentration
of effort
along the main axis of advance, with particular emphasis on correct use of sir defense,
artillery and enginesr units supporting the
attack.

6

e Effectively employ reconnaissance assets.
e Properly commit second-echelon units.
~ Correctly employ forward detachments
in the depths of the opponent’s defenses.’
To a large degree, these measures provide
a blueprint for success in modem offensive
operations. The imperative to perform them
correctly is particularly compelling for Warsaw Pact armies that will seek rapid concentration of overwhelming force to achieve
multiple breakthroughs of NATO antitank
defenses.
Penetrations into the tactical depths of
NATO defenses must be expanded to permit
the introduction of operational maneuver
groups to quickIy seize territory and specific
objectives critical to continuation of the offensive. At all times, the Soviets will try to
avoid decisive engagement before operational objectives are achieved. They will bypass difficult terrain and urban sprawl and
avoid other situations that would SIOWtheir
offensive tempo.
The actions of NATO forces to inhibit Soviet offensive tempo end timeliness should
be focused on enemy forces in proximity to
the close fight. It is here that time is most
important, and the outcome of subsequent
battles will largely be decided. NATO must
place emphasis on disrupting Soviet artillery formations to reduce their ability to
achieve established norms for maneuver
rates and duration of tire.
Artillery
support has been aptly described as “the true powerhouse”5 of the Soviet offensive. Its capabilities enable it to
provide support to forces throughout the entire depth of the battle area to create conditions for maneuver forces to gain and sustain tbe initiative. Significantly, the &wiets appear to regard artillery as the primary
means for suppressing antitank defenses
and for allowing the breakthrough of defensive zones.
According to Soviet sources, tire capabili-
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The actions of NATO forces to inhibit Soviet offensive tempo and timeliness
shoutd be focused on enemy forces in proximity to the close tight. It Lshere that time
is most important, and the outcome ofsubsequent battles will largely be decided.
NATO mast place emphasis on disrupting Soviet artillery formations to reduce their
ability to achieve established norms for maneuver rates and duration of tire,

ties (air and artillery) in the offensive are
based on four distinct periods of fire.
e Fire support of the advancing troops.
e Fire preparation of the attack.
@ Fire support of the attack
e Fme accompaniment
of the attacking
troops in the depth of the defenses.’
To provide this fire, the artillery battalion, as the basic artillery formation, maybe
attached to a first-echelon maneuver battalion or a battalion assigned as a forward detachment or advanced guard. This close association of artillery with individual maneuver elements
prov]des
the Sowet
commander with the ability to rapidly concentrate his firepower to execute several
missions.
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The arhllery can be employed ta create
gaps m the front of enemy formations, to enable rapid penetrations of enemy forward
defenses or to seize the uutiatwe against opposing forcee in 3 movement to contact prior
to a meeting engagement. Actillery suppoct
of forward detachments would be used torepel counterattacks, as well as to destroy or
neutralize point targets that may jeopardize
both the advance of the main body forces and
the outcome of the entire battle.
When targeting Soviet artillery, NATO
forces should concentrate on disrupting
three qualities that Soviet artillery must retain to accomplish its mission. These qualities are mobility, surwvabillty and continuous coordination with supporting units.

7

/
Mobility of artillery as it advances with
its supporting motorized rifle and tank
forces is an essential feature of successful
fire support. Reduction of the artillery units’
ability to keep pace with supported forces
degrades their ability to provide rapid effective fires in support of the tire plan and
slows the tempo of the entire force at critical
ph&es of the operatidrr. It also increases the
vulnerability of maneuver units, which are
forced to slow down to awa]t the completion
of artillery strikes against targets affecting
the pace of fonvard momentum. Countermobility missions in appropriate ~ituations
should take this into account and emphasize
slowlng Soviet artillery rates of advance.
Air- and artillery-delivered
scatterable
mines are particularly effective means to
isolate the artillery and slow its ability to
keep pace with supported umts.
The emphasis on inhibiting the effectiveness of artillery support does not preclude
the goal of destroyu$ the artillery when the
situation demands ;t. In essence, the de-

\Vhen targeting Soviet artillery,
NATO forces should concentrate on
disrupting three qualities that Soviet
artillery must retain to accomplish its
mission. These qualities are mobility,
survivability and continuous coordination with supporting units.

structlon ofartlllery \vould be the preferred
option. US commanders, however, should
also weigh the relatlve importance of art]l leW to the Sov]ets with regard to its impact
on timeliness. Artillery should be the first
priority for destruction at the initiation of a
meeting engagement during which each
side is attempting to preempt the other in
deploylng and using its artillery. Rapid execution ISthe critical factor for success in tbls

8

situation. Hence, the objective should be to
react more quickly than the enemy and to
neutralize or destroy his artillery before he
disables yours and before maneuver forces
collide.
Once contact occurs between forces, accurate counterbattery and other fires should
be concentrated against the artillery supporting Soviet forces at specific points in the
meeting engagement battle. Knowledge of
Soviet theory governing these objectives
would provide a decisive advantage to US
Army commanders and staff.
Soviet m]litary sources assert that the
most important tasks of artillery coordination with supported units throughout the attack are to elimlnate the break in time between tbe end of artillery preparation and
the beglrrning of the tank and infantry attack, and to combine art]llery fire and movement of forces Into a single effort. This process can be degraded by the selective employment of combat electronic warfare and
destructive tires against enemy communications networks and fac]llties crucial to art]llery tire support and C’.
NATO commanders at all levels must
make s]milar efforts to degrade other methods the enemy uses to mamtaln the speed
and tempo of operations. Soviet engineer elements play a decisive role m maneuver
umts’ achievement of blgb rates of advance
m the offensive. Nloblllty missions supporting the rapid deployment of forward troops
in the crossing of obstacles, such as rivers,
minefields andcontaminated zones, must be
executed crisply and rapidly. The Soviet
challenge M to employ engineer units mobile enough to keep pace with fast-moving
maneuver elements and to ensure completion of engineer mobd]ty tasks In support of
the hlgb-tempo operation.
The experience of the Soviet army during
World War H. m particular during the Vistula-Oderoperations
in 1945, taught the Sovlets that engineer troops must be attached
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The contribution of engineer units to fulfilling the imperatives of time
in Soviet operations is striking. This is reflected in such mobility missions as
bridging and obstacle clearing; in countermobility operations. . . ; and inprotection missions designed to prolong the survivability of cn”tical artillery formations.

well forward with first-echelon forces, particularly along the mam axis of advance.
During offensive operations by large tank
forces well into the operational depths of the
German defenses, the main task ofeng]neer
troops was to provide prompt bridging and
other forms of support for the crossing of the
numerous water obstacles encountered. To
accomplish this, eng]neer units were deployed well forward and mobile reserves of
bridging elements were positioned to prowde necessary support.’
The contribution of engineer units to fulfilling the ]mperatl\res of time in Soviet operations is striking. Thk M reflected in such
mobdity missions as bridging and obstacle
clearing; in countermobility
operations
such as those in support of forward detachments attempting to avoid decisive engagement in the forward area; and in protection
missions designed to prolong the surwvabil.
ity of critical art]llery formations. Accordingly, we should develop and employ mea-
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sures that prevent timely accomplishme A
of the engineer mission in these situations.
The delay or destruction of engineer resources M important and must be factored
into the allocation of tire and maneuver assets against targets having the greatest impact on the enemy’s perforrrrance of tactical
and operational missions.
Accurate and timely reconnaissance is also a dominant concern to the Soviets. The
Soviet commander must have correct information to determine the area where he
should concentrate his forces for the main
effort and to perform a wide range of combat
tasks in the offensive. Mobile forces attempting to follow the route of Ieaskenemy
resistance into the operational depths must
rely on thorough reconnaissance to avoid
situations that will slow them down and reduce the overall tempo of operations. The
Soviets often stress the need for well-organized reconnaissance to protect forces from
the effects of NATOS precision-gnided mu-
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Soviet military sources assert that the most important tasks
of artillery coordination with supported units throughout th e attack are to elimin.
ate the break in time between the end of arti[lerypreparation and the beginning of the tank and infantry attack, and to combine artillery fire and
movement of forces into a single effort.

.
nitions (PGMs).” Hence, the Soviets plan to
devote more attention at all combat echelons to the location of PGMs and presumably the exact destination of the incoming
ordinance from those systems. Such measures would provide them a longer period in
which to take evasive action and thus lead to
greater force survivability.
Soviet reconnaissance means in various
situations should also receive more consid.
eration by US commanders in light of the direct bearing these means have on the speed
of Soviet maneuver. Measures, such as the
use of tactical camouflage, cover and deception to deny opposing commanders the cor-
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rect Dicture of force comuos]tions. locations
and intentions, should he a constant feature
of our operational plans. Similar emphasis
must be placed on targeting the important
components of Soviet tactical and operational reconnaissance forces.
The potent antiarmor capabdities possessed by attack helicopters have created
new requirements for the Soviets to equip
maneuver forces with antiair means. This
has underscored the importance, to the Soviets, of air defense for the maintenance of
high offensive tempo in the presence of this
threat. Destruction of Soviet air defense assets through the use of joint air-attack
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teams and improved ground-based tireswill
enable commanders
to employ airborne
antlarmor assets in a more effective econ.
omy-of-force role.
One important objective of this economyof-force role would be to delay the commitment of second-echelon unite in the immediate vicinity of the close battle. A second objective would be to prevent battalion- and
regiment-size fo,rward detachments and advance guards, operating ahead of the main
elements of the first-echelon divisions, from
achieving tactical penetrations as precursors to the exploitation by follow-on tacticaland operational-level main forces.
The impact of the total Soviet combat and
combat-support
force structure on operational and tactical maneuver and the concept of time and tempo on the integrated
battlefield must be thoroughly examined
within the armies of NATO. We must then
use the results of this work to develop coordinated actions to deprive our adversary of
the effective use of his artillery, engineer,
air defense, C2,reconnaissance and other capabilities that permit the rapid, timely and

Soviet reconnaissance means. . .
should afso receive more consideration
by US commanders in light of the direct
bearing these means have on the speed
ofSoviet maneuver. Measures, such as
the use of tactical carnoutkge, cover and
deception to deny opposing commanders the correctpicture of force
compositions, locations and intentions,
should be a constant feature of
our operational p.kms.

continuotw offensive maneuver.
We cannot fully match tbe quaikity of
Warsaw Pact forces that will confront NATO in a general conflict in Central Europe.
Instead, to ensure success, the US Army
must combine the technological advantage
it possesses and the new doctrine for maneuver it is implementing with clear understanding and thought-provoking analysis of
the imperative demands of time in Soviet
tactical and operational art. %
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O MOST Americana, the fighting on
the Eastern Front during World War
II is known only in general tm%e. There is
little understanding of the mqjoroperations
and key operational-level
personalities on
the Soviet side. This term incognita existe
primarily because no Americans ftytght on
this front. Thus, it is mostly through the
translated memoirs of German generals and
histories built upon their recolleetiona that
we have any perception of the course of
fighting in the Soviet Union.’
The names and actions of numerous German commanders such as Guderian, von
Mellenthln and van Manstein are familiar.
It is through their experiences and interpre! tstions that we judge the fighting on the
Eastern Front. However, in these German
rwriti rigs, the Red Army unit commanders,
and particular
Soviet tank force commanders, largely remain nameless.
While in some Western accounts afew Soviet high-level
leaders are named, the
operational-level commanders remain faceless personalities within a monolithic Red
&my war machine presumedly led by unthinking automatons pushed forward by
pistol-carrying commissers.’ Consequently,
the Eastern Front has been narrowly developed by a small number of participants.
A clear, accurate portrayal of Red Army
commanders, either as personalities or as
combat leaders, is not available. Yet, many
of these unknown and faceless commanders
at the operational level fought from 1941 tQ
1945, while many of the Germans who wrote
memoirs of fighting on the Eastern Front
did not tight the entire war there. Interestingly, there are very few German memoirs
dealing with the latter years, when Red
Army offensive operations, spearheaded by
tank forces, advanced hundreds of kilometers (km), pocketing tens of thousands of
German defenders.
The Soviets, on the other hand, have published a vast number ofmemoire, unit histo-
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ries and accounts of operations from their
Great Patriotic War. Yet, their accounts
have been read and studied by few in the
West. During the war, Stalin and other
members of the Soviet High Command referred to fkonte, armies, tank and mechanized corps by the names of their commanders, sncb es Katnkov’s or Rybalko’s
tank army.’ Immediately after the war, StsIin’s role es the architect for Red Army victories dominated Soviet writings.
Since Nikita Khrnshcbev’s denigration of
the “cult of thd individual: the attribution
of individual accomplishments in Soviet so-”
ciety, as well as in the army, have been

shered in the context of the common effort.
The results of this selfless portrayal is a
shallow picture of the individual at the expense of personality development and individual credit for major victories and accomplishments. So, even within Soviet militau
writings, the task is to pierce socialist realism in biographical sketches. This can be
done by combining the glimpses ofpersonality with unit hattletield accomplishments to
determine the measure of commanders.
During the 1930s, the Red Army took a
very progressive attitude towards the use of
new technologies, such as airplanes and
tanks, for the modernization and mechanization of its forces. They built several large
mechanized corps. However, by the eve of
World War II, following confusing experi-
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ences in the Spanish f%il War, the purging
of tup militavy leadership, the occupation of
eastern Poland end disastius fighting with
Finland, the Sovietedismantled these corps.
Only in late December 1940, based on General Georgi K. Zhukov’s experiences
at
KhalkineGol end observations of the German successes in the west, did the Soviete
reverse their regressive trend and begin rebuilding the mechanized corps. This reorganization was caught in mid-stride by the
German invasiomon 22 June 1941.

Katukov
During the initial period of the war, June
1941 toearIy 1942, thelargetank andmechanised units were pared down to brigades,
regiments and battalions for easier command and control and because of the limited
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number of available tanks. One of the Srat
tankforce commandereta reach prominence
during this trying early period with the new
tank units was Colonel M&hail Efmovich
Katukov.
The German invasion found Katukov in a
Kiev hospital, recuperating from en opetation two weekepreviously. Disregardinghia
recovery, he rejoined the staff of hie 20th
Tank Division in General K. K. Rokossovskiy’s
9th Mechanized
Corps (MC).
Fighting defensive battles in the Ukraine,
Katnkov showed courageous and innovative leadership in organizing his tank division for combat actions against numerically
superior German forces. It was from these
early battles that he gained insight and understanding of German armored operations
and methods that would serve him well in
later Hghting.
This tall, slender commander had a good
nature behind a long, stern face with alert
eyes. While outwardly calm and restrained,
he couldjoke and Iaughto encourage others,
After surviving the desperate defensive
summer battles of 1941, the Soviet command recalled him to the interior to organise, train and equip a new T-34 tank brigade.
But urgent needs at the front forced a
haety deployment of his unit. Because of a
shortage of T-34s, his brigade was only halffilled with the requisite number ofthem end
a handful of heavy KV tanks. The remainder of his unit received the BT-7 light tank,
affectionately called %etushka:
and disparagingly referred to as a “sparrow shooter,” His crews bad little training, but he concentrated on defensive armored fighting.
Katukov’s 4th Tank Brigade (TB) arrived
at the fronton 4 Octeber 1941, off-loading in
the small town of Mtsensk to begin stanching the flow of German forces into an opera.
tional breacb in the Bryanek Front. The brigade immediately drove south to Orel to
meet the onrushing German panzers. In a
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series of defemive tank battles along the
mqjor highway and necessary line of communication for a German advance between
Oral and Tula, his brigade faced the famed
Panzer Grcmp Guderiem, as it attempted
to deah for Moscow on the southern approaches.
With a patchwork of re@forcmentsj con..
sisting of paratroopers, frontier guards and
Katyueha rocket Iaunchem, Katukov’s tank
brigade sqnared off against the 4th Panzer
Division. Operating his command post out
of two staff ti,
Katukov threw a sheepskin over his shoulders end listened to his
staffrepoti.
At night, he would walk to different points in his defense carrying a Iight
machinegun on his back and Mauser pistol
in his belt.
In midnight meetings in the brigade command post after a day’e bard fighting, Captain Anat&i A. Raptopnllo, the brigade’s
light tank bat&lion commander, experienced Katukov’s manner with young offl.
cere. “We knew Katukov did not throw
words to the %nd.’” Katukov would Iatir
call these young officers his ‘~rofeeeore of
tank warfare.”
Katukov wee direct in his assignment of
positions and how he wanted subordinates
to catduct the tactical battles. In his memoirs, he wrote, “BY October forty-one I had
sufficiently learned the ways of the German
attack.’” He understood the general use end
sequence of motorcycle
reconnaissance,
tanks, antitank guns and infantry. He bad
even noted the Germane’ repeated use of
green and blue rocket flares to mark their
locations for their artillery and aviation.
While the Germane were stunned by the
quality of the T-34s’ performance, Katukov
enhanced the value of their limited numbers end his light tanks’ effectiveness with
his knowledge of German tectica. He conducted an active defense using multiple ernbush positione on euccessiva lines, along
with camontlege and deception, tn fight the
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uanser mouu to a temDorarv et&detill ba;ore Mt&n&
“
After a week’s fighting, backed to a river
and faced with encirclemexit, Katukov led
his brigade to escape over a partially destroyed railroad bridge the night of 11 Octuber. ‘During the croseing, Germena with
mortars and macbinegnne began t%ing on
the withdrawing brigade. Katakotia presence restored order and cahn from mwti
confusion. He saved all of his unit’afighti&
vehicIes end weapons.
Slowing Guderian’s advance to 30 km
over eeven days allowed the formation of an
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Operations

.

on the 1st Ukranlan Front

army to fill the gap in the Soviet lines and
reinforce the defenses at Tula. This signiticantlyeontibuti
to Guderian’s inability to

..: ,-.
. . . . reach Moscow on the southern approach.
;“1.,. .’. AVb.ile rwva~ acknowledging, by name, the
..
%Viet commander who fmght KIs panzer
group, Guderian’s impressions of the battle
and T-34$”. ,. were descriptions of the quality and, aboveal[, of the aew tactical handling
of the Russian tanks were vezy wonying (emphasis added). The demage~ he continued,
%uffercd by the Russians was considerably
less than that to our own tanks.’” Guderian’s encounter with Katukov evoked his
first doubts about the German army’s ability to capture Moscow before winter, if at all.
He had met one of the rising stars in the new
and growing Red Army tank force.
Katukov’s talents were soon needed eleewhere on the front. His tank brigade immediately mad marched some 300 km north to
help etop the German assault on the northern approaches to Moscow. As a result of the
SUCC-SM tank battles before Mtsensk, the
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4th TB became the first tank unit to be redesignated a “Guards” unit-lst
Guards Tank
Brigade (GTB). Katukov was promoted to
M@or General of Tank Forces and awarded
The Order of Lenin.
In early 1942, Katukov assumed command of the 1st Tank Corps (TC) and then of
the 3d MC. His command progression typified the successfi.d Red Army tank force
commander. During the war, mast (though
not all ) successful Soviet commanders followed an experience pattern as a tank brigade commander in the war’s first period,
then as a tank corps commander during the
middle and tinal periods. A few rose to command one of the six tank armies existing by
the end of the war.
By January, Katukov wos designated mmmander of the 1st Tank Army (TA) and aasigned to the Voronexb Front for the anticipated mqjor battle at Kursk. The tint commander, General N. F. Vatutin, gave the
1st TA (with two corps) the mission to form a
second defensive line. By 6 July 1943, after
the German attack on the southern face of
the Kursk srdient had commencad, the 1st
TA prepared an attack in the direction of the
German penetration. It participated in the
counterattack that contributed to the great
tank battles centered around Prokhurovka
on 12 July and resulted in driving the Germans back to their original positions.
In early August, after a short two-week
respite, the Red Army mounted a massive
counteroffensive, known aa the BelgorodKharkov operation, from the southern face
of the Kursk salient, The 1st TA and 5th
Guards Tank Army (GTA) comprised the
main attack for the Voronezh Front. Attacking towards Bogodukhov, Katul.ov’s tank
army occupied that city by 7 August and, on
the morning of 12 August, resumed the offensive. The Red Army drove Field Marshal
Erich von Manstein’s army group back te
the Dnieper River.
By 1944, Red Army tank armies achieved
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workable force stuctures and refined cerrkbat methods. Tank corninenders rose to the
demands of armored warfare in terms of
agility, initiative, depth and synchronization, as we currently detlne the tenets of AirLand Battle.
The Ist TA, as pert of the 1st Ukrainian
Front, in March 1944, fought to develop that
front’s offensive objectives in the direction
of southern Poland and the Carpathian
mountains. Always seeking te find innovative methods of combat and te win victories
with fewer forces, Katukov created a forward detachment
from his reserve 64th
GTB, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel L
N. Boiko. The forward detachment’s mission was to capture C!hernovtay, an impartant administrative center for the Ukraine.
In seven hours, the detachment drove
nearly 80 km, forcing the Dniestr River.
Concentrating ita forces, it conducted a aurpriae night attack, seizing the Moshi railroad station north of Chemovtey. Atler capturing Chernovtsy, the 1st TA relentlessly
continued the attack. Because of this operation, the Soviet Supreme High Command
redesignated the 1st TA as the Iat GTA on
25 April 1944.
In the summer of 1944, the lat GTA, still
with the 1st Ukrainian Front, began a majorotfensive by slashing into the reerofGerman Army Group Northern Ukraine. In
continuous combat for come 450 km, forcing
a series of large rivers, liberating towns and
villages in the northern Ukraine and southern Poland, and finally seizing a very important bridgehead across the Vistula River,
Katukov was awarded the Soviet Umon’s
highest decoration, Hero of the Soviet Union. Proud of his awarda (he twice received
this one), he often wore his tunic full of
awarda, particularly for photographers.
In several operations born 1943 to 1945,
.Katukov continuously displayed personal
courage and skill in successful
combat
actions with his tank army. For his mind
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and quick wit, his soldiers nick&rned him,
“General Sly.’” His 1st GTA played a significant role in the Berlin operation and was
ae)ected as an occupation unit in the Group
of Soviet Forces Germany (GSFG&testimony to the unit’s honor in destroying and
capturing the “lair of the beast Fascism.”
Katukov had been on the battlefield from
the tirat to the lest days of the war on the
Eastern Front.

Ratmistrow
The development of Red Army tank forces
and commanders moved in parallel. In the
March 1942 battles around MOSCOW,
the Red
Army could not accomplish deep attacks
and surround large German groupings.,
Without large tank formations in the front
and army organizations, the Soviet General
StatTconcluded that the task ofdevelopinga
tactical success into an operational aticceas
could not be fully achieved. Consequently,
in the middle period of the war, from April
1942 to the end of the year, the small tank
unite of the early period were supplemented
by the formation of larger tank and mechanized corps and tank armies.
Another Red Army tank-force
commander who achieved success and recognition very early was Pavel Alekseevich Rotmistrov. With a thin build of medium
height, a bushy mustache and dark roundrimmed glasses, he looked like a professor
who had wandered off campus. Despite his
appearan% he fought aggreaaively and was
respected as a tactical and operational commander. Rotmlstrov, with the reputation of
an intellectual on tank warfare, played a
significant role in the early orgamzation of
large tank formations.
In December
1940, Rotmistrov
was
named deputy commander, 5th Tank Division (TD), 3d MC, in the Baltic Military District. By May 1941, he was chief of staff for
the corps. After the early defensive battles
and fighting from encirclements,
his en-
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ergetic, dynamic form of command earned
him designation se brigade commander for
one of the newly formed T-34 units.
Retraistrov’s
8th TB, assigned to the
Northwest Front under the command of
General P. A. Kurocbkin, conducted a seven-day battle in the Demyanak sector. With
61 tanka-22 T-34s, 7 heavy KVS and 32 T40 light tanks-he
fought aggressively and
effectively. He drew the notice of the supreme high commander, Stalin, who closely
watched the crucial fight against the German pincers closing on Moscow.
By December 1941, while tigbting around
KIin in the 30th Army, Ratmistrov assumed
command of the army’s mobile group, consisting of the 8th end 21st T%, 145th Separate Tank Battalion, 2d Motorized Rifle and
46th Motorcycle Regiments. Conducting a
desperately needed counterattack to stem
the German advance, his group made heavy
contact along ita penetration from Kfin ta
Vysokovak. Despite the German resistance,
his nnit advanced steadily, unbalancing the
German advance on the northern approaches tn Moscow. As a resuft of thk action, the
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8th TB was redesignsted the 3d G~, and
Rotmistrov received The Order of Lenin.
In the spring of 1942, the Soviet H~gh
Command activated 12 tank corps and two
tank nrrnies. In April, R&mistrov formed
the 7th TC, which, in July, became part of
the 5th TA. He commanded this corps in the
battles around Voronezh, Stalingrad and
Rostov. In theee battles, Rotmistrov began
ta cuftivate his methad of operations for armored forces. Using a high degree of agility
and powerful, direct, active maneuver, he
would strike a devastating blow against tbe
enemy. ‘“Powerful strikes to upset the enemy, and then, utilizing in full measure the
agility of the unit, broke up their mein
f~s,
encircled them, and destroyed them
in detail—such was the favorite tactical
conduct in battle of Rntruistrov: wrote one
of his early commanders,
Genera} P. A.
Kurochkin.’
Tbe skillful combination Of
fire, maneuver and shock marked his fighting style.
“The success of Romistrov’s
corps resulted from his alwavs carefullv studvin~
the enemy: observe~ Kurochl&
“w~igh:
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ing their strengths and weaknesses,
he
knew how to find the point for striking the
main effort’a-s
seemingly necessary ability that operational-level commanders must
possess. Rotrnistrov also possessed uncanny
ability to quickly aasese a situation and devise a creative approach for decisions.
Rotmistrov’s ways ditfered greatly in van“ety arsd uniqueness
of methods. This, at
times, put him at odds with senior commander-specially
when he believed that
he had a much better idea. While a mark of
many great military leaders and a predicament common in all armies, this attitude became a serious problem in later operations.
ISI its struggle for survival, however, even
the Soviet system tolerated such an eccentric nature.
Rotmistrov’s exploits on the battlefield
continually attracted attention from the
highest levels. Gaining the reputation
as an
authoritative theorist and practioner in the
combat application oftank forces, he took an
active part in creating a more homogeneous
force structure for tank armies after serious
problems
were revealed
in operations
around Stdingrad.
III February 1943, he assumed command
of the 5th GTA. His first msjor test came at
Kursk. Assigned k) the Voronezh Front, MS
tank array initi&lly waited as the reserve
against the advancing
German panzer
forces. At the culminating point for the German operation,
his tankers swung into
action. The 5th GTA, as the Soviet armor
elite, faced the Gerrnass’s elite 2d SS Panzer
corps.
On the morning of 12 July 1943, Rotmistrov, with a group of staff officers, occupied
an observation post (OP) near the front.
From there, he had radio communications
with his tank corps and with the army staff.
He also had couriers and additional radios
for backup communications,
The OP, located on a smaIl height southwest of Prokhurovka, provided a tine view of the im-
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pending battle area. Rotmistrov
had anticipated the place and time for combat with the
advancing German armor formations-he
essential] y conducted an operational-level
ambush, resulting in the largest tank battle
in history to that date. Germane and Soviets
committed
some 1,500 tanks
and selfpropelled assault guns to this battle in the
southern half of the Kursk salient.
With the code words “Steel, steel, steel:
Rotmistrov’s units hit the advancing Ger-
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man armor units hard with a rush of tanks
closing the distance to compensate for the
German tanks’ superior firing ranges. The
Soviet tanks closed before German turrets
could traverse to engage them. Rotmistrov
would recall in his memoirs, “1 was surprised how C1OSS
f?om one another gathered
ours and enemy tanks. Meeting halfway.
moved two huge tank avalanches.”t” After a
day-Iong, swirling tank engagement
in
which attack plane pilots could not distinguish Wlend from foe, the Germans withdrew.
Atler successfully blunting the German
armor thrust and restoring the defensive
lines, Soviet forces quickly refitted and
launched a mqjor counteroffensive. Rotrnistrov’s 5th GTA attacked beside Katukov’s
1st TA in a relentless advance, pushing the

Germans back to the Dnieper River by autumn.
During the advance to the Dnieper River,
Rotmistrov’s tank army pursued the Germans with 66 tanks-l 2 percent of its original strength. Corps sttiofficers
were at 30
to 35 percent strength; communication
means were reduced by 75 percenti and
about 85 percent of company and battalion
commanders were out of action.’ I
Rotmistrov tilled shortages in tanks and
personnel in one brigade from each of the
three corps, reinforced them with artillery,
and then united them in one combined-arms
detacfunent. To lead the detachment, he appointed the commander and staff of the 5th
GM(2. The operations and intelligence staff
sections from the tank corps reinforced tbe
army staff officers. Also from the tank corps,
staff detachments with two very powerful
and three medium radio stations were set
UP.
These measures allowed Rotmistrov to
successfully continue the offensive with a
strong unit forward and two phantom cows
for deception, while simultaneously
stopping parts of tbe army for restoration.” This
brilliant risk and improvisation beliee the
conventional notion that Soviet advances
came aa a result of a massive superiority in
personnel and equipment rather than with
true military prowess.
In FebruaW 1944, high appraisal for the
talents of Rotmistrov in the Korsun-Shevchenkovskiy operation, which resulted in
the encirclement and destruction of some
73,000 Germans, won him appointment as
Marshal of the Armored Forces.
In preparation for the Belorussian operation in June 1944, Stalin permitted his
Stauka representative, Marshal A. M. VasiIevskiy, to make a last-rninuts transfer of
Rotmistrov’s tank army from the reserve to
the 3d Belorussian Front. “Rotmistrov was
not exactly enthusiastic about the Stavka
decision,” recalled Vaailevskiy in his mem-
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oirs, “bath the transfer of his army and the
change in direction of its introduction into
the breakthrough.’’”
Rotmistrov objecfed
that his tankers had too little time to prepare routes and assault positions in the new
direction. But, he was primarily concerned
that the Germau operational reserve was
unlocated. His tank army’s advance would
attract the reserves’ attention.
The 5th GTA, which had always distinguished itself in battle, performed disappointingly in the initial phase of the operation In the advsnce, Rotmistrov’s army, began losing too many tanks. On 28 June,
Stalin wroti in a directive to Vasilevskiy
and the 3d Belorussian Front commander,
“The High Command demands swift and decisive actions from the 5th GTA as called for
by the situation at the front.’’”
‘
Chernyakovskiy,
the 3d Belorussian
Front’s 38-year-old commander (the youngest in the Red Army and much younger than
Rotmistrov) challenged the tank forces’ hero’s high losses. Rotmistrov claimed that he
was using the same tactics that had brought
him earlier success. Chernyakovskiy
replied that Rotmistrov was no longer on the
steppes but in hill and swamp country.’5
Chernyakovskiy
appointed a special commission to investigate. Based on the results
of the investigation,
the commission required Rotmistrov to immediately revise his
tactics of armored combat in detiladed and
semi-detiladed terrain.
In August 1944, after another clash with
the front commander over his commitment
of tanks to the city fighting around Vdnius,
Rotmistrov relinquished his command ko be
appointed deputy commander of Soviet Armored and Mechanized Forces. None of the
5th GTA’s successive commanders achieved
the intensity or success of Rotmistrov’s operations. Whether the incident was a momentary personality conflict or Retmistrov
had truly lost his touch has never been acknowledged or developed in Soviet writings.
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Regrettably, Rotmistrov died before completing this pm-tion of his memoirs.’” He did,
bowever, survive te become the major writer for Soviet armor doctrine in the postwar
years until his death in the eWly 1980s.

IRybalko

“‘

Pavel Semenovich Rybalko did not follow
the typical wartime career pattern to tank
army commander. Yet, while he did not
serve as a brigade or corps commander, he
commanded a tank army longer than anyone else. Like many commanders, he did
have a cavalry background. He commanded
a separate cavalry squadron when attached
to the Soviet embassy in the Mongolian capital of Ulan Bator and served in the famous
1st Cavalry Army.
The war found Rybalko teaching in a Soviet military academy. In May 1942, atter
repeated written requests for assignment to
the front, he was transferred from the school
staff to become deputy commander of the
5th TA. By the end of September 1942, he
took commend of the 3d TA.
Short, squat and with an old-fashioned
shaven head (common among oficers before
the war), Rybalko was a very competent,
self-confident
and strong-willed
commander. A hard-looking man, with many
scars on his head and a long saber-like cut
down hk right cheek, he conveyed a no-
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nonsense manner.1~ However, in friendly
chats, he cnuld be witty and resonrc?ful and
very positive in his attitnde.
He could rally those who surrounded him
and those he commanded. Yet, his methods
did not include concessions or pata on the
back. General-Colonel
David Dragnnskiy
alluded to this in his memoirs after commanding a tank brigade under Rybalko.
Dragunekiy hadjuet returned attr recovering from serious wounds. He was already a
Hero of the Soviet Union when Rybalko introduced him to the commander of the front
artillery: “Thie ia the commander of our
55th Tank Brigade. He has been in the hospital. But is back in time. He feared he
would not make it tn Berlin. Now, if he en@a Berlin first, he’ll get a second Gold Star,
and if he doesn’t, we’ll take his tiret from
him.’’”
Rybalko was very exacting and drove his
men had Although tough and dedicated,
he was at the same timejudicious in his con-
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siderations. He was personally quite feerless and always located himself well forward in the dangerous sectors. Ilk exposure
to danger was not reckless, but was employed effectively, galvanizing subordinate
commanders and men by moving forward to
give them orders and directions.
Marshal I. S. Konev, Rybalko’s front commander
for the last year of the war, wrote,
‘We had many good tank commanders, but
without deprecating their services, I wish to
say just the same that in my personal view
Rybalko most thoroughly understood the
nature and capabilities of large tank formations. He loved, valued and knew hk equipment well although he was not a tanker
from his youth. He knew what could be gotten out of his equipment, what it wae capable of and what not and always remembered
this when he gave missions to his troops.’’”
For sklllfnl leadership of bis tank army in
January 1943, fighting near OstrogoshskRessosh, he received the Order of Suvorov,
1st Degree. Zhukov and Vasilevskiy, Sta.uka
representatives, in a telegram to Stalin and
the Staukn reported, “on Rybalko personally we might say the following he is an experienced general and his appraisal of the
situation is accurate.’””
In the middle of February 1943, 3d TA received the mission to attack towards Poltava. This operation would reveal that Rybalko’s rise was not without flaw. He, too,
learned lessons forged in ditlicult battles. In
a situation in which the Red Army command had underestimated the strength and
capabilities of the German forces and overestimated their own successes, Rybaiko’s
tank army received an impossible mission.
On 19 February, the German 2d SS and
48th Panzer Corps went on the offensive
against the Southwestern Front. On 28 February, 3d TA, subordinated to this front,
went on the defense with 30 operable tanks.
Not knowing the German intentions and
unable ta shift to the offense by the morning
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of 2 March, Rybalko’s tank army wee a&
tacked by the 4th Panzer Army.
German rmita of Operational Group I&
mpf and SS Adolf Hitler attacked from t$e
vicinity of Kraenograd en~ by evening, saurounded the 3d TA. Rybalko ordered a
breakouttothenortheest.
Between5and 10
March, elements of the 3d TA broke out of
the encirclement, leaving their vehicles and
artillery because of a lack of ammunition
end fuel.
The army’s costly losses and combat ineffectiveness forced its placement into tbe
fi-ont reserves and later into the High Cornmsnd’s reserve. Inexperience flawed the S~viet’s operational-level assessment, but the
Red Army and Rybalko were learning.
On 26 April 1943, the 3d TA was redesignated the 57th Army, and Rybalko was
without a command. On 1 May, h? approached General Federenko, commankr
of the Red Army tank and mechanized
forces, and the chief of the general stiwith
a proposal to reestablish the 3d TA as an operational formation. 0014 May, the StuukQ
High Command issued a directive for the
formation of the 3d GTA. Rybalko was given
a second chance.
Wkh each operation and with each fight,
Rybalko’s art in leading tauk forces grew.
He learned quickly fjust es tbe rest of tbe
Red Army had to) in a very demanding
school of eurvival. This mastery would culminate for Rybalko in tbe final years of the
war.
By the e,ymmer of 1943, the tank armies,
including the 3d GTA, became purely tank
formations. Thanks to Rotmistrov’s recommendations on force structure, they no longer had rifle divisions that caused awkward
coordination of maneuver and movement.
Pure tank armies gained the capability to
operate independently
in the operational
depth, apart from the rifle armies.
Shortcomings became evident in breakthroughs of prepared, in-depth German
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defense%the
tank army did not have sufficient reinforcements, primarily in heavy
artillery, a problem that was never fully resolved. This organic fmepower deficiency
was not compensated for even by artillery
support from the ritle armies. As a result,
tank armies suffered high casualties when
assisting in the breakthrough of a defanee.
The greater majority ofbreakthrough~peratione required assistance ffom tie tank
armies. Controversy in the poet-war years
consistently identified Rybalko’s tkont commander, Konev, with the too early commik
ment of tank forces in the breakthrough, a
method supported on occasion by Rybalko.
By 1944, Rybalko’s use oftbe 3dGTAhad
established a solid reputation and many
commanders looked forward to working an
operation with his forces. He developed the

intuitive ability to sense the flow of an operation and to dktinguish the really decisive
moments from the apparently decisive ones.
He knew exactly when and where he should
tie, which remains an uncommon but i,mpor-,
tant quality for operational-level
commanders
on the modern battlefield.
This was particularly true in the LvovSandomierz operation in July 1944, when
Ryhalko skillfully reacted to changtng situations and executed new decisions. With tbe
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launching of the offensive, and despite a
planned introduction of his tank army into
the battle on the second day, he did not wait
for a faltering first-echelon attack to clear
the path. He recommended to the front commander an early commitment of his tank army into a gap four to six kilome~ers wide,
that became known as the “Koltov corridor.”
Anxious to execute the general mission,
Rybalko saw an opportunity for a new plan
of action, despite a bogged-down advance
complicated by counterattacking panzer divisions. After a series of encounter battles
and the splitting of the tank army in the operational depth, his forces assisted in encircling nearly eight German divisions at Brody and in captururg Lvov. It then moved towards the Sandomierz bridgehead across
the Vistula River.
Perhaps the most impressive operations
conducted by Rybalko, demonstrating his
depth and agility as an operational-level
commander, were the actions of his tank
army in Polish Silesia. In January 1945,
during the Vistula-Oder operation, the 1st
Ukrainian
Front, still commanded
by
Konev, decided the quickest way to liberate
the Silesian industrial region and save it
from destruction could be accomplished by
striking to the rear of the German .%lesian
grouping.
At 2240 on 23 January, the 3d GTA was
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assigned an unexpected, and very complicated, task to turn the entire tank army 90
degrees. On that day, 7th GTC, the lead element of 3d GTA, reached the Oder River
south of OppeIn. The army’s turn to a new
axis required that reconaaiesance be reorganized and that troop units and rear services be regrouped. To fuftill the order, Rybalko moved his units 80 km and its forward
detachments about 100 km by midday on
24 January.
Rybalko decided to place his trailing
corps, 9th MC, in the first echelon and
moved the 6th GTC, which had been attscking, into a second-echelon role. At 0310, 24
January, his troops were assigned their missions and, by dawn, they had shifted their offensive onto the new sins.
By evening 24 January, they had forced
the Klodnitsa River, and by the evening of
the 27th, the 7th GTC was in Rybnik, 9th
MC in Nikolai and 6th GTC in between.
These efforts quickly led to a situation that
threatened the Germans in the Silesian industrial region with encirclement. Since Soviet experience showed that a battle would
destroy the industrial works and mines, and
it was important to secure the region intact,
the Soviet High Command ordered the ring
around the Germans not be closed.
Accordingly, on the night of 27–28 January, the front commander assigned 3d GTA
a limited mission to complete the destruction of isolated German groupings in tbe areas of Rybnik and Nikolai, to destroy the enemy se they were escaping from the encirclement, and to attack in the direction of
Raciborz and reach the Oder. Rybalko’s
army reached Raciborz on 2%30 January.
Beginning to withdraw units for reequippurg and new combat missions, 3d GTA allowed Germans to hastily retreat through
the corridor letl for them. “Rybalko was a
man on whom I completely relied,” Konev
emphasized in his postwar memoirs.”
Preparations began for the final assault
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on Berlin. Crossing the Neisee River, Rybalko’spath waesignithmntlyta the eouthof
Berlii in the direction of the city of Brsudenbnrg. “From the first day of the operation all our actions could be characterised in
one word—aggressiveness;
wrote RybaIJco
in a postwar recollection.=
At 0310, 18
April, when the 3d GTA weE 2 km from the
Spree River and driving on Brandenburg,”1
received a directive from the front commander to force the Spree and tn develop an
wwe=ive
attack in the general direction of
. . . Berut, Tel’tov and the southern edge of
Berlin. . . . How this order inspired US!”NRybalko’s tank army attacked Berlin, not tlom
the east but from the south, and advanced to
the center of the city.

‘

Tank army commanders, like Rybalko
end other Red Army commanders, followed
a long, hard path ta a victorious end. Msny
~impreaeive factors, such es adapting force
structures, adopting lessons learned and
conducting imaginative warfare at the operational level, were all exteneiona of a very
capable and effective military leadership.
This leadership, on the other side of the
Eastern Front, mastered madern armored
warfare. These Soviet leaders put their
tanks in Berlin-an
ironic response to Guderien’s 1937 writing, Achtung!Pansers!
It
wea a leader?dip foolishly held in contempt
by invading Germans, and it is a Leadership
still unrecognised in US postwar writings
and studies.
%
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Accomlng ta these authors, the June 1987Military Review article,
“CounteringSoviet ForwmdDetachments,” by Cokmel{P)JohnR.
LuR&YtiLisukvwuf CotanelGarMtR. Fonaiz,axwanimportant
tirst s.%pin explainingthe concept of forwan-t&tachments. Todesign measums to combat these importantformations,a clearunder.
standing ofthe puqmses forwhich they afereformed,ptaced within
thehistaticalcontexto ftheirdevetopment, is necessary.Thisartiete
traceathe evolutionof forward&tachments in Soviet nn”litawtheOTY.fieir em@aymentin WortdWarII and their rolein contempomrg eonuentzmmtand naelearhigh-intensity~pemtian.s.

I

N HIS book, Crusa& in Europe, Dwight
D. Eisenhower wrote that in March 1945,
the main problem facing Allied forces was
crossing the Rhine River. The US 111Corps
reached the river at Remagen on 7 March.
To their astonishment, they found the Ludendorff Bridge over the Rhine still standing. Its destruction had been planned, but
the American troops had advanced so fast
that the detachment of German troops responsible for detonation of the charges under the bridge was thrown into confusion.
Should they destroy the bridge and trap
their own troops on the west s]de of the river
or let it stand?
Tbe US 9th Armored Division led the ad.
vance toward the bridge. “Without hesita.
tion a gallant detachment of Brvgadier General William M. Hoge’s Combat Command
‘B’ rushed the bridge and preserved it
against complete destruction. ” The news
waa relayed to General Omar N. Bradley.
How much force would be pushed over that
bridge? lie immediately got in touch with
Eisenhower, who later recalled: “1 could
scarcely believe my ears. We had frequently
dmcussed such a development as a remote
possibility.” “How much have you got in
that vicinity that you can throw across the
river?” Ike said to Bradley. ! Five divm]ons
were sent over the bridge right away
Taking the br]dge at Remagen intact was
a crucial event that shortened tbe war. Its
capture has since been celebrated in print
and on the mowe screen. It M instructive to
study how Soviet military historians report
thwsame event. Colonel V. M. Kuiish, a distinguished Soviet military historian, in his
book, The Second Front, wrote:
“The 3rd Corps, hawng moved 25 to 30 km
(kilometers)
In three days, on 5 March
reached tbe Rhine south of Bonn. Moving
ahead of the corps, the 9th Armored Division turned toward Remagen and with their
forward detachment
seized a railroad bridge
which the enemy had not managed to blow
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up.’On leaming of this, Eisenhower ordered
Bradley ta widen the bridgehead and immediately send not less than five divisions over
to the bridgehead.’”
The use of the term, “forward detachment,” (perea’ouoy ottyad, or PO, in Russian)
may come as a surprise ta American. readers. To explain the actions of Hoge’s Combat

The use of the term,
“forward detachment, “[at Remagen]
may come us a surprise to American
readers. To tccplain the actions of
Hoge’s Combat Command “B” to his
Soviet readers, Kalish ased a military
term immediately comprehensible
to them: forward detachment.

Command “B” to his Soviet readers, Kulish
used a military term immediately comprehensible tQ them: forward detachment. The
Soviets have studied the forward detachment for many years and are quite familiar
with the concept, what is a forward detachment and from where did the idea spring?
Off]cial Soviet sources define a for.vard
detachment as:
,,
a reinforced tank (motorized rifle, naval infantry) subunit (unit), detached for independent performance ofa mission during
the course of a battle (operation); an element of the combat order. In the offensive, a
forward detachment is designated for rapid
penetration into the depth of enemy defenses, seizure of his important objectives
(lines), pursuit of tbe enemy, forcing water
barriers from the march and performing
other tasks; in defense-for
actions in the
security zone. Forward detachments might
also be sent out on the march in anticipation
of a meeting engagement. In the Great Patriotic War, forward detachment were sent
out from rifle divisions (sometimes from

27

At least one Soviet theorist,
when discussing maneuverability, stated that “in the course of the offensive
troop actions of the Eastern front in
1919 to liberate the Uraf.v,forward
detachments were used to ensure
continuous operations. . .”

regiments) of the first echelon made up of a
rifle battalion reinforced w]th tanks, artil.
Iery and engineers. Tank and mechanized
corps detached reinforced brigades for for.
ward detachments. Forward detachments
fulfilled missions both in the direct proximity of the main forces, and also while separated from them by 1>50 km, sometimes in
cooperation with a tactical alr landing”3
t ISdifficult to determine the exact time
the concept of forward detachments was
developed in Soviet military art A number
of authors point to the 1930s-the role of forward detachments in cavalry formations
was in field manuals in that period. But at
least one Soviet theorist, when discussing
maneuverability, stated that “m the course
of the offensive troop actions of the Eastern
front ]n 1919 to liberate the Urals, forward
detachments were used to ensure continuous operations at night and during the day,
for reaching the enemy’s rear and disrupting Its lines of commumcations.”
A forward detachment at this time might
have Included “three-five rifle companies,
several machme guns and one or two artillery pieces; on the most important dwectlons they also employed reinforced cavalry
units as forward detachments.” Such forward detachments
“made it possible to
maintain a blgh rate of advance and ensure
tbe continuous pursuit of the enemy.’”
The term came back into use in the 1930s
as the Sowet high command developed the

11

.
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idea of deep battle and deep operations.
World War I had defenses so strong that neither side could make much headway in the
attack. Troops, if attacked, merel y retreated
some distance and set up new defenses.
Thus, the imtial tactical success failed todevelop into an operational success, which
could have led to strategic results. This failure led to a stalemate, the trench warfare
that characterized most of World War I.
Some method was needed to quickly overcome these defenses and destroy the enemy
grouping to achieve strategic success. Ip the
post-World War I period, Soviet military
strategists
determined
that to do this,
deeply echeloned masses of coordinated infantry, tanks and artdlery, supported by
aviation, were needed. This method of combat action got the name “deep operation.’”
Today, operational
maneuver
groups
(OMGS) maybe used in the modern version
of this concept.
The ]dea’sembryo can be seen in the latter
part of the 1920s in the works of M. N.
Tukhachevskiy, N. Ye. Varfolomeyev and
Ye. A. Shilovskly, Army Operations: A. K.
Kolenkovsk]y, On Oflenszue Operations
of
an Army as Part ofa Front; and V. K. Triandafillov, The Character
of Operations
of
Modern Arrows. Their ideas were reflected
in the 1929 Field Service Regulations
(PU–29).’
In early 1931, just before hls death in an
airplane accident, Triandafillov, head of the
Operations Department of the staff of the
Red Army, dehvered a speech outlinirig the
f~atures of the deep operation, using the
new means of fighting that were just beginning to be developed: armor, artillery and
avlatlon. A. 1. Yegorov, the chief of staff, saw
to it that Triandatillov’s ideas were widely
discussed by the higher command personnel. After several meetmgs, the staff issued
“Provisional Instructions on the Organization of Deep Battle,” which became official
in February 1933’
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In March 1935, “Instructions
for Deep
Battle” was approved by the Commissariats
of Defense. These instructions were subsequently tested in maneuvers and troop exercises by military
leaders such as I. P.
LJborevich, L E. Yakir, I. F. Fed’ko, P. Ye.
Dybenko, B. M. Shaposhnikov, K. A. Meretskov and others. After this, the new Field
Service Regulations of 1936 were issued.’
The Provisional
Field Service Regulations Of 1936 (PU-.36) indicated that forward detachments
were designated and
used for forestalling the enemy on favorable
lines and seizing important regions and objectives deep inside his area. Them actions
were proposed only when the sides were approaching and at the beginning of a clash.’
The deep operation had several stages:
Q The breakthrough
of the tactical defenses by combined
efforts of infantry,
tanks, artillery and aviation.
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e The development of tactical success into operational success by introducing masses of tanks, motorized infantry and mechanized cavalry into the gap, with the support
of long-range aviation and the landing of
airborne troops, for destrl. ction of reserves
and elimination of the enemy’s operational
defense.
e The development ofoperatlonal success
until the gcoup chosen as the ob~ectofthe operation is destroyed, and a favorable position for a new operation is seized.’0
To develop the deep operation from the
first stage into the second stage, mobile
troops (tanks, motorized infantry and mechanizedcavah-y) had to be introduced, and air
drops made into the enemy’s operational
depths. Am superiority over the region was
essential.”
Many of the lead] ngthe’oret]cians whodeveloped the concept of deep battle perished

.0
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in Stalin’s purges Yakh-, Fed’ko, Dybenko,
lkfchachevskiy,
Yegorov, Uborevich, R. P.
Eideman, and many others. However, the
1936 Field Regulations (PfJ-36) remained
as a guide to young officers.
The use of for-ward detachments thus preceded World War 11.An early mention of forward detacfunent can be found in Instructions on Tactics of the Cavalry issued in
1934. The general instructions indicate that
in the offensive, a cavalry regiment might
be designated
for developing
the main
strike by the second echelon.” This reflects
the concept of deep battle.
However, at that stage, “the task of the
forward detachment-security
of the main
forces, [for example] their protection and
performance of reconnaissance in their interests,’’” did not entirely indicate the role
of the forward detachment as it later developed. Before battle, one of the main tasks of
the cavalry foe-ward detachment was reconnaissance. On the march and in a meeting

On meeting the enemy, the
forward detachment commander
was to deploy his troops on the most
favomble line available and go over to
the defensive in case the enemy had
supe=”orforces. 16 subsequently, he
found the re[ati’onship of forces in his
favor, the commander was to swiftly
attack and repufse the enemy and
then continue his mission.

engagement,
the forward detachment of
horsemen was-to move out to a Iine, designated by the division commander, where its
task would be either to move ahead or to
stay m the spot, depending on its mission. If
it were to precede the main force, it jumped
ahead from cover to cover along the general
march route, being careful to stay ahead
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the mandated distance.
On meeting the enemy, the forward detachment commander was to deploy his
troops on the most favorable line available
and go over to the defensive in case the enemy had superior forces. If, subsequently, he
found the relationship of forces in his favor,
the commander was to swiftly attack and repulse the enemy and then continue his mission, If the enemy was superior in force, the
for-ward detachment commander was to remain on the defensive, with the intent of going over to a mobile defense at the first opportunity.” There were also instructions for
actions of the forward detachment of cavalry in tbe attack, in defense and in retreat.
orward detachments were used extenF
sively in World War IL Since they operated independently in performing their mission, apparently the most capable officers
available were selected to command them.
Among the of%cers, then junior, who were
noted as having commanded forward detachments in that war were A. Kh. Babadzhanyan, later Chief Marshal of Armored Forces and Commander of Armored
Force.y 1.1. Gusakovskiy, General of the Army; D. A. Dragunskiy, General Colonel or
Tanks and head of Vystrel Higher Officers’
Courses for many years; O. A. Losik, Marshal of Armored Forces and Commandant of
the I$lalinovskiy Tank Academy; I. I. Yakubovskly, subsequently Marshal of the Soviet
Union, Commander in Chief of the Warsaw
Pact and 1st Deputy Minister of Defense,
In tbe first period of the war, in the winter campaign of 194142, Soviet troops finally brought the German advance to a halt
and even attacked in some areas. Lacking
reserves, German troops began hastily to
withdraw their troops. The attacking Soviet divisions needed special mobile subunits
to impede the enemy’s withdrawal. At tirst
they were called by different names—
mobile detachments,
mobil forward de-
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Soviet historians admit that ear[y in the war forward detachments were
not always used correctly. Otten badly led, their maneuvers on the battlefield
fiequerrtly were poorly executed, resulting in terrible losses. It was not until 1942
that Stavka of the Supreme High Cornrnand issued a directiue that reorganized
the breakthrough alon.rrthe lines of the earlier concept of deep battle.

tachments, forward detachments. But they
all performed a single task. As the Directive
of the Western Front No. 0103(13 December
1941 ) noted:
“Pursuit will be conducted rapidly, without losing contact with the enemy, with
wide use of strong mobile forward detachments for seizure of road yrnctions, defiles
and disorganization of the enemy’s marching and combat order.’’”
Soviet historians admit that early in the
war forward detachments were not always
used correctly. Oflen badly led, them maneuvers on the battlefield frequently were
poorly executed, resulting in terrible losses.
It was not until 1942 that Stauka of the Supreme High Command wsued a directive
that reorganized the breakthrough along
the lines of the earher concept of deep battle.
New equipment arriving at the front made
it possible to create stronger forward detachments. This made new missions possible:
e Seizing lines (objectives) in the next
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zone =nd holding them untd the manr forces
armved.
e Reaching the rear areas of individual
enemy groups and, together with the division’s main forces, annlhdating them.
e Reaching the route of the enemy’s withdrawal and seizing the defense hne prepared by him.
e Seizing (river) crossings and other important objectives nr the depths of the enemy’s defenses. ”
Before August 1943, tank corps sent out
forward detachments consisting of reinforced companies or battalions, but later
tank or mechanized brigades were used.
They could be formed at the beginning of an
operation or during it Usually, they were
formed ahead oftime so that the commander
could work out all the details of action with
his men before the battle. Reinforcement
unite were assigned in time to take part m
the planning, using models of the terrain or
maps. Frequently, there was no time for detailed rehearsal. The accompanying figure
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Preparation
Offensive Operations
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Forward Detachment

Stalingmd Counterattack

Compositedetachment
25th & 233 TankBrigades

Korsun’-Shevchenkovsldy
Zhitomir-Berdichev
Shyaulyay
Mstula-Oder

Tme to Prspare

34 hrs
2.3 hrs
33.14 hrs

1stGuardsTankBrigade
8th &9th GdsMechBrigades

3.5 hrs
None

44th & 52d GdsTankBrigades

shows the time available for such preparation in selected operations.”
The distance of the forward detachment
from the parent unit increased during the
war. In 1942, the forward detachment operated up to 25 km ahead of the main force,
and later, 50 km and even 90 km or more.
High tempos were achieved because the
forward detachments avoided battle whenever possible. The units also had to be replaced frequently by fresh units. For example, the forward detachments
of the 7th
Guards Tank Corps of the 3d Guards Tank
Army in the Vistula-Oder operation were
relieved five times from 14 to ’24 January

The major missions forward
detachments were. . . . seizing and
kolding important objectives and securing information on the formation
and strength of enemy forces; the
ensuring of a more rapid and complete
exploitation of nuclear strikes delivered by the advancing forces; fhe destruction of the enemy’s nz(c[ear systems and air defense groups.

1945. The forward detachments of the 1st
Mechanized Corps of the 2d Guards Tank
Army were changed six times from 18 to 30
January 1945, Forward detachments frequently operated at night. The forward detachment of the
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5th Guards Tank Corm in the YassY-Kishinev operation was the 22d Guards Tank Brigade. It was reinforced with a regiment of
~lf-propelleda rtlllery, an artillery -battery,
ngmeer and mortar companies. During the
night of 2S-27 August 1944, in pursuing the
enemy, it destroyed his rear guard and pre.
vented him from taking up a defense on the
approaches to the city. ”
eneral Major I. N. Vorobyev today appears as one of the most autboritative
of the Soviet military spokesmen. In 1965,
Vorobyev, then a colonel, wrltmg in the
General StafTs theoretical jouraal Mdttary
7’bought, hsted the major missions forward
detachments were to perform. Among them
were seizing and holding important objectives and securing mformat}on on the formation and strength of enemy forces; tbe ensur]ng of a more rapid and complete exploitation of nuclear strikes dellvered by the
advancing forces; the destruction of the enemy’s nuclear systems and air defense
groups. l~e then described the role of “large
forward detach merits,” which differed +gniticantiy from that of the forward detachments used in World War H:
“Large forward detachments possessing
them own nuclear weapons may be used not
only to capture and hold objectives but also
to destroy zndlu~dual, small aduanczng enemy reserue groupl rigs, and to destroy his
large control points and communications
centers. This may be accomplished independently
or in coordination
with air-
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borne forces and with support from nuclear
weapons and aviation of a higher command.” (emphasis in original)m
Vorob’yev then suggested that such large
forward detachment be called “operational
forward detachments.” It is speculated here
that such detachments were the predecessors to what, today in the West, are known
as OMGS. He noted that “at the same time
the role of tacticcd [forward] detachment
has not ~een decreased.” (emphasis added)”
In the same afilcle, Vorob’yev mentioned
“so-called raiding operation:
as follows
“Basically these operations consist of assigning to each detachment not just one but
several objectives,
located at various
depths. . . . Such raids may be especially effective when performed by large detachment.”=
In 1976, General Colonel V. A. Merimskiy, then deputy chief of the Main Directorate of Combat Training of Soviet Ground
Forces, concluded a series of articles that
had appeared in the Military Herald debating the use of the armored personnel csrrier, Boyeuaya Mashina Pekkoty (BMP), in
battle. The BMP was eminently suited, he
concluded, for actions deep in the enemy’s
rear as part of a forward or bypassing detachment.
One article h the Militmy Herald series
had proposed “raiding tactics” for subunits
of BMPs. Merimskiy noted
“Comparing the actions of a subunit of
BMPs in the exercises Lt Colonel Molozev
described with the actions of forward detachments, it is easy to see their complete
identity. In actual fact, a forward detachment as part of a reinforced battalion will
rush into the depths of the defenses, bypassing strong points and pockets of resistance. .
. . Consequently, it is hardly advisable to introduce such a term as ‘raiding tactics’ especially for platoons, companies and battalions. but rather talk about actions of sub-
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Primary emphasis is given to
methoo% that will ensure “continuous
and mpid advance by our troops to a
great a%pth.”. . . work continues on
“the coordinated employment of airborne
forces, forward detachments and the
rapid exploitation of success, the combating of enemy reconnaissance
and attack weapons. ”

units in BMPs in forward, bypassing and
special detachment.”=
In other words, the
actions of small forward detachment
are
the same as “raiding tactics.”

s

oviet strategists in the mid-1980s, like
General Colonel M. A. Gareyev, continue to stress ‘the preparation and conduct ofoffensive operations “ Primary. emphasis is
given to methods that will ensure “continuous
end rapid advance by our troeps to a great
depth.’” Work continues on ‘the coordinated
employment of airborne forces, forward detachments and the rapid exploitation of success, the combating of e~my recormeissance
and attack weapons and so on’%
what is the role of the forward detachment today? Soviet theoreticians like Colonel F. D. Sverdlov, for many yearsprofessor
of tactics at Frunze Military Academy, in
1986 wrote an entire book on the subject. He
described how such detachments will be
sent out to penetrate deep into enemy de-
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The US Army concept ofAirLand
Battle, accora%ngto Sverdtov, mnkes it
possible to predict the combat artions
of the probable enemy and to plan and
prepare to conduct battle accordingly.
AirLandBattle must be countered by
tactics of decisive, highly mimeuverable actions. The necessary combat
tasks mast be petiormed actively, continuously and with surprise.

fenses and to support a high rate of advance
for the main troops.x
Today’s combat actiona will take place
over a wide area. Troops will be able to use
gaps in the enemy’s front lines for flank attacks and envelopment, reaching the rear
area defenses and carrying out surprise attacks. Sverdlov pointed out that the battle
plan, pzutmdarly the order of nuclear and
artillery fire destruction of the enemy, will
determine the time and area from which forward detachments will be sent. Holes m the
enemy’s defenses created by nuclear strikes
will create favorable conditions for swift
action by forward cietacbmen+~.” In pursuing a retreating enemy, forward detachments will forestall the enemy in reaching a
designated area, creating favorable conditions for his encirclement and destruction
by the main forces.”
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The US Army concept of AirLand Battle,
according to Sverdlov, makes it possible to
predict the combat actiona of the probable
enemy and te plan and prep-me to conduct
battle accordingly. AirLand Battle must be
countered by tactics of decisive, highly maneuverable actions. The necessary combat
tasks must be performed actively, continuously end with surprise.
Sverdlov points out that forward detachments will be an important element of the
combat order during offensive and defensive
operations. They can successfully perform
their mission in any kind of battle or action
hy the enemy. Their personnel will be specially trained for the task. The use of nuclear weapons and other new means of destruction does not decrease but increasea the possibilities for using forward detachments
under today’s circumstances.a
In offensive battle, the actions of forward
detachments will depend on the enemy’s defenses. Commanders must know the strong
and weak aspects of the enemy’s defenses to
take advantage of the slightest miscalculation both when using nuclear weapons and
when using only conventional weapons. The
enemy will be expected to defend his rear areas against possible penetration by forward
detachments or tactical airborne landings.m
The enemy will build his defenses on the
terrain exactly where the forward detachments will want to operate. The forward detachments must be constantly on the alert
so they will not be caught in an ambush. If
nuclear weapons are used, the enemy will
occupy his strong points only at the last minute, a circumstance forward detachments
will use to their advantage. Tbe commander
must know the enemy’s order of battle, his
forces, the terrain and the time available.
Enemy covering forces will try to impede
the movement and actions of troops, including forward detachments.
In defensive battle, forward detacbmenta
will operate in the security zone, which
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means they will be the first ones to encounter an attacking enemy. Their task will be to
give their main forces time to organize their
defenses, using new tactical methods of defensive actions. Forward detachment
will
be Called on to slow down the enemy attack
in the security zone, to keep him from seizing the initiative and to limit his freedom to
maneuver by creating obstacles and other
impediments. In some cases, forward de.
tachments will be able to stall the offensive
by wgoroue defense and by leading the ene-

my astray as to t he main force defenses.
Forward detachments can be used in the
offensive, m meeting engagements, in defense, in pursuit and in retreat. These missions applied when forward detachments
“rode out on horseback, with horse-drawn artillery pieces and ammunition wagons. Today the weapon systems have changed, but
the basic concept remains. The presence of
nuclear weapons has not altered military
fundamentals
and the missions of these
highly mobile and powerful formations. %
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N RECENT years, some Western military analysts have pres~nted the view
that Soviet planning for theater war is predicatedon achieving theater objectives solely
through conventional
operations (albeit
with a substantial nuclear backup).’ Use of
massive amormta ofairpower end conventional surface-to-surface missiles in lieu of
nuclear strikes will allow the Soviets to
break into NATO’s operational rear area
with force-tailored,
highly mobile formations called operational maneuver groups
(OMGS).2
The OMGS would be division or armyl
corps size at army and front level respectively. Once in NATO’s rear area, they would
conduct raiding actions to disrupt command, control, and communications (C9 and
logistical functions, capture key facilities,
such as aifilekle, and destroy nuclear weapons facilities and launchers. The goal of this
operational concept is to present NATO military and political leaders with afattaccompli by the third or fourth day of the war. The
destruction of nuclear delivery means and
the intermixing of Soviet and NATO unite
in the rear area would preclude a NATO nuclear response to the offensive.
All of these writers posit tbe massive Soviet employment of airborne and air assault
formations to support the advance of combined arms forces and, in particular, the
OMGS as they penetrate beyond tactical (50
kilometers [km]) defenses into the operational depths. Since the air-defense environment in Europe ]s the densest of anywhere
in the world, this would seem to pose some
problem to Soviet leaders tasked with employment of these forces in support of such
an 0ffensive.3
The Soviets resumed analysls of the conventional “option” in the 1960s. In them
writings, they continued to assign a key role
to airborne forces in support ofa conventional theater offensive. The airborne dimension is seen as a means of attacking the ene-

my’s deferrae throughout its”depth, a key Soviet concept, especially in a conventional
contest. As the discussion matured, the role
of airborne forces changed from that of
merely exploiting nuclear strikes to that of
acting as an essential element of the theater
offensive itself. Current writings, notably
those by airborne
force (Voz&sslsnoDesantrzye
Voiska [VDV]) personalities,
continue analysis of the Soviet historical experience and assign an essential role to airborne forces and operations in support of
such an offensive.’

EnlploymemtLirnitation$
The employment of airborne forces in a
theater war is dependent upon the capabilities and limitations of the means required
for such employment.
WTAAssets
The principal and most obv”ious limitation
to employment of airborne forces is the
number of Military Transport Aviation
(Voenno -Transportnaia
Auiatsia
lVTA1)
aircraft available to transport the force.
VTA currently has over 1,200 aircraft Of
these,
the ones most applicable
to
operational-level
airborne operations tie
the AN-12 Cub, the IL-76 Candid and the
AN-22 Cock.’ Oftbese, tbe IL-76 ISthe most
important. It is being produced at the rate of
30 per year, while AN-12 and AN-22 production bae stopped.’
The AN-22 would more likely be employed as a cargo hauler rather than as a lift
aircraft for airborne operations. Although a
demonstration drop was conducted from a
single AN-22 during the Duirm exercise in
1970, apparently that is the exception rather than the rule (as are similar operations
with the USC-5A Galaxy ).’
Aeroflot aircraft are not considered in the
total number of available aircraft because of
the particular crew skills required for air
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If is estimated that it would take 55 to 65 IL-76 aircraff to drop
a Soviet airborne regiment equipped with airborne armored uehicles (BMDs).
This would equate to more than 200 AN-12 sorties, Obviously, this would be
a sizable percentage of the total AN-12 and ZL-76assets now available.

drop or assault landing operations. One
must assume that aircraft used for airborne
assault operations in a theater-level conflict
would come from trained VTA assets. The
number of aircraft needed to deploy elements of a Soviet airborne unit would depend on the size and tailoring of the force,
tbe logistical requirement of the force and
the amount of time tbe force would expect to
operate. In short, it is mission dependent.
it is estimated that it would take 55 to 65
IL-76 aircraft to drop a Soviet airborne regiment equipped with airborne armored vehicles (BMDs).e This would equate to more
than 200 AN-12 sorties. Obviously, this
would be a sizable percentage of the total
AN-12 and IL-76 assets now available. Also,
the AN-12 suffers from a distinct range limitation when compared to the IL-76. Depending on the unite’ deployment location,
the IL-76 assets could be even more valuable.
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Operational Competition
Another important factor to consider in
airborne force employment is the competing
operational requirements for those same assets. This competition can take various
forms. For example, to obtain the surprise
necessary for success of OMGS (by striking
prior to complete NATO deployment), some
Western analysts propose that the Soviets
will launch an offensive from a “standing
start.” This would entail attacking with the
forward deployed units in the Group of Soviet Forces Germany (GSFG) and in the Central Group of Forces in Czechoslovakia.
Once the offensive is launched, rapid Soviet reinforcement is available only from
Poland (two tank divmions) and from the
western military districts in the Soviet Union (33 additional divisions, mostly category
II and IIf)s Depending on the situation, the
Soviet Supreme High Command may decide
that rapid reinforcement of the Western
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AtRt?OflNE
Theater is essential. R is likely that VTA assets would be used if such a need was urgent
enough (or NATO air forces succeed in significantly disrupting rail trat%c). This could
conceivably limit the availability of VTA
assets for airborne employment in the Central Region.
Soviet military and political goals could
function as a eecond competing factor. In tbe
context of a short-war philosophy, the Sovi.
ets may decide to employ their available airborne forcee for strategic or operationalstrategic missions rather than merely operational missions in support of the theater
,offensive. The 1986 edition of the VoenrsoEntsik[opedichtskii
$loua$ (Military Encyclopedic Dictionary) defines an operationalstrategic akrnt
assault es one that is intended to”... seize large administrative-political centers and industrial regions of the
enemy and disorganize the enemy government.. . .“ They can also be employed to”. .
open a new front of military action and
sometimes to cause tbe withdrawal of particular governments from a war. . ..’”0 Any
such employment would draw VTA assets
away from employment in support of the
theater offensive in the Central Region.”

Combat Aviation Support
In the Soviet perception,

successtirl airborne force employment is contingent on total air superiority.” Security for the operation would entail three separate functions
for.Soviet combat aircraft and air defense
systems:
e Security in the marshaling area.
@ Security en route to the objective.
e Ground support of the inserted force.”
- Aviation support of the airborne operation is an essential element of the airborne
operation itself. The quantitative balance of
combat aircratl in the Central Region lies
clearly in the Soviet’s favor (3,775 Warsaw
Pact vs. 2,368 NATO).” In the event of an
offensive in the Central Region, however,
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many of those aircraft would be required to
perform a variety of missions formerly assigned to nuclear weapons. These would include striking command, control, communications and intelligence (C31)facilities, nuclear delivery means, airfields, and air
defense sites, M well as fighting the air superiority battle. This multiplicity of mis.

Depending on the situation,
the Soviet Supreme High Command
may decia%that mpid reinforcement
of the Western Theater is essential,
It is likely that VTA osseta woutd be
used if such a need was urgent enough
(orNATO air forces succeed in signit7cantly disrupting rail tmfic).

sions would seem to constrain combat aviation support of airborne operations.
In Soviet thinking, however, %tal” air
superiority
can be qualified since “.
.
through massive employment and diligent
utilization of aviation it is possible to gain
air superiority on several operational or
strategic directions, even under such conditions as wh
periority. .R;~:::::;:::;
present co entlonal air operations would
provide d e necessary conditions to establish and maintain sufficient local air superiority to accomplish airborne operations. In
addition,
a growing number of multimission aircratl affords some flexibility in
allocation of assets to airborne missions.
Overall, thlsfactor seems to be the least constraining one in the employment of airborne
forces in the Central Region.

Assault Force Availability
The availability of VDV forces for potential employment in the Central R@on
is
the fourth limiting factor for consideration.
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MRBORNE FORCE*DEPDYMENT
MMary DIsmct

Location

Leningrad

Pskov

76th Gd

NW TVD

Baltic

Kaunus

7th Gd

W TVD

Oiviaron

Witebsk

103d Gd (a)

W TVD

Odessa

Kishenev

98th Gd

SW ND

Moscow

Tula

106th Gd

Cm. Fk?aeNe

Turkestan

Fergana

:~:~h:d

S TVD

Transoaucasus

Kirovabad

ptw,$$=m

S TVD

Baltic

Jonava

44th Gd

Tng Div
[3 5 so p-as)

At first glance, lt appears that the Soviets
have an ample number ofairbome troops to
employ. These forces, some 50,000, are organized into eight divisions. Their deployment
and possible orientations are shown in the
accompanying tigure.’e
The geographical orientation of the divisions must not be taken too literally. VDV
forces are a reserve of the Supreme High
Command and could be committed to TVDS
(theater of military operations) and fronts
as needed. For example, the 76th Guards Division (GD) was employed during the Dunza
exercise in the Belorussian Military District. A more recent example is that one regiment each of the I03d GD of the Belorussian Military District and the 104th GD of
the Turkistan Military District are pres.
ently reinforcing the 105th GD operating
with the 40th Army in Afghanistan.
There are 3 2/3 division equivalents available for employment in the Western TVD.
The 44th GD at Jonava is generally regarded as a training division and should be discounted for immediate corn,Aat availability.
In addition, the 106th GD would probably be
retained by the Supreme High Command as
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a reserve. That leaves 12/3 division eauivaIents to consider for operational employment
m the Western TVD. This approximates Soviet statement that one or two airborne divisions would support a TVD for a
strategic offensive.”
It is interesting to consider the ranges involved in employing these two divisions in
the Central Region. Without forward basing, the 7th GD at Kaunas lies approximately 1,000 km from potential objectives
in northern Germany. This is well within
the 5,000-km range of the IL-76 and would
allow the tranaport aircraft to recover in the
Soviet Union following the operation. However, if lifted by AN-12s, the aircraft would
have to recover in eastern Europe for refueling prior to being used for subsequent lifts
for other missions. The 103d GD in Vitabsk
would require IL-76s to lift them the 1,400
km to potential objectives in southern Germany. With the number of available VTA
aircratl, it is apparent that Soviet planners
face significant time and apace ”problems.
The Sovieta are aware of these problems.
In 1980, during the exercise Brotherhood
in
Arms, conducted in the German Democratic
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The Supreme High Command[has] 12/3 division equivalents to
consider for operational employment in the Western TVD. This approximates
Soviet statements that one or two airborne divisions woutdsupport a TVD ‘
for a strategic offensive.

Republic, the Soviets airdropped an airborne regiment on the western side of the
Elbe River.’S What made this operation significant is that this regiment was transported from a military district in the western Soviet Union by IL-76s. Tftis reflects the
Soviet interest in solving the ‘{time-space”
problem of employing airborne forces directly from their bases in the Soviet Union
into the Central Region.
It appears then, that upwarda of two divisions would be available to support a theater offensive in the Central Region. It is aleo clear that, without forward basing, substantial
obstacles
would have to be
overcome ta ensure timely employment of
those forces.

The Soviets recogmze the limitations of
airborne operations and analyze their historical experience to help find solutions.
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Drawing on Soviet perceptions, come conclusions can be reached concerning the
present characteristics of Soviet airborne
operations and what such operations might
look like in the Central Region.

Sufpfise
Since the death of Stalin, surprise has reemerged as an important principle of war in
Soviet military theory. In the context of a
strategic offensive it is an essential element
to achieve victory whale preventing the use
of NATO’s nuclear assets. The Soviets have
taken steps to ensure that the mobilization
functions required to transition from peace
to war areas simple and short as possible.
In the event of hostilities, the Sovieta
must seize the imtlatwe very early, that is,
prior to complete NATO deployment, te create, the conditions
for introduction
of
OMGS.” Likewise, subordinate operations
will also have to rely, to a great extent, on
achieving surprise to guarantee success.

TheMG-29Fukmm,
withItsdualair
conrbathttackcapablllty,Wrenaes the
alrriuperloraythreattot
hawest.

,

techniques can be used. The airborne operations must be launched in a sudden strike
using only one aircraft pass. This stands in
Soviet literature as a major lesson of $&mld
War II. Another way is to drop simultaneously in several areas. This has the effect of
confusing the enemy and shortening the
amount of time the force is vulnerable en
route to the objective area.”
Another possibility is to conduct the operation under cover of darkness or bad weather. Soviet w~itings indicate that their &ircraft have navigational equipment, similar
to the US AWAD (All-Weather Aerial Delivery) system, that would allow such operations.n Such technology allows airborne operations to be conducted without having to
visually identify flight checkpoints or even
the drop zone itself. During the Berenzina
exercise m 1978, for example, US military
observers witnessed tiie drop of a Soviet airborne regiment from IL-76s during a snow
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The success of the strategic
offerrsiue q’epends almost totally on
the achievement of air superiorit~.
The employment of O,?fGswithout
such supen”ority would be counterproductive and couid result in the failure of
the entire offensive. This point also
encourages the integration of airborne
operations into tfte air operation
from the outset.

The Soviets recognize this: “It is clear that
the operations of airborne troops
will
produce the greatest success only when they
are used suddenly.’’”
To achieve a measure ofsurprvse, various
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Deception measures also play a key role
in achieving surprise, These could include
moving troops and VTA assets forward under the guise of an exercise, marshaling at
dispersed airfields at night, or even integrating airborne elements into the semiannual troop rotation to GSFG for forward baaing,
The Air and Anti-Air Operation
To provide greater security for the operation, the Soviets can integrate the airborne
operation into the larger air operation, In a
conventional offensive, the air operation
will replace nuclear strikea at the outset of
the offensive. The objective istodestroy NATO nuclear-capable aircraf% on the ground,
to strike C31 and nuclear resources, and ta
secure an air corridor into NATOS depths.”
The anti-air operation is conducted ta gain
and maintain air superiority.
Identifications of the air corridors and the
means to establish and secure them would

November 1987.
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take place at the TVD level.” This would
simpli& integration of the airborne assault
landings (also being planned at the TVD
level) into the overall operation. In addition
to air strikes, artillery and conventionally
armed missiles wouId also be used b establish the corridors.
Once the corridors are established, they
could be used by both combat and transport
aircraft simultaneously.
In fact, multimission capable aircraft could secure the
transport aircraft en route and then strike
selected targets in the landing areas. Additionally, even when total surprise is not
achieved, NATO aircraft would more likely
be involved in the air superiority battle
than in trying to specifically interdict the
airborne echelons.
The success of the strategic offensive depends almost totally on the achievement of
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air superiority. The employment of OMGS
without such superiority would be counterproductive and could result in the failure of
the entire offensive. This point also encourages tbe integration of airborne operations
into the air operation from the outset.

The Air Assault Unit
The creation of front-level air assault brigades and army air assault battalions” is a
partial solution to the problem of force
availabdity.
It also minimizes potential
command and control problems by giving
the front and army commanders an organic
airborne capability to employ in direct support of the OMGS. In addition, within GSFG
there are five assault helicopter regiments
(one per army) and two front helicopter regrments (one assault and one transport) to
move these units.
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The appearance of air assault units is a
-festation
of a conscious decision to “divide the labor” required of airborne forces
intQ operational and operational-tactical

Deception meaeure8 afeo
p~ a keg dis in ochieving 8urpriae.
These couHinclu& moving troops and
VTA aeeeta forwati under the guise
ofan exen.?ke, marshaling at dispersed
w“rtZeMeat night, or even integmting
sw”rbomeefemente into the
$+emiannualtroop rotation to GSFG
for forwamf baaing.

missions. The air assault unite would fill the
needfora force operating in direct support of
a division- or army-size OMG at the operational (army and front) level. They would be
employed by the fkont commander to ensure
rapid movement of the OMG inta the enemy’s operational depth. Since most of the air
ee8ault brigades’ objectives would lie within
range of forward-deployed, rotary-wing aircraft, the force would be able to use low-level
or terrain-following
flight techniques,
which wouId significantly enhance the survivability of the force.
Additionally, the air assault force has the
capacity of being “reloaded
at?,er Iinkup
with the forward detachment of the OMG.
Logistics support for the helicopters could
be included in the overall OMG logistics
package allowing repeated use of air assault
unita in direct Support.n On the other hand,
airborne forces using fixed-wing transport
would have to be withdrawn te secure airfields for further employment.

Force Survivability
In the lest decade,

the Soviets have tended to concentrate on smaller-sise airborne
operations. At the most, they have been reg-
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imental in size. More often, however, they
involve employment of a battalion reinforced with ASU-85 assault guns, artillery
or antiaircraft systems or all of these. In
fact, the last division-size operation was
conducted during the Yug exercise in 1971.
By 1980, the move toward reduced scale
operations was complete.x Battalion- and
regimental-size
operations conducted simultaneously at operational depths are intended ta confisse the enemy as to the location of the main effort. Smaller operations
over a larger area also lessen the vulnerability inherent to large fleets of transport
aircraft penetrating
enemy ais%pace. A
division-size airborne assault would encompessan area, 80 by 100 km, that would have
in it some 10 te 12 drop zones and 4 to 6 landing zones.z’ This would correspond to one
drop or landing zone for each battalion.
Virtually, all Western analysts agree
that in the event of a strategic offensive, special operations forces (uoiska spetzial’noqo
na.rnacheniza or spetmuz) would play a key
role. They would conduct sabotage, assassination and raids ta aid in disrupting NATOS rear area. Another important role for
such forces would be to assist the airborne
operation. Many of the spetznuz elements
would already be m country prior to the outbreak of hostilities. Use ofspetznaz for “terminal guidance” on drop zones would also
allow the smaller drops described.’” By securing drop zones prior to the operation,
they would also preclude the need for the
airborne force to commit an “assault detachment” to perfo~ the same operation. This,
in turn, enhances the security and surprise
of the operation.
The equipping of all VDV regiments with
the BMD also encourages smaller drops and
enhances surprise. In the Soviet view, the
introduction of the BMD radically changed
the nature of airborne operations. The BMD
allows airborne battalions to drop away
from their objectives, increasing security
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and survivability. If a major objective is tQ
be attacked (for example, an aifileld), the
battalions can drop separately and assemble as a regiment some distance away or
even attack simultaneously from different
directions. The BMD provides eubstential
antitank defense, maneuverability
and
some armor protection. It addresses precisely those weaknesses the Soviets perceived in their historical experience.*l
The transport aircraft themselves would
be organized into echelons to enhance security. Each echelon would consist of approximately 20 aircraft.” These aircraft would be
enough to carry an airborne battalion.
These echelons would be separated by three
to four minutes in trail and by a minimum of
25 km in width.” Command and control elements would be cross-loaded to ensure redundance in case ofamcrafl loss.
In the area of the drop itself, the aircraft
would cross the drop zone in a “V of Vs” formation and drop the heavy equipment first.
There would be only one pass. The BMD
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crews may jump with their vehicles tQspeed
up recove~ and aesembly. The troop-carrying aircraft would drop, using both doota
and the rarnp.” This ensures a quick exit of
the aircraft and a tighter dispersion pattern
on the ground. The combination of all these
features is designed to ensure the greatest
security, speed and surprise.
Once on the ground and assembled, the
airborne force will usc “raiding” tactics to
accomplish their missions.= The BMD protides the force with a measure of security
through maneuver. The force can strike
their immediata mission objective and then
move onto a subsequent mission.
The subsequent mission can be designated or merel y be a ‘la-get of opportunity”
within the battalion (regimental) zone. During exercises, raiding actions have covered
as much as 60 ta 80 km in a single sight.=
The BMD has a cruising range of 320 km
and could operate at sim~
ranges for two
to three days77Such tactic# increase the disruptive potential end the security of the air-

4s
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borne force by making it more ditTrcult to
‘<find, fix and destroy.”

Economyof WA Assets
The timing of the operation can be an effective way to economize aircraft. If the airborne operations go in as an integral part of

Assuming that the az)rcorrr”dors
have been effectively established, TVD,
ti-ont and army VTA assets consisting
ofAN-26s and helicopters can be ased
0s necessary for resupply or “housekeeping” missions. This, again, would
t%eeup the critical king-range VTA
assets for other missions.

the air operation itself, those VTA assets
can recover early enough in the offensive to
be used for other missions.
Assuming that the air corridors have
been effectively established, TVD, front and
army VTA assets consisting of AN-26s and
helicopters can be used as necessary for resupply or “housekeeping”
missions. This,
again, would free up the critical long-range
VTA assets for other missions.
Another way for VTA assets to be conserved is by targeting airfields or large
landing areas for airborne assaults. This is
considered an important mission for airborne forces and is practiced regularly.w In
add]tion, both the AN-12 and IL-76 have a
short takeoff and landing capability and can
operate from unimproved airstrips?’ This
would facilitate
use of hare-base,
airIanding sites in the assault. Since fewer aircraft are required for air-landing operations than for parachute aasault operations,
some economy of assets could result. Following the initial parachute assault by a portion of tbe force, the remainder of the force
and its equipment could be air landed. This,
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also, aida assembly and organization of the
force for ite combat mission.
Finally, although Aeroflot aircraft should
not be considered for use in the airborne as- /
sault, they can ftitlll many of the other demands on VTA aircraft. About 200 AN-12s
and IL-76s are on duty with Aeroflot.a They
could be used to move material and personnel from the western Soviet Union forward
into eastern Europe. This again would release VTA aircraft and crews for combat
missions.
Ifa combination of these measures, along
with some forward positioning, is used, it is
possible that enough VTA aircraft could be
made available to support a two-division
airborne operation in support of the theater
offensive.
Since the 1930s, airborne forces have occupied a key role in Soviet military theory.
The continuing evolution of Soviet operational art reflects the theories of the ’30s and
the experiences of the Great Patriotic War.
It is not surprising that the Soviets still consider airborne operations an essential element of the larger theater operation. Continuing technological development of airlift
and sirbome-specitic equipment reflects the
key interest Soviet leadem have inthesx+forces
and their application. Their writings indirate
an appreciation of the threat to end limitations
of such a fores on the battlefield.
The Soviets also show a willingness and
ability to examine problems and develop the
equipment and theory necessary to overcome them. Moreover, in the event of a
NATO- Warsaw Pact conflict, employment
of airborne forces will be an integral part of
the theater offensive. The appearance of
mechanized airborme forces in the NATO
rear on Day 1 of such an offensive will not be
decisive in itself. However, the confusion
and damage these forces would generate
could contribute significantly to the success
of the greater overall threati the divisionand army-size OMGS committed as part of
the theater offensive.
%
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Thereore few in the West who can read Russian and even fewer who
haoe the time or inclination ta re.seamh happenings within the Soviet
Union. Even then, mrelg haa information on internolpmblerrw been
nsaal awdlalde in Soviet almwstic news media. This aituatian has
sonwwhat impnwed reeentig. This articfe relates Iohat some Soviet
medh m saging about the young men in their amwd foxes.

D

URINGthe past

year or so, the Soviet
Union has allowed a glasnost (openness) campaign in some of its news media.
One of the developments of this movement
is that the Soviet military press has released statements containing
unusually
frank criticism of the Soviet professional
soldier.
In June 1986, recruitment specialists admitted that a number of Soviet cadets select
an ot%cer’s profession as if by chance.’ Polls
taken in military schools in the city of Leningrad show that a preference to llve in a big
city or close to home constitutes, for many
cadets, a primary reason to enroll. Other
significant reasons include expectations of
higher education and considerable finanmal
benefits. In a similar vein, a noncommissioned oficer (NCO) complained to the Soviet military newspaper, Red Star (Krasnaya
ZUSZO!Q),that too many young Soviet people
enter schools for military warrant offkers
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primarily to gain tbe social and material
benefits.’ Many applicants are said to be
lured to the schools by the promises of an
easy and comfortable life made to them by
milltary commissariats (draft board) officials.
The military authorities perceive a direct
relationship between drop-out rates in some
military schools and the dominant role of
nonprofessional factors in a cadet’s decision
to pursue a military career. General MoroZOV, commander of the Frunze Artillery
School, recalled that one oftheschool’sdropouts, a former vocational school graduate,
had enrolled to move to a town with better
cultural life.’
An Instructor at the warrant officer
echool in Odessa told Red Star about a
young man who had enlisted to receive an
apartment. Once his housing problem was
solved, the cadet left the military school.’ Instructors from the Commanders’ ArtNery
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School in Central Russia, who expelled six
cadets during their first six months of study,
believe that recruitment horn the ranks of
the former conscripts sufTers from similar
problems—a
shortage
of motivated,
profession-oriented candidates. “High percentages of cadets who came to school merely by accident are recorded among former
soldiers and sergeants. They don’t have a
desire to learn or to become o~lcers.”5
Military afflcials also complain about inadequate academic qualifications of applicants, especially their deficient knowledge
of mathematics and physics. Again according to Morozov, only about 20 to 30 percent
of the students with good and excellent
school grades are reported to show suflkient
knowledge of the subjects during the entrance examinations. The problem seems to
be even more serious In warrant officer
schools. In one such school opera@d by the
Navy, one-thwd of the apphcante was sent
home after an initial review of their documents. ‘Many of the students who were admitted were expelled during the first weeks
of study.’
In the summer of 1986, Red Stir conduct.
ed a discussion of academic problems at
ofticer-level military schools. An instructor
at the signals school in Ryazan voiced his
concern about the barely passing grades of
one-third of the school’s students ‘ Ife admitted that many students, despite commendable efforte, do not have the ablllty to
master technical subjects
On the other
hand, a number of the students have a serious motivation problem and are not wdlmg
to make an effort to learn the mi Iitary profession.
Serious academic problems in Sov]et mditary engineering schools are of special concern to the Soviet military leadership. According to Colonel Malyakln, professor at
the Kiev Military Radio Engineering School
of the Air Defense Forces, the military profession is anything but a calling for the ma-
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jority of the students. This fact accmmts for
poor learning habite and low grades.’ In the
opinion of Soviet military experts, degree-,
granting military engineering schools presently train graduates whose qualifications
do not exceed those of technicians.
According to the assessments made by
military otlicials, poor academic achievements and the lack of motivation to learn
the military profession while still at school
interfere with the performance of field du.
ties by young oftlcers during service.’ A
number of junior ofticers serving in air defense units were reported to have failed
their quali~ing professional examinations.
Other undisciplined and undedicated officers are said b have failed to perform rou.
tine assignment in their units. A young officer from a tank unit was reportedly at a
loss during an exercme in which communication with his commander was cut wff. In
addition, a young militaxy engineer, a r,adar
specialist, failed to make a fairly simple repair of electromc equipment and nearly
. .
.
caused an accident.
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According to the assessments
made by military officials, poor academic achievements and the tack of motivation to learn the military profession
while still at school interfere with the
petiormance of field duties by young
oficers during service.

The Soviet military press also dwells at
length on discipline and morale problems of
future military personnel. One military
school was reported to have reluctantly expelled a cadet who had stelen personal belongings from a roommate. The cadet had
also earned 14 reprimands.’”
The training and education of so-called
hard-to-raise adolescents is apparently a
larger problem in warrant officer schools.
Judging from media reports, NCO schools
are often viewed by commanders 3s institutions for reforming soldiers with disciplinary problems or criminal records. Drinking and discipline violations during leisure
hours are said to be common in warrant officer schools. One school was reported to have
accepted, for admission, a thief who had
stolen government
property during conscript service. Another school admitted a
criminal who had been convicted a number
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of times and who, at the time of enrollment,
wee a fugitive fromjustice.11
Some unit commanders, wishing to rid
themselves of a problem conscript, often recommend him to a warrant oficer school.
This is done in the hope that, upon completion of the course, the “problem” will be reassigned to another unit. Recruitment of
these unsuitable candidates, with disciplinary problems or even criminol records, reflects a serious shortage of warrant officers
in the Soviet army to staff important NCO
positions requiring technical skills.
As can be seen here, the Soviet military
authorities perceive serious problems in the
availability of career NCOS, as well as the
technical skills, training and moral chsracter of young NCOS and officers. To allevlate
the problem, tbe Soviets have proposed majorchanges in the recruitment process and a
fundamental restructuring of the entire
military education system.
o There are new reforms in the civilian
schools, These are designed to divert vast
numbers of school children to modernized
technical programs at vocational schools. In
the future, this is expected tosupplya pool of
qualified applicants to military echools, especially those for warrant officers.
@ It haa been proposed that a thorough
screening of every prospective candidate for
officer and warrant officer school be conducted. This screening would begin with
middle school records and continue through
the completion of initial military service.
a It bas been suggested that military engineering schools offer two curricula to accommodate different student abilities-a
three-year, nondegree program for military
technicians and a competitive follow-on program leading to a de~ee in military engineering. Additionally, incentives and privileges have been contemplated
for hardworking successful students.
e It has been recommended that former
active duty soldiers and workers with expe-
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rience receive preferential treatment in admissions to military schools.
The Soviet authorities have t%rther upgraded the statue and privileges of warrant
officers to attract more suitable, technically
competent candidates to enlist for longer
periods.” Warrant offlcere working as technicians in electronic can expect to receive a
pay increase in the near future.
The Navy has etarted building dormitories for career NC OS, and unit commanders
are being asked to provide them housing by
the end of their first enlistment period. The
military press has argued for establishing a
new position in unit personnel sections for
an officer in charge of career NCOS. All proposals suggeet major improvements in curricula, technical equipment and the quality
of instruction and instructors at military
schools for NCOS and oficers.
However, changes in recruitment patterns are closely related to more complex
processes of social change in youth culture,
values and attitudes tQwa@s the military
profession. The trends that have become
prominent among Soviet youth and in Soviet society at large in the 1980e-prestige
and social status aspirations, a drive for an
easy and pleasant life, and acquisition of
‘ consumer goods-may
be slow and painful

Some unit commanders, wiShing
to rid themselves of a probtem conscript,
offen recommend him to a warrant
officer school. This is done in the hope
that, upon comp,k%on of the course, the
“problem” will be reassigned to another
unit. Recruitment of these unsuitable
candidates, with disciplinary problevw
or even cn”minal recorak, reflects a sen”ous shortage of warrant oficere in the
Soviet army to stnffimportatit NCO
positions requiring technical skilts.

to reverse. Much, of course, will depend on
the succese or failure of Mikhail Gorbachev’s economic policies and the attitudes of
the younger generation towards the regime’s core values.
In the meantime, it appears majofi”improvementa in training methodologies and
increased training time are required for
these young people. These measures are
needed to bring the young cadre component
of tbe Soviet army in line with sophisticated
Soviet military theory, operational
war
planning and the complex technological requirements of a modem battlefield.
%
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ITH the advent of Combat Electronic Warfare and Intelligence
(CEWI) organizations,
Military Intelligence (MI) appeared to be coming of a. m
the US Army. Starting from nearly zero in
terms of force structure, hardware and data
processing, MI has been fighting bard over
the past 15 years to tal?e Its rightful place on
the modern battlefield. And a degree of success has been achieved as combat arms commanders clamored for and received their
own organic intelligence assets
Yet, the designers and proponents of CEWI failed to anticipate our doctrinal evolution. Viewed in light of our emergent AirLand Battle doctrine, much of our expenditure of energy and heavy investment in
force structure and systems development
has led to hollow victories. MI—most specifically the divisions’ CEWI organization=
continues to follow a path that diverges
from the AirLand Battle effort.
Struggling out of the Vietnam era, the
Army began refocusing its prime attention
on the heavy forces with missions in NATO.
Within NATO, the most intense focus
reached down through AFCENT (Allied
Forces, Central Europe) to the CENTAG
(Central Army Group, Central Europe) battlefield. There, grven the state of our therrcurrent capabilities, we wisely opted for a
defensive doctrine. Almost simultaneously,
pressures from some of our NATO allies
sdded another stricture, causing us to forsake the long-estabhshed
strata~em of a
mobile defense m depth, with nuclear combat power in reserve, for the more politically
acceptable POIicy of forward defense (die
Vorneuerterdigung).
Under these internal and external re.
striations, we developed what were essentially “tactics of desperation,” attempting to
capitalize, in a local tactical sense, on our
presumed superiority in mobility and t’lexibility. This was our active defense period.
Enter CEWL an idea in search of tangible
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reality. MI sought to calculate optimum
mixes of equipment and personnel for the
projected battlefield. With little practical
experience to fall back on, we turned to the
analytical community’s gaming and analysis experts to solve our pro%lems through

Ifotir current doctrine were
position defense, CE WI organizations
would be admirably outfitted to support the force. But, translated into
the scope, scafe and fluidity of the
AirLand Battle environment,
we remain structured only to support
local tactical engagements along
a nonporous FEBA.

the use of models These models used relative FEBA (forward edge of the battle area)
movement as a measure ofa system’s contribution to the battle Yet, because of the lim:
its of this process, some possibllltles
remained unexplored.
A crucial shortfall was the lack of any serious attempt to quantify the effect of synchronized deep operations against an uncoiling enemy force-this
fell into the “too
hard category for the modelers. Our possi
bilities were limited not by technology itself
but by tbe limits of our models.
The products of this highly disciplined
(perhaps overdisciplined), academically oriented process are the ground-bound collectors and Jammers we employ today—
systems optimized to operate in relatively
static, hnear battlefield enwronments.
If
our current doctrine were position defense,
CEWI organizations would be admirably
outfitted to support. the force. But, translated into the scope, scale and fluidity of the
AirLand Battle environment, we remain
structured only to support local tactical engagements along a nonporous FEBA.
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SOTAS never received the full developmental hardening it deserved.
CEWI organizations
are not alone, of
course, in longing to hold on to the last doctrinal veetiges of position defense. An Ar-

A refutive abuna?mce of
graundbaund intelligence systems
have been fielded, These systems are
lethargically mobile, at best, and each
&mandspreckionplacement
and
requi~s excessive setup and
teardown times.

We cannot fully or even adequately support the more encompassing operations and
lightning campaigns foreseen by today’s
military strategists. Perhaps most painfully, an excellent AirLand Battle support system, SOTAS (standoff target acquisition
system), actually made it to the field as a
prototype. But lacking Arroywide support,
SOTAS was regarded as a frivolous toy,
costing too much for its potential return.
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mywide bkIS toward neat, easily supportable linear battlefields remains alive and
sulking in the operational shadow, apparently ae hard to eradicate as heresy in the
Middle Ages. “FLOT (forward line of own
troops) battle” advocates maintained
a
strangle hold on IEW (intelligence and electronic warfare) systems design and procurement as late as 1985. Then, the Army’s
Deep Attack Task Force, after more than a
year of intensive study, produced compellingevidence that validated the winning potential of comprehensive, synchronized attacks against enemy forces in depth. Fortunately, this study dealt with our total
battlefield organization and had high-level
support, so it could not be conveniently
swept under the rug by the “old guard.”
In the meantime, however, a relative
abundance of ground-bound intelligence
systems have been fielded. These systems
are lethargically mobile, at best, and each
demands precision placement and requires
excessive setup and teardowu times. Only
one division-level
syetem, QUICKFiX
(emitter locater helibome syetem), can cur~ently rise to the rigorous demands of AirLand Battle offensive operations. Yet this
system was very nearly killed before it
reached a production go-ahead, narrowly
avoiding the fate of its companion system,
SOTAS.
Only the direct intervention of the commander, US Army Training and Doctrine
Command
(TRADOC),
in 1984 saved
QUICKFIX, as linear battlefield-oriented
critics moved in for the kill. Had SOTAS
also survived and been encouraged to evolve
into a sufficiently
robuet system, there
would have been far less need for this article.
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Today, the basic truth is that CEWI, as
currently equipped and contignred, is an
amateur in a race with world-class athletes,
such as our new Ml Abrams and M2/M3
Bradley family of fighting vehicles, and
long-range
shooters, epitomized
by the
MLRS (multiple launch rocket system). The
introduction of the Apache attack helicopter
places even greater stress on CEWI organizations. Yet, divisional CEWI units are
equipped with systems conceived in the
1960s, designed in the 1970s, produced and
product-improved in the 1980s. These are
the systems we expect to meet the battlefield challenges of the 1990s. We are in a
poor posture now, and we do not have a very
good base established to propel ourselves into the age of Army 21.
In working toward a eolution to our problems, we need to consider some specific deficiencies common in currently fielded systems. Addressing mobility and survivability first, even the most conservative CEWI
veterans will admit that ehoehorning systems such as TRAIL BLAZER, TACJAM
and TEAMPAC into the old M548 tracked
cargo carrier (redesignated the M1015) has
produced uniformly unacceptable results.
Maneuvering, or just plain moving, these
systems across hilly or broken terrain, for
instance, is a challenge of mqjor proportions
for these underpowered, grotesquely unbalanced and overloaded systems. Attempting
tQ rapidly position them in the correct geometric arrangement,
permitting
line of
sight to the enemy, to each other and to centrally located processing and control stations, assumes the quality of a pipe dream in
a fast-moving battlefield environment.
Certainly, well-honed crew drills reduce
setup and teardown times. But it is unrealistic and grossly unfair to expect human operator effort-sweat
and blood—to overcome well-known and correctable technical
shortcomings.
Battlefield mobility problems can even
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increase when wheeled vehicles are used to
mount our systems. Cross-country movement is out of the question for a 1 l/4-ton
truck or a militarized commercial 4 X 4 station wagon loaded far beyond its rated capacity. IEW teams have to look for improved
trails to get from position to position. Hopefully, someone will have picked up all the
shrapnel and debris left behind by recent
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engagements so that our CEWI vehicles can
displace on one set of tires,
Before we move on to other considerations, it is important to state the obvious
one more time survivability on the battlefield is not simply a function ofenemy acqui-

If the contentions ofAirLand
Battle doctrine are correct and we find
ourselves on a fluid battlefield, mounting dynamic offensive actions where
courses of action on both sides continue
to evolve. . ., our current CEWI assets
will con tribute more to tratllc control
problems in the rear than to the outcome of battles far to the front.

sition and engagement. Survivability also
includes our ability to keep our systems operating under combat condltiona and integrated into our total effort. Given these
facts, the poor mean-time-between-failure
rate of the M 1015 tracked carrier adds a
grim negative factor to the survivability
equation.
We can summarize here, by remarktng
that MI, and the Army as a whole, recognized the need for C!EWI-type organizations
and hurried to equip divisions with the
equipment necessary to give commanders a
critical edge. The fielded systems, despite
some growing pains, do provide most of the
collection and jamming capability necessary for static, linear defensive battles,
where geometries are relatwely predictable, line of sight easily dlscernable
and
where the enemy Irreversibly commits him.
self to a single course of action.
But, If the contentions of AirLand Battle
doctrine are correct and we find ourselves on
a fluid battlefield, mounting dynamic offensive actions where courses of action on both
sides continue to evolve, our currently field-
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ed division-level systems will simply eat the
dust of our highly mobile combat forces. The
sinews will tear, and key components of the
CEWI force till disconnect. Our current
CEWI asseta will contribute more to traftic
control problems in the rear than to the outcome of battles far to the front.
Where do we go from here? Forward! But
there are a few pertinent ground rules necessary to keep our efforta on a positive track.
Rule one: Don’t threw everything away
and start ovw. Marginally capable systems
are better than none, and we may be involved in a shooting war before totally new
hardware packages (with their increasingly
complex and troubled software) emerge
from their developmental beauty sleep.
Rzde two: Make changes incrementally
wherever it is feasible by building upon systems m the field (while recognizing that
come dramatic modifications may be necessary, such as platforms). This is also necessary to operate with]n reasonable budgetary constraints. Besides, even if sufilcent
dollars were available, rapid change would
be nearly impossible if only because of the
many groups with a vested interest in the
status quo. Remember we were well into
World War II before our Army’s last horse
cavalry units gave way to the tank, despite
the compelling evidence of more than two
decades of war, experimentation, theorizing
and exercises that pointed to armored warfare as the trend of the future.
Melding our knowledge of shortfalls on
current and future battlefields, with the
cautionary notes on bow to manage the development process, let us examine a series of
steps that will complement and improve our
ground-based IEW systems within our divisions.
Step one is to procure and field an RPV
(remotely piloted vehicle) at division level
now to support mobile operationa with nearreal-time imagery that reveals what is happening beyond the next hill maas. Finding
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the enemy by sensing the brdliant flash of a
kinetic energy round penetrating the turret
of our lead Ml tank is certainly not an acceptable method. Yet, that may become a
routine event if our leading brigades are not
supported with a dayhnght capable RPV,
and if our division-level IEW operators are
denied the RPV capability to rapidly verify
and expiolt data collected from groundbased radar and SIGINT {signal intelligence ) systems.
Step two is to remount selected lEW systems on a carrier that has tbe toughness,
agility, speed and endurance to get to declslve positions on time White a variety of
carriers exist, the MI,RS or Bradley chassis
appears to be the most desirable option.
Life-cycle cost analysis certainly favors these mounts as we factor in maintainability,
repau- parts commonality, crew and maintenance training and, above al 1, current and
projected battlefield
operating reqture.
menta We have learned the hard way that
temporizing, :s we did In the past when we
selected the M548 tracked carrier, simply
mortgages our future.
Step three is to upgrade exlstmg systems
with Very-High-Speed
Integrated tlrcmts
(VHSIC) technology
and with precision
ground-navigation
devices to break the
strangle hold of goemetrlc and multlpleline-of-sight requirements that choke the
vitality from our currently available systems. Cutt]ng setup and teardown times,
while making each system mission capable
in a stand-alone,
mode, promises an increase in efficiency to the po]nt where we
can even selectively streamline tbe force
structure.
Step four demands that we integrate sensor packages on the same carrier Advances
in compact SIGINT sensors, for example,
wJ1 allow us to intercept and locate COMINT (communlcatlons
intelligence)
and
ELINT (electronic Intelligence) signals simultaneously
from the same platform—
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Finding the enemy by sensing
the brilliant tlash of a kinetic energy
roundpenetrating the turret ofour lead
Ml tank is certainly not an acceptabk
method, Yet, that may become a routine event if our leading brigades are
not supported with a daylnight capable RPV, and if our division-!evel
IEW operators are denied the RPV capability to rapidly verify and exptoit data
collected from ground-based radar
and SIGINT systems.

even displaying results on the same monitor, either dmcretely or in an overlay effect.
Frequently, we find the ELINT system,
TEAMPAC,
and the COMINT system,
TRAIL BLAZER, vying for the same advantageous piece of high ground. Even a casual
observer, knowing that both systems collect
enemy signals m a line-of- sight mode,
would wonder why two nearly ldeatical
tracked-vehicle-mounted
systems with different antennae are sitting on the same hill,
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Given the dramatically increased time and space dimensions of the
AirLand battletietd, however, airborne co[fectors haue clearly become the way
of the future. And, while we are reinforcing our QUZCKFIX effort and enhancing its
interoperability with ground-based systems, we should also incorporate an ELINT
sensor aboard the aircraff (miniaturizing to meet space and weight limits),
thus giefding a SIGINT “powerpackage” to support deep operations.

when lt IS technologically practical for one
total system to more efficiently do the work
of both. Further, as we continue to study this
possibility, we should bear in mmd that
technology is readily ava]lable to integrate
a variety of imageW systems with SIGINT
platforms, allowing for extremely innovative and powerful combinations.
Step five calls for an additional platoon of
three more QUICKFIX systems m each division and for the urtegratlon of QUICKFIX
with our ground-based systems. This would
make it possible to capitalize on aerial line
of sight to enemy targety to digitally link
ground systems electronically separated by
terrain or distance; and to relay collected
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data to the division-level processing centers
positioned in depth. A few readers may recall that nritial studies supported
six
QUICKFIX platforms for each division, but
analysis using linear defense models supported only three aircratt per division.
Given the dramatically increased time
and space dimensions of the AirLand battle.
field, however, airborne collectors have
clearly become the way of the future. And,
while we are reinforcing our QUICKFIX effort and enhancing its interoperability with
ground-based systems, we should also incorporate an ELINT sensor aboard the aircraft
(miniaturizing
to meet space and weight
limits), thus yielding a SIGINT “power
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package” to support deep operations.
Step six calls for the enhancement of the
divisions’ ground surveillance rad&r (GSR)
capability.
Experience
at the National
Trakring Center has forced the maturation
of GSRs from an intlequently used and poorly employed security device to a highly effective tactial surveillance and target acquisition system. Yet, as long as oh GSRe
remain mounted in M113 armored personnel carriers or wheeled vehicles and lack
position-locating devices, these critical systems are hampered in fast-moving,fluid environments.
Additionally, lack of responsive land reliable communications
frequently impairs
the battlefield utility of the GSRS. So as we
move to enhance our COMINT and ELINT
collection capabilities and our jammers, we
must not neglect to integrate an Improved
GSR capability int~our revamped organizations. Another useful step would be to integrate passive optical sensors with GSRS on
the same platform, both enhancing our target acquisition effort and improving survivability in dit%cult and extreme battlefield
situations.
Following the steps outhned above guarantee two advantages for our divisions as
they engage in mobile operations
e An improved airborne collection capability, integrating RPVS and QUIGKFIX
with our most mobile and survivable
ground-based systems. This means that we
will be able to maintam th~ pace set by our
fast-moving combat forces & they thrust tQ
exploit weaknesses on the AirLand battlefield.

/.

As we move to enhance
our COMINT aad ELINT collection
capabilities and our jammem, we mast
not neglect to integrwte an improved
GSR capability into our revamped organuatiow. Another useful step would be
to integrate passive optical serwom
with GSRS on the same pluUorm, bath
enhancing our target acquhitian effort
and improving .wmvivabilitg in difficult
and ccrtrcme battfetiefd situations.

e An integration of sensors on a single
carrier, reducing the total number of deployed systems and generating an opportunity for selective but meaningful
force
structure saving~something
we must not
ignore in taday’sArrny offinite end strength
and continuing fiscal constraints.
We can do more with less. By moving now
tQ apply low-risk, in-hand technology, we
not only cart regain our IEW initiative on
the AirLand battlefield, but, by careful huebarrdry of current and future aaseta, we may
be able to better equip oar reserve components and solve pre-positioning pmbleme.
Attainment ofthese long-sought-after goals
is truly within our grasp, if we generate a
comprehensive and bold management plan
now. We need to spur IEW systems forward
out of the dust cloud left behind by our highly mobile combat systems. Failure to act aggressively now will only further disrupt the
integrity and synergy of the AirLand Battle
team.
%.
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Cn?V’iL dtf!!kmf!is
a Rebirth or Stillborn?
Major

David

A. Decker,

US Army

Since the Vietnam War era, the US Army has been criticized
for placing taa much emphasis on conventional war in Europe and ignoring potentia[ “small wars” in other regions of
the wortd. This situation appears tohace changed in the post
few years, but, according to this article, there is still a Iong
way to go.
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T SEEMS, these days, that one has to be shot at to realize
the United States is at war in Latin America. No, there
has been no focrual declaration of war, and it is doubtful there
will he because of the insidious nature of the conflict. Several
hundred years of desperation, despair and deprivation in traditicmal “have not” societies have enabled the Soviet Union,
through use of ita surrogates in Cuba and Nicaragua, to engage us indirectly and, thus far, successfully.
Through the use of modern commurrzcations techniques
and trained propagandists/agitators,
our adversaries are “educating” historically isolated peoples in terms of the hopelessness of their social, economic and political status. This new
politicized phenomenon struck a nerve in our national consclousness with the advent of insurgency in El Salvador in the
early 1980s.
Anewemphaswrmwbatisnowtermed%w-intensitycon.982 and surprised many in the US
Army school system. in the decade following the end of the
Vietnam War, any mention of LIC in US military circles apred at best to draw a blank stare. This critical omission of
~C co~scious~ess is documented by Douglas S. Blaufarb,
who examines both US military and civilian agency inattention to LIC in an incisive account of the period.’
The notion seemed to be that if we just “spit it out,” insurg:ncy, or th e threat of it, would go away. Andrew F. Kreer contributes to our understanding of the mdi~vichfurth
cy confusion and uncertainty of Vietnam that produced a
rapid return to conventional conflict scenarios recalling vicI
t.oriesinearlierwars?

“’:/,

Wide our military immersed itself in conventional wisdom, civil afFairs (CA), a portion of the Army catering almost
exclusively to reservists, retained, as an integral portion of its
instruction, the insurgency/LIC fiilieu. To the more than caeual observer, this comes as no surprise. The CA approach ta
warfare across the contlict spectrum focuses on civilian elements of the population. The CA mission is to plan, advise,
conduct and supervise those contacts between the people (Snd
their leaders) and the miIitary commander.
CA doctrinal experts in the 1970s continued to be preoccupied with indigenous populations to the extent that understanding them offered the best chance of mission success.’
This necessity to understand, particularly from cultural and
Iirrgaistic viewpoints, tite in rather nicely with the principal
tenets of insurgency/LIC. Most important in this regard are
thenotionethat the people are the key to success and that milit=y actions must be measured in terms of their impact on the
local populace.
While the overwhelming majority of our military forces
abandoned LIC scenarios, CA, as a matter of practicality and
professionalism,
continued to study the population-dominated insurgency disclphne. As a result, some institutional
memory pertaining to lessons learned from Vietnam and other similar scenarios remained.
It is this institutional memory, however minuscule, that is
conceptually so critical for our approach to situations such as
El Salvador. By itself, the memory that exists to write viable
doctrine and to instruct such will never be etikient
to prepare US forces for the myriad challenges of insurgency today
and tomorrow. Our nemesis has been a failure to understand
the degree of individual expertise, especially from a CA viewpoint, that is required to deal with the crucial popular aspects
of an insurgency.
It is important, at this juncture, to return momentarily to
the central theme of CA, that of understanding those with
whom we deal. In terms oftbe specific internal conflict situations where personal attitudes and motivations are involved,
this understanding is absolutely essential if effective advice
and training in military and nonmilitary technology is to be
transmitted. This understanding should provide viable than.
nels through which the United States can communicate with
fraternal parties.
The ability to communicate is a function of linguistics and,
more importantly, of cultural awareness. This cultural base
enables the foreizner to live and work in an alien environment. CA theoris~s are continuing to study this approach and
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This necessi@ to unnkrwkmd[indigenaus paput@tions], particularly t%am
cultural aad linguistic
viewpoints, fits in mther
nieelg with theprincipat
tenets ofirrsurgenc@LIC.
Most important in thts regardare the notions that
thepeopk are the keg to
success and that militarg
actions must be measuiwd
in terms of their impact on
the tocalpopufnce.
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The ability to communicate is a function of
linguistics and, more importantly, ofcultural
awareness. This cultuml
base enables the foreigner
to live and work in an alien
environment. CA theorists
are contt”nuing to study
this approach and are developing military concepts
and doctrine designed to
provide our Army with the
tools necessary to make a
positive difference in LIC.
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are developing military concepts and doctrine designed to
provide our Army with the tools necessary to make a positive
ditierence in LIC. Developed in consonance with how today’s
Army functions, these concepts provide the basis for the transitions necessqry if we are to have a chance in the LIC environment.
Three primary obstacles must be overcome before individual specialists in LIC, especially insurgency, can be developed. First, se Krepinevich states, the conventional Army
must change its unwillingness to conceptualize warfare other
than in traditional fire and maneuver terms. The battles currently being waged in the Third World involve people, ideas,
ideals, hopes, fi-ustrations, deprivation and expectations.
Success in such environments is measured in the long-term
ability of a government tQ maintain internal stability and cohesion. To achieve this status, a (hopefully) democratic government must convince the people that it is the better choice.
(In a sense, the battle for Grenada is only now being waged.) If
this is to happen, the military and its advisers must measure
their every action against the long-term goals. If not done,
battles may be won at the expense of the war. This notion is
what the otl.en-quoted North Vietnamese otlicer meant when
he referred to the winning of military battles as being irrelevant. It is imperative that these long-term measuring devices
be ingrained in our leadership and in the individual players
involved in helping others to help themselves in insurgent
scenarios.
Second, the process of selecting, educating and using specialists takes time. No one understands the value of time in
protracted terms better than our insurgent antagonists, who
consider this aspect to be their strongest ally when challenging governments being assisted by the United States. Under.
standing individual cultures and societies (together with
their respective militaries and governments) to the extent
that viable advice and assistance can be proffered requires
rigid selection procedures.
Often, years ofstudy in the country are necessary }f an individual is to be able to perceive societal actions and problems
from other than a Western perspective. This understanding
must then be used in conjunction with host countries requesting our assistance to conduct the analyses needed for a realistic threat assessment, together with the development of a national plan designed to halt an insurgency or prevent one
from occurring. American society and, indeed, our military
usually demand results ‘{yesterday.” If others we assist are to
prevail, this mentality must be overcome.
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Third, our Army’s personnel management system must become flexible enough to meet the challenges of LIC. The constant shutlling ofofflcers between primary and alternate specialties certainly does reflect the generalist theories of officer
development so popular today, but this process fails to develop communicators who can empathize with the problems
of individual Third World nations and their militaries.
It is not that we do not possess the indwidual potential to
meet the threat. Rather, we lack the sophistication necessary
for realizing that there is no substitute for specialization and
the developmental processes required to produce it. Accepting this, dare we believe that we are optimally assw,ting
friendly governments faced with insurgent problems?
When helping allies who are experiencing or anticipatln~
insurgency is in the US national interest, several Important
decisions must be made:
CJLIC must be considered as Important as high-intensity
conflict. Appropriate military concepts, doctmne and organizational structures must be developed to accommodate LICtype warfare.
@ An active CA branch agency, staffed by Indlvldusls who
understand the primacy of the people in LIC, must be established.
e The idea that generalists can accomplish the LIC mission
must be dropped in favor of selecting, educating and employing for the long-term, individual-country
specialists. These
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The military and its
advisers must measure
their every action against
the long-term goals. Ifrwt
done, battles may be won
at the expense of the war.
This notion is what the ofi
ten-quotediVorth Vietnamese officer meant when he
referred to the winning of
military battles m being
inelerant.
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At theheartof
these arguments is the notion that the US Army can
be a positive factor in precluding insurgent wa~are
through assistance to other
militaries. This requires
that both we and they neuer lose sight of the prirnacp
of the people and conduct
ourselves in such a manner
so as to retain local
support.

individuals can provide us a basis for understanding what we
are doing and whom we are attempting to asswt.
e Th]s process must be perceived and couched in protracted
terms and, from the viewpoint that it is part of a larger effort
(to include our civilian agencies), designed to produce longterm stability in individual nations.
At the heart of these arguments is the notion that the US
Army can be a positive fatter in precluding insurgent warfare
through assistance to other militaries. This requires that
both we and they never lose sight of the primacy of the people
and conduct ourselves in such a manner so as to retain local
support. The culmination of such efforts is a representative
government acting in consonance with its society for social,
economic and political ends that are benetical for all.
In effect, elements of the US Army, traditionally viewed as
“swords,” become “plowshares.” This does not mean that preparedness for traditional forms of battle has to be sacrificed,
rather that there exists a recognition of the true nature of the
current battles in less-developed nations.
The disease responsible for the current wave of insurgent
warfare must be arrested. CA concepts allowing for a’comprehensive approach to and prosecution of insurgent battles are
needed and available. They await adoption and application
which, hopefully, WI1l usher in a new era of sophistication.
Then, perhaps, our nation and others will be afforded a chance
at success against insurgency, a heretofore barren and debilitating milieu.
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When trying to develop something new, it is wsua~~a good idea to
examine what othem have alme with simitwr concepts-e8peciatlg
when theg have been 8uccessfuL This article de8cn”be8the organization of the Republic ofKorea Armg in fantrg division anddiscasses the threepn”marg tgpes ofoperatioas it has &ueloped. The article ako diseus8es why difference in tactics and mis8ion8 will continue to exist between ROKA and US infantry divisions.
Too little has been said in praise of the
South Korean Army whwh has performed so
~gnificently
the defensive

in helping turn this war from
to the offensive.
.

LTG Walton H Walker, 25 .%ptembt.r

W

1950,

HILE the US Army is deploying its
own light infantry divisions,
it
would perhaps be useful to examine the
force structure and tactics of what one
knowledgeable observer has called “some of
the finest Iight infantry soldiers” in the
world’—the Republic of Korea Army (RO-
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KA) infantry .’The Koreans have developed
a set of tactics and operations that maximizes the combat effectiveness
of a lightly
equipped diwsion operating in their indigenous terrain.
This arhcle intentionally focuses on tbg
Korean perspective~ While US and Korean
tactical doctrines are quite similar, the differences between organic unit capabilities
and Korea’s unique geography will necessarily dictate that the Korean infantry division be employed and tight in a somewhat
different fashion than its US ally.
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distinguish the ROTwo characteristics
KAinfantry
division. Itis’’heavy’’
in the
number of combat soldiers-the
typical ROKA infantry division has 14,716’ soldiers of
which more than 10,000 serve in its organic
infantry regiments and battalions.e It is
“light” in term of equipment, transportation end cornn.micatione asaets. The organization of the division is depicted in tlg-ure 1.
The ROKA infantry division has four battalions per regiment (brigades exist in armor units), three infantry and one artillery
regiment per division, and has a reasonable
facsimile of combat support and combat

r

i

service support units when compared to ite
US counterpart. The fourth battalion in
each regiment enables three battalions to be
placed forward and Ieaves one for reserve or
rear-area protection missions within the division srea.7
At first glance, differences between ROKA and US infantry divisions are not readily apparent. ‘l’be imperatives for slightly
ilfferent tactlre, however, arise from three
areas:
CJCompared to its US counterpart, the
ROKA infantry division has significantly
fewer antitank assets.
@ Its transportation assets are limited
and at a premium in any scenario.

1

E21EIIEIZIEI
EEIBEEIE2

D!EE@ mw~l

105mm
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(ROK4)

FM 101.10.1, F@JIE 2+ITDE

7.701) D 1$

Figure1
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e Extensive communication
equipment
for command and control (C’) does not exist.
If hostilities began on the ~orean peninsula, ROKA would initially be at a considerable disadvantage in terms of North Korea’s
armor and artillery superiority.
Among
other factors, one of the reasons the North
Korean People’s Army (NKPA) wae abl+ to
capture Seoul in five days during the Korean War was an almost wmplete lack of an
antiarmor capability in the South.S The
2.36-inch
bazooka could not penetrate
North Korean armor; World War II vint!age
antitank rounds for armor and artillery often malfunctioned and could not stop thk T34 tardv and not a single antitank mine was
in South Korea in mid-1950.’ While ~rogress in these areas has been made, the ROKA infantry division’s antiarmor capabilities are still dwarfed by those of a US division.
Today, the principal antitank weapons for
the ROKA infantry division remain the
106mm and 90mm recoilless ritle. Each infantry regiment has six 106mm recoille
rifles in its combat support company, a7ong
with 12 4.2-inch mortars. The combat eupport companies in each of the four infantry
battalions have four 90mm remillees ritles,
along with nine 81mm mortars, Each infantry division also has a battalion of 39 M47/
M48 tanks assigned. The normal corps augmentation to a division is one TOW (tubeIaunched, opticalIy tracked, wire-guided)
section with six missile launchers (see fig.
2).
“
Transportation asset9 are at a premium
in the ROKA infantry division. Total division truck assets include 31 5-ton and 3752
l/2-ton trucks (178 of these belong to the artillery regiment). Each infantry regiment
has 302 l/2-ton trucks, and each infantry
battalion has six.’” While the Korean logistical eystem ‘>ushee” supplies and eqnipment to its forward combat units, in most
scenarios the RORA infantry can be expect-
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to ita objective, carrying moat of
its organic equipment. Korea’s limited mad
network end mountainous terrain further
impedes the movement of forward combat
troops by vehicle.”
&mewhat ironically, the ROKA infantry
division may be in a much better position to
operate in an electronic warfare environment than its US counterpart. Sbce the infantry division la&e significant radio and
teletype eesete, it relies on much more secure and less vulnerable
means
of
communication%field
telephones, messengers or face-ta-faca meetings. However,
what is gained in terms ofaecnrityand reliability is, at least, ptilally offset by a lack of
operational tlexibllity.iz
‘<Although South Korea tactics originated
from and developed in parallel with US military doctrine, there are significant differences. . . . Korea has neither abundant war
materials nor enough space ta tight while
trading space for time. The 10ss of weapons
and equipment ia often regarded as more intolerable then the loss of manpower.’’”
The ramifications of such modest antitank, transpmtation and communications
capabilities in the ROKA infantry division
necessarily define part of its tactics. Maability to engage in free wheeling, deep opera-

ed to walk
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t]ons in daylight is Ilmited. When compared
to its US counterpart, the ROKA infantry
division cannot shift its forces as quickly,
rapidly change and coordinate its plans, or
expose its IImlted resources to the North’s
significant artillery and armor advantage.
The Korean War indicates that any conIllct on the Korean peninsula probably
would Involve several battles running
across a series of mountams and ridges. Ar mol and mechanized operations would be
necessarll} confined by the situation and
Immediate geography. The majority of the
land battles would be with light infantry operatingat night and in tbe mountains. Modest penetrations by foot are possible. These
types of operations are extensively practiced and planned for by the ROKA infantry
diwsion.

[n light of the constraints and Korea’s
unique geography, ROKA has developed
tactics that are necessary reflections of its
own capabditles and reqkrements
According to one author, the Koreans “areas independent at thinking as they are at fighting.’’” ROKA places special emphasis on
three types of tactical operations: night operations, mountain Operahons and infiltration. Though these are certanrly not foreiga
to US infantry, the mmsions take on added
Importance m Korea.

Night Operations
“Our experience In night cbmb~t up to
now shuws that we can opm=te only four or
five hours In the dark . . . if the battle con
tinues until dawn, w’e are likely to sufrer
From rmdmght on. engage the
losses.
enemy m close combat by approaching tO
within 100 to 150 meters ofhlm.
This is
the most valutibiehattle experience we have
~alned.
‘“
ReroW1zlag th~t 1( would face an Invn-
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slon from the North with an armor, artillery
and alrpower mferlority, ROKA’S tactics
and commensurate training for the infantry
dlvlslon stress mght operations to reduce
lNorth Korea’s advantages. The objectives
and advantages of night operations are in
figure 3.
Night operations are viewed not only as a
means of reducing the North’s advantages,
but also as a means of exploiting
the
strength of the ROKA Infantry division—its
well-dlsclplined, sizable manpower assets.
Night operations can be used to decejve the
enemy. reduce the effectivenessof his direct
and indirect tires, and exacerbate C’ probI
lems.
Oneofthe inherent strengthsofa light infantry dlvmon is Its ability to operate at
nlgbt, especially in Korea’s rugged terrain.
The fact that the NKPA may also attempt to
explolt this strength has not been lost on
ROKA (;reat emphasm 15 placed on both of.
fenslve and defensive night operations.
Duritlg the first three months of the Korean War, the NKPA ach]eved remarkable
>uccemes following a fairly standard set of
plans and tuct]cs. The NKPA closely pursued US and R(_lK (Republic
of Korea)
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forces, attempted single or double envelopments to the flanks artd infiltrated a blocking force to the rear (at night) to cut off retreating troops. It was not until the allles
formed a consolidated, integrated defensive
line and gained experience in all.arounddefensive operations that these tactics began
to fail. ”

Ahmtain Operations
Appropriate

Is Crucial

Small Unit. Independent CJperations
Military Value of Roada
Slgnlflcantly Increased

Mountain Operations
ccThose who wage war In mountains
should never pass through the defiles without first mak{ng themselves masters of the
heights.’”Another type of operation emphasized In
the ROKA infantry division is mountam operations. ” The definition of mountams in
Korea includes elevations greater than 500
meters. These comprise 75 percent of the
terrain on the Korean peninsula. ”
ROKA envisions that mountain operations will normally be conducted by smaller
unite in coordination with other major operations, such as penetrations, envelopments
or dehberate attacks on surrounding areas.
Coordination and control WIII be difficult,
special training will he requmed” and the effective use of redirect fire support may be
cruci al.”
Several of the key characteristics
of
mountain operations are shown in figure 4.
The most important consideration in Kore.
an thinking is the appropriate use of the terrain and concealment.
Special training for mountain operations
includes the use of ski and snow shoes, wsi
ble (hand, flag or mirror) commumcatlons
and the use of pack animals.’.’ Strong emphasis is also placed on mounta]n-cllmbing
techniques, medical training and evacuation procedures, special engineering techniques, aerial resupply, and, shove all.
physical conditioning.”
While mountain operations are often difficult small-unit operations, surprise and,
therefore, success is achievable ifsufflcient

Use of Terrain

Weather Plays a Major Role

Special Trammg and Eqmpmant Requwed
I

5,1,).

E

rK@”.A>c>,,6,,0?

.,.,

.9> .
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Figure 4
I

I

I

coi,er and concealment ex}st. The use ofapproprlate terrain. detailed planning and logistical support, and the use of periods of
l]mited ~rlslblllty are also crucial to the success of such operations ‘4
ROKA’S tiactical planning consistently focuses on the dom]nant hill mass m a given
area, KeJ terrain consists of the highest
mountain In a ~ven area at the expense of
other terrain features such as roads,
bridges, hunt-up areas or level terrain
through which mechanized operatlbns can
he conducted.’” This perception can be “attributed to a healthy respect for experiences
during the Korean War, a close-hand appreciation of Korea’s unique geography and tbe
constraints that geography would Impose on
armored and mechanized ‘operations

I

I

I

Infiltration
Recognizlrrg that the terrain In Korea often prohibits penetrations by armor and
mechanmed forces, ROKA has emphasized
the use of mfiltratlon operat]rms to get behlrrd the enemy and support the main deliberate attack. The reconnaissance battahon
of the ROKA infantry dlvismn and the special forces brigades organic to the ROKA

I
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Detailed planningand
extensive

coordination

required

Objective is to
prevent enemy reeewe deployment,
secure key terrain, disrupt C’,
support the main attack
Eeey avenues

of approaoh

are avoided

Maximum u= is made of limited visibility
— forest, rain, snow, fog and steep terrain
Command
ewRcE

(Rowmtm

and control is difficult, but crucial
103,
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Figure5
especially suited to this task.=
Iatiltrations of battalion-size
units are
difficult in any scenario, but Korea’s mountainous terrain makes such operations alittle more feasible during periods of limited
vieibility—fog,
rain, snow or darkness.
Someofthe basic considerations for intXtration operations are shown in figure 5.
Infiltration operations are conducted by
the ROKA infantry division at battalion
level and below. Their principal objectives
are to support the main attack, acquiw information and desaive the enemy. Such operations will be directed against weakly defended key terrain and commend and logistics centers in the enemy’s rear. There is
some evidence that the NKPA still favors
envelopment, supported by limited penetrations during periods of limited visibility, as
a favorite tactical form ofmaneuver.n
LXXPS are

This brief review of current Korean
thinking on night, mountain and penetration operations has revealed many close
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parallels to US doctrinal thinking. So what
are the differences?
Three factors can be identitiad that define
tacticel planning in the ROKA. Fkat, the
‘lightness” of its infantry divisiona (in terms
of equipment and antitank aaaats) raquires
that it marzh fa the battle, conduct penetrations and envelopments on foot during peril
ode of Iiited visibili~, and rely on a more
detailed, methodical, coordinated and prearranged planning and execution sequence.
It is not a highly tlezible, maneuverable
division. It is a division characterized by its
barge number of highly disciplined, wellconditioned soldiers who will tenaciously
defend the 40%ctd kilometem between Seoul
and the demilitarized zone (DMZ).
Second, Korea’s rugged terrain prohibits
extensive mechanized operations and large
concentrations oftroops and equipment. Armored or mechaniz+ operations by either
North or South Korea will be constrained
and, at times, armor will be relegabsd to a
mission of supporting infantry by fire.
Third, Korean tactical thinking drawe
heavily upon experiences during the Korean War. While a good amount ofinstmction
at its service schools covers US and Allied
actions in Europe and the Pacitic during
World War II, the Arab-Israeli 1973 WarM
and other modern confticts, direct parallels
betwsan current tactical planning and ROKA’s experience in the Korean War have
been highlighted here. The emphasis placed
on night, mountain and itilltration operations is a direct reflection of these experiences.
There has bean no attempt hereto evaluate, criticize or compare Korean tactical
thinking with that of the US Army. That
task is left to the reader. As Lieu@ant
Colonel Oertmann Sude of the Federal Republic of Germany said “A military professional should study not just his own doctrine
but the doctrine of his allies. This can truly
enhance the chance of success on the battle-
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The challenge for any commander involved in US-ROK
combined operationa is

to recognize and then exploit the inherent
strengths of each of the respective allied
forces’ capabilities end tactics
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Historgisstudi~d faruaria~~reasons: anacademicgrade, asearch
for[essons apphcable todag orjast foriim. Whateuerthe incenfice,
the discouery and study ofan obscure tigureoreuent can bepersonally and professionally rereardiny. This article examines an obscure figure who, perhaps, should not be so because his contributions to his countw and its defense rank u’ith the best.

E STUDY the lives ofmilltary leaders to learn leadership. We see how
others persevered in a variety of adverse situations. Normally, we study a leader famous for wartime
accomplishments:
Eisenhower, Patton, Bradley and MacArthur are familiar names about which most
milltary professionals know at least a bit.
In general, the farther back m history one
goes, the fewer familiar names. Some wars
generated few remembered leaders. To see
this for yourself, list the wars of the Umted
States and beside each one, write down as
many mi htary leaders of that war as you
can. How many do you have for the Mexican
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War? How many for the War of 1812? Did
you even think to list the Indian Wars?
There are few familiar names among
those who prosecuted the war against the
Plains Indians, akhough it was the longest
sustained conflict the United States bas
had In the last 20 years, characterizations
of that conflict have often been negative,
emphasizing the brutal and genomdal aspects’ No matter what the political and societal imphcat]ons of the Indian Wars, they
Involved some of tIfe most dit%cult operations ever mounted by US forces. Further,
the burden of command was largely at the
company and regiment level, where most
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military people spend the bulk of their careers.
Yet, the first (often the only) name most of
us think of in connection with the Indian
Wars ISthat of a man whose record shows a
mlx of achievement, bombast, self-aggrartdizement
and disobedience.
His name
stands out among many other Indian
fighters principally because he capped his
career with a disaster
Is George A, Custer worth studying?
Probably so, s]nce we can learn from others’
mistakes ah well as the]r successes But, 1
fe,w that Cu~ter’s action> carry ambivalent
messages for mllltary professionals, most
notably hls penchant for publlcity and selfpromotion. Most of us would probably say
that Custer went too far in his efforts to garner the attention of his superiors, the press
and the public. Yet, he is the one we remember. Who ever heard of George Crook, John
G} bbon, BenJamln Grlerson or Ranald
Mackenzie?
After the Civd War, the Army had a lot of
talented young officers, but not nearly
enough commands for them. Many of these
men had held the temporary rank of general
through the pecuharities of the brevet system and the dual volunteerkegular
structure in effect during the war. Some got frustrated and sought better careers elsewhere,
and some persevered
within the Army.
Emory Upton became an analyst of military
pohcy. Wesley Merritt and Nelson Miles became prominent Ind]an fighters; however, If
they are remembered, lt wprobably for their
later actlk,]ties relating to the SpanishAmerican War and the years Immediately
thereatler.
Interestingly, three men made the footnotes in many mdltary history books by fin]sh]ng the Civil War as generals, pursuing
nonmilitary careers for 33 years and servIngagaln as generals In the Spanlsh-Amerlcan War. Two of those three
llzhugh
Lee
and Joe Wheeler-had
been Confederate
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generals-and
the other-4ames
Wilson- enhanced his reputation by witing one of
the better memoirs of war experiences, L’nder the Old Flag.’
In many ways, Ranald Mackenzie
is
worth more of our attention than any of the
others mentioned.
In a war full of young generals, Mackenzie was one of the youngest. Born in 1840, he
graduated from West Point in 1862 and

M&r the Ciuil War, the Army
had a lot of talented young officers
but not nearly enough commands for
thetn. . . . Some got tiwstrated and
sought better careers eisewhere,
mrd some persevered within
the Army.

ranked first In his class. He was the only
mil]tary academy graduate from his class
(or any subsequent class) to become a general during the Civil War,3 This is more remarkable when you consider that he was
stil 1 a captain in the summer of 1864, two
years after hls graduation and less than a
year before the war’s end.
In his basic branch of engineers, hlackenzie performed well, ga}ned (through merit)
the notice of his superiors and seemed to
have a penchant forgetting wounded. But it
was m infantry and cavalry that young officers of promise were rising rapidly in rank.
As the Federal Army swelled with new regiments In the summer of 1864, more opportu.
nltles arose for ofTicers to aasume the rank of
colonel of volunteers to lead these regiments. Mackenzie got the 2d Connecticut
Heavy Artillery (serving, as dld many other
artillery regiments, as infantry). He soon
rose to command a brigade in the Shenandoah Valley Campaign m the fall. of 1864
and, after ret urning to the Petersburg front,
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led a cavalry division as a brevet major general in the closing days of the war.
After the war, Mackenzie, along with
many other officers, reverted to a lesser
rank in the Regular Army. He spent two
years as a captain ofengmeers until the Ar-

The biographers who mention
Mackenzie characterize him as high-strung, irascible from wounds (which
caused ti-equent pain) and exposure,
exacting and a strict disciplinan”an.
Yet he was undoubtedly intelligent,
courageous and effectiue.

my reorganization of 1867. Significantly, he
was made a colonel despite his age. Other
“fast burners” who had preceded him to the
rank of general during the war held lesser
rank. Specifically, Custer was made a lieutenant colonel.
As a coIonel oftirst an infantry and then a
cavalry regiment, Mackenzie was one of the
premier troop leaders. His 4th Cavalry Regiment became a fire brigade, being dispatched all over the frontier to subdue tribes
after other unite had failed. Ironically, he
was dispatched to the northern plains after
Custer’s disaster and defeated the Northern
Cheyepnes who had helped wipe out Custer’s command. He was considered favorably by Philip H. Sheridan, his division
commander, William T. Sherman, the commanding general of the Army and Ulysses
S. Grant, the president.’
In the early 1880s, death and age.took its
toll on the relatively older Civil War generals who had remained in the Army, and a
brigadier’s position was found for Mackenzie. (There were only six brigadier billets in
the Army.)’ Not long after being promoted,
Mack. ;.zie c?rowed signs of irrational behaviOr and wcs retired for medical reasons
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in 1884. Twenty years of hard campaigning,
seven wounds, and a bad accident in which
he was thrown from a wagon and landed on
his head had combined to break him physically and mentally. He lived his last five
years in relative seclusion, dying at the age
of48 in 1889.
In his memoirs, Grant wrote of Mackenzie’s status at the close of the Civil Wa~ “I
regarded Mackenzie as the most promising
young officer in the army. Graduating at
West Point, as he did, during the second
year of the war, he had won his way up to the
command of a corps before its close. This he
did upon his own merit and without intluence.”g
Grant wrote these words in 1885, efl.er
Mackenzie had retired and within days of
his own death, so the perception may have
been efiected by emotionalism. Yet Grant’s
memoirs are remarkably honest (they’ve
been called the best ever written by an
American military leader’). He chose to
mention few of his many subordinates, and
he reserved for Mackenzie the honor of being the last man mentioned.
With this sort of record, how ia it that
Mackenzie remains such an obscure tigure?
There are probably several reasons. His career ended on a fizzle, rather than a triumphant or disastrous bang. He was unable to
take steps to widen hk reputation after hla
retirement, even had he been prone to do so.
He had an adversion to publicity. He never
married, so there was no wife to extol his accomplishments while he was alive or after
his death. (Custer’s wife wae particularly
good at that.) Nor were there any children to
carry on his line.
Was there something about Mackenzie
personally that, despite his military accomplishments, made him reprehensible?
It
doesn’t seem so, though he evidently was
not a warm person. Had psychology reached
the state it has today, Mackenzie might
have been described as a “type A personali-
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ty. The biographers who mention Mackenzie characterize him as high-strung, irascible from wounds (which caused frequent
pain) amd exposure, exacting and a strict
disciplinarian.’ Yet he was undoubtedly intelligent, courageous and effective. One author who writes that Mackenzie “had acquired a reputation as an unbending martinet who would brook no slackness” (the
word “martinet” has a particular y negative
connotation), also states he “can be justly
described es a mihtsry leader of almost Napoleonic genius.’” Somewhat in contrast,
one of his subordinates wrok.
“He was fretful, irritable, oftentimes irascible and pretty hard ta serve with. This was
due largely to his failing to take care ofhimself and his wounds received during the Civil War. He kept late hours, ate but little and
slept less than anybody in the regiment. But
he was not a martinet and was always just to
all the officers and men. . . The wound
through his lung was always a most serious
drawback to his physical comfort and action
on campaigns and it probably, with his other wounda, added to his irritability at times.
He could not ride more than 25 to 30 miles
without being in great pain and yet he rode
more than 160 miles in 32 hours when we
crossed the Rio Grande in 1873, without, so
far as I can recall, a single murmur or sign of
exhaustion. . . . Mackenzie hung on like a
bulldog until the Indians begged him to let
go. He had more brains than Custer, better
judgement, and he carefully planned his attacks. . ..’”0
The historians’ data base on Mackenzie is
relatively small. He wrote very little correspondence outside of that necessa~ for official duties, and even in that erea, his superiors wished that he would have written more.,, AS mentioned, he disliked publicity.
The principal sources for data on Mackenzie’s personality (as opposed tQofficial data,
such as Army records) are two memoirs
written by his subordinates.’z
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In a war full ofgoung generak,
Mackenzie was one of the goungest.
Born in 1840, he graduatedhm
We8t
Point in 1862 and mnkedtirat in his
class. . . . This is more retiarkabte
when HOUcowider that he was still a
captac”nin the summer of1864, two
years affer his graduation and fess
than a year before the war’s end.

While it is perhaps unfair to summarize
their thoughts in so brief a space, both were
aware that Mackenzie could be a difficult
person. Nevertheless, they relate that he
gained the respect and, to a degree, the effection of his subordinate ot%cers and troops
by manifesting concern for’their well-being
and leading them well.
So, there seems no reason to doubt that
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Mackenzie is “One of America’s most remarkable soldiers . . a forgotten hero.’’”
But what are we to learn from this forgotten
hero ofa century ago, operating in a service
and a time so different from ours? Though
the analogies cannot be carried very far, I
believe Mackenzie manifested leadership

I

In the early 1880s, death
and age took its toll on the relotieely
older Ciuil Wargenerals wko had remained in the Army, and a brigadie~%
position was found for,~fackenzie.
(There were only six brigodier bi!!ets
in the Army. )

traits we would all do well to emulate. Personally, I would like to be as brave as he was,
but the sort of jobs most of us have do uot
present the opportunity
to demonstrate
physical courage. I would like to be as smart
as he was, but outside of continuing my professional reading and education, there is not
a lot I can do. So, I propose to concentrate on
those aspects ofMackenzie’s leadership that
one can consciously work on; his thoroughness, his confidence and his avoidance of
self- promotion.

Lastly, he trained his troops hard before
each campaign.’$This was particularly difficult given the quality of personnel he commanded both }n the Civil War and on the
plains. Otlen Illiterate, sometimes unable to
speak English, occasionally fleeing arrest,
prone to overcome them privation by getting
drunk and ahusmg local townsfolk each
payday, the troops presented a challenge
that we do not face today. They resented
Mackenz]e’s tralnlng regimen to the extent
that on at least oneoccasion during the Civil
War, they contemplated killing him in battle as soon as tbe opportunity arose. As It
happened, Mackenzie’s bravery and competence in the field orercame the resentment
born on the garrison drilling grounds.”
Another attribute Mackenzie displayed
was confidence Certainly, his thoroughness In preparation contributed to this In
one action, Mackenme’s men found themsei- /
ves under fire In a canyon, and some began
to wonder aloud ]f they were ever going to
get out According to a witness, the exact
wards uttered by one despairing trooper
were, “IIow will we ever get out of here?”
Mackenzie heard th}s and answered sternly,
“1 brought you in; I will take you out.’’”
In perhaps his most recognized action
(given hls overall lack of recognition),
Mackenzlera~dedan Indian wllage in MexlCO.” W’orthy of a lot more words than used

Thoroughness and Confidence
Mackenzie was thorough in his planmng
and preparation. Supply or, more generally,
logistics was a hit-or-miss proposition In the
Army of the 1870s and 80s.” Llackenzie was
careful to coordinate w}th 11]squartermaster before going into the field. Another facet
of his preparation was the gathering of intelligence. In contrast to some of his contemporaries who were anxious to react to every
perceived crisis and see their names on the
front pages as “in the field,” Llackenzie sent
out scouts and spies and sought to find out
significant data.
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In one action, Mackenzie’s
men found iheutselues under fire in
a catzyou, and some began to wonder
aloud if they were euer going to get

ant. According to a witness, the exact
words uttered by one despairing
trooper were, “HOWwill we euerget
Oilt Ofhere?” .Vackenzie heard this and
answered sfertzly, “1 brough t You in;
I wi[l take you out. ”
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MACKENZIE
here, the Remolino raid was not only militarily daring, it had great potential to end
Mackenzie’s career, whether he was successful or not. To explain briefly, the Texas
frontier in 1873 was plagued by marauding
Indians who used Mexico as a sanctuary.
Mackenzie’s division commander, Sheridan, in the presence of the secretary of war,
told Mackenzie to take whatever action was
necessary to end the threat. Discerning that
Sheridan was referring to a cross-border
raid, Mackenzie asked for specific authorization, to which Sheridan replied.
“Damn the orders! Damn the authority!
You are to go ahead on your own plan of
action, and your authority and backing
shall be General Grant and myself. With us
behind you ]n whatever you do to clean up
this situation, you can rest assured of the
fullest support. You must assume the risk.
We will assume the final responslblllty
should any result,’’”
Mackenzie was in good standing with
Sheridan, Sherman and Grant, but a crossborder raid would be logistically dlfflcult,
tactically dangerous and politically risky,
Mackenzie pulled it off with considerable
success, yet even with success came a political uproar. (Imagine what would have happened if he had failed. )
The sgnitlcant feature ISthat Mackenzie
knew there was significant risk, yet he was
confident. Seldom Mthe decision on whether
to take responsibility so starkly presented.
but Mackenzie evidently had little or no
hesitation. Note, too, that he could have attempted to end the depredations without
crossing the border and, given enough time,
he might have been successful. But he was
confident that he had gotten as much guidance as he was going to get and was also contident that the cross-border raid was the
most effective course,
One other incident from the Remoline
raid is relevant here Gathered around a
campfire after returning to the L{S side o!”
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Mackenzie was thorough in his
planning amlpreparation. Supply or,
more generally, logistics was a hit-ormiss proposition in the Army of the
1870s and 80s. Mackenzie was careful
to coordinate with his quartermaster
before going into the field.
In contrast to some of his
contemporaries who were anxious to
react to every perceired crz”sis.. . .
Mackenzie sent out scouts and spies and
sought to find out significant data.

the border, Mackenzie’s officers reflected on
what had ]ust occurred. One said that if he
had known the operation was not specifitally sanctioned by higher authority, he
would have refused to cross the Rio Grande.
Mackenzie quietly replied that he would
have shot anyone who refused to fo}iow him
across the river. [fthe irrci?lent is related accurately, it is interesting that Mackenzie
used the word “follow” instead of a statement such as “I would have ehot anyone who
refused orders.’”” The choice of words reflects Mackenzie’s confidence that he was
going to cross, regardless of who followed.
That is confidence!

Avoidance of Self-Pmmolion
Most urtrlg-uing is Mackenzie%. a&-sion
to publ Iclty, which may be part of a larger
tendency to minimize communication altogether Today, we put a high premium on a
leader’s ablllty to communicate, so it is important to specify Mackenzie’s approach in
this area. Though he did not say much, what
he did say to subordinates was effective. He
commumcated by getting OUIfront. ‘l%is accounts in part for the st=venwounds.
For the Renlolir,u r~i(l. he did riot Iniorm
F,,< {]*i:.=: : (,i tile .>b]vitl~,e, and this was

11

common for him. Hk3 written communication was equally terse. Despite enjoiners to
send written reporta from the field, he sent
very few. Given the state ofcommunications

Since Mackenzie was increasingly
used as a fireman, he moved t%equently.
The pattern was to a%the job, wrz”te
the report aadget on with the nextjob.
This is in marked contrast to Custer
and Miles, who promoted their exploits
with the pen. Further, they went to the
trouble ofhaving tiiendig newspuper
correspondents amompany them
on expeditions.

technology, infrequent reports were understandable, but Mackenzi often sent none at
all until his mission was ompleted. In one
1
instance, Indian survivors of one of Mackenzie’s attacks drifted back to the reservation,
and it was from them that the first news of
the operation was obtained by the Army
command. As one author has written, “It
was hk ‘style’ as a soldier, wh’tm given an assignment, to perform it in a magnificent
manner, but in return he expected his commanders to trust his capacity and his judgments,
without his being required to waste
time on impeding progress reports.’’”
This probably lights up most ofour eyes as
an ideal way for things to be. It is important
to remember the independent nature of operations against the Plains Indians m the
1870s. We are unlikely to be put in similar
situations where such lack of communication isjustitied. Mackenzie’s atler-action reports were also terse. He has been characterized as writing brief accounts of recently
completed operations, then getting onto the
ne~t assignment without fiu-ther ado.a
Since Mackenzie was increasingly used as
a fireman, he moved frequently. The pat-
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tern was to do the job, write the report and
get on with the next job. This is in marked
contrast to Custer and Miles, who promoted
their exploits with the pen. Further, they
went to the trouble of having friendly newspaper correspondents accompany them on
expeditions to ensure that there was not only publicity,
but that it was favorable.
Mackenzie is described as having a “temperamental aversion to publicity.”= It was not
that Mackenzie could not write, he just did
not like publicity.
But what lessons are we to learn from
Mackenme, a man of a time far different
from ours in both military and technological
ways? How do we relate to his courage, intelIigence, thoroughness, confidence and reticence, given that hk, situation and opportunisties were so vastly different from our own?
As I became interested in the man, I looked
for leadership lessons and found that the apphcability was questionable.
It took mea while to find an underlying
theme that I could grasp and identify with. I
latched upon the premise that Mackenzie
was driven. He seems to have felt there was
always more to de-another
mission always
loomed. Was thm drive an adjunct to ambition? Certainly, ambition must have been a
factor, but it does not seem to have been ambition in the sense that Custer, Miles and
many of us pursue it. Mackenzie was not
driven by a desire for square tilling or making himself look go’od.
Of course, Mackenzie had a luxury few of
us have known—he was a major general at
25, and through combat performance (as opposed to flamboyance), he was known by the
most Important men in the Army (Sheridan,
Sherman and Grant). To turn that argument around, I believe Mackenzie could
have taken his foot off the accelerator a bit
and still done quite well. A man missing
part of a lung and a couple of fingers (the Indians called him “Bad Hand”)~ could have
justd3ably avoided >ome of the exertions he
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US cavalry during the Indian Wms

Mogt intriguing iskfackenzie’s aversion to publicity, which may be
part of a farger tendency to minimize communication altogether. Today, we put a
high premium on a leader’s ability to communicate, so it is important to speci~
Mackenzie’s approach in this area. Though he did not say much, what he did say to
subordinates was effective. He communicated by getting out front.
Thi3 accounts in uart for the seven wounds.

undertook. He did not need to impress anyone, except perhaps himself.
Should we be as driven as Mackenzie?
Could not he have been as gooda soldierifhe
had been less intense? These are unanswerable questions. Certainly, we do not want to
end up hke him, physically and mentally
broken and forgotten. It has been suggested
that Mackenzie could not face the prospect
of having no challenge.”
The wounds, accidental injuries and exposure took a tall, but Mackenzie became irrational and was sent to an asylum only after
he became engaged to a woman he had loved
for many years, decided to retire (at age 44),
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and bought a ranch as a retirement home.
Maybe the idea of being content and unpressured is what finally unhinged him..
In this era of management, we aw taught
in civilian schools and during professional
military education courses that the good
managers know how to delegate authority,
parcel out tasks so that they do not have to
do everything themselves, and realize the
limits of situations so they know not to
waste resources trying to accomplish the
Impossible. More typically, the lesson is
phrased, “Don’t waste resources (time,
money, material or people) on something
that does not meet the threshhold of the cur-
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rent cost-benefit
analysis.” I doubt that
Mackenzie would have tit very well into
such a system, but I believe he would have
broken out of whatever pattern he was supposed to conform to and been successful anyway.ze
My contention is that tbe United States
would be better served if its military people
had more of a sense of being driven. This
does not mean hyperactivity to no effect. Appearing busy or putting in long hours for the
sake of appearances is not the key. The key
is to care, to abhor the “close enough for government work” mentality. The very essence
of leadership is caring-about
the mission,
the people and one’s principles.
Caring can resuh in a heavy physical and
mental cost, but those who care, who hunger

for doing a job well, do not have to end up
like Mackenzie. Still, Mackenzie did not go
unrewarded. His talents and accomplishments were appreciated by his superiors
and his contemporaries. His lack of public
recognition or lasting admiration is lamentable tome but it probably was not lamentable to him, since such things are not what
leadership ISall about.
The next time you are faced with a difll
cult decision, take an extra minute or so to
think about what some leader you admire
would have done. There are many leaders
you might consider, but I think it would be
hard to find one better than Ranald Mackenzie, the intense Indian fighter who lies
forgotten in tbe shadows of many lesser
men.
%
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Misleading

Paralleli: Nicarsgua
and Vietnam

By Morton A. Kaplan
World &/, April 1987

The

In an effort to foster a “hands-off pohcy in NIcaragna, people are drawnrg paraliels between
that country and Vietnam, according to Morton
A. Kaplan, editor-publisher of ‘l’he World & I.
Among these parallels are ones that suggest
our involvement in Nicaragua wdl “necessarily
escalate m the absence of congressmrral curbs,
that the domino effact has beerr proven wrong,
and that we carrcome tmterms with Niraragua as
we did with China,” writes Kaplan.
The author, however, argues that these parallels are incorrect and in this editorial suggests
others that he believes are more relevant,
In the first place, Kaplan says much of Southeast Asia was expected to come under commumst
control If North Vietnam won the war there, but
“this has not been the case.” This parallel should
also not be applied to Nmaragua. He writes a
more appropriate parallel would be that of Cuba,
He says that after the initial failure of Cuba’s
revolutionary operations abroad, “lt was assumed that Cuba had ceased being a revolutlonaIY pOwer.” Then Cuban involvement was discovered in Grenada, El Salvador and Nicaragua.
“NOWwe are told that Nicaragua has ceased Its
revolutionary actwity in Central America,” the
author says. But he expects the country will intensify ita activities at the next favorable oppor.
tumty, He suggests this would be particularly
true “If we have normalized relatlons and the
Contras have been beaten.”
Kaplan hkeww,e d~sputes the cla]m that US
?hpport for tbe Contras will escalate mto direct
US troop involvement unless Congress restrains
the pres]dent, “There is no good reason to believe
this,” he writes, “Only If we allow the Contras to
be defeated is there a rmk that we may decide m
favor of American troop involvement.”
HISsolutlon ta the Nicaraguan problem w to
offer the %nduusta re~me “an alternative to an
enhanced Contra operation.” Such an option
would include major reductions m Nicaragua’s
mrlmn-yforces, the absence of foreign troops and
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adwsors, an amnestv for all Contras and a democratic constitution If tbe %ndmistas do not accept such a plan,
Kaplan supports formmg a government that excludes the Sandmmtas. “in the meantime,” he
writes, “the president should consider declaring
a state of hostdlty between the Umted States and
~icara~a”
He claims th]s declaration would
marshal pubkc and congressional support for the
cause. He adds that the pres]dent should also
consider blockading Nicaragna.
Kaplan argues there M“much better legal Justificatmn” for blockading Nicaragua than there
was for blockading Cuba during the m]ssde crisis. The Sandinista re~me was established with
“masswe external support”; it pledged a democratic regime and broke that pledge; lt med “ex.
trahemisphere forces” to underrmnethe governmentin El Salvadov and Itcontinues to prov]dea
haven for rebels fighting m El Salvador,
The author challenges the “acumen in fore]gn
policy” of the members of Congress suggesting
these parallels and says “the Soviet Union likely
expects to win m Nicaragna in the halls of Congress.” The president should make foreign policy, not the Congress, he wmtes, “Whataver the
defects of the executive in the conduct of foreign
policy, the committee decismns and the lack of
accountability of Congress make the execrmve
look br]lhant by comparison “-ELH

States’ Rights—Central
America
And the Governors
By Bngadler General Edward J. Philbin
Nat/ona/ Guard, April 1987
The refusal of the governor of Maine to deploy
48 Maine National Guardsmen to Hondurasfora
Joint trammg exercise last year and the subsequent cries of states’ rights have created a “negative Impression” of the US Natmnal Guard force
that bas grown “hke a downhllI, snowball,” according to Brlgadler General Edward J, Philbin,
deputy commanding general-amof the D@rmt of
Cohrmbm National Guard
“Although the governor’s refusal had no opera-
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tmnal impact on the exerc}se or mlss:on accomplishment,” says Philbin, this incident “became
the source ofserlous doubte m many minds that
the National Guard
would be available for
mobilization in the event of a major contlict.”
Aa a result, several solutmns were proposed in
Congress. The one ultimately enacted--called
the Montgomery Amendnrent+larified the relationship between the federal government and
the governors under tbe terms of tbe Mdit}a
Clause of the Constitution.
That clause gives st.atssthe authority to train
the National Guw’d but also stipulates that the
training be conducted under standards set by
Congress. With the Montgomery Amendment,
Phdbin says Congress “for the first time” has
stated that ‘<the location, type, purpos$ and
scbedufe of oversesa training of tbe Guard is a
matter of uniform training standards beyond the
authority of a governor to change.”
The author notes that many governors opposed
passage of the Montgomery Amendment and
says this is “understandable,” but also warns
them that “’in their pique,” they should not over.
Imk the fact that control of the National Guard
has been divided between the federal and state
governments for more than 30 years by provisions of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952.
Philbin says there has been a fundamental
change in the orgaruzation of our nation’s forces
during this time. He writeq “. . . the National
Guard now is not simply a reserve of individuals
and unita that provide stand-by military capacity for the rmtionof defense, but are essential, integrated elemente of the front-line defense capabilityofthe United States. Asa consequence, Na-

tional Guard units are required by statute to
meet the same training and performance standards aa active Army and Air Force units.”
The system works, according to Philbin, be.
cause the governors “have proved willing” to
deal with the Department of Defense to ensure
smooth command transition for Guard units
from the states to the federal government.
He
callstbe refusal ofone or more governors to allow
their umts to participate m training m Central
America “a new political element. . . rejected into that stable and successful working relat]onsh]p.”
He adds that “the interjection of political considerations mto purely md]tary rdTairs was and
is a matter of deep regret and serious concern to
Guardsmen throughout the nation.”
In defenaa of the governors, however, Philbin
indk?atesthat widespread resiskmce to participation in this training did not really occur. He
says “it haa never taken place in the 34 years in
which the Armed Forres Reserve Act has been
operative, and there is no evidence that it will
take place in the future.”
But the author concedes that the credIhihty of
Guard units as full partners in the Total Force
“was put at rwk by state authorities, who sought
to obtain short-term polItIcal advantage and
public visibdlty by refusmgto allow their respectwe National Guard units to train overseas.”
He hopes congressional action in light of this
refusal wdl not be interpreted by governors as a
reduction in their authority. Rather, he concludes, Congrese “merely defined the limits of a
consent authority that Congress m 1952
be.
stowed upon them “’--ELH

A Legacy of Vigilance
Mortringbegms along the banks of a slowly tlowingrive~ a shallow mist drifts over the water. Silently nearby, a sold]er gazes through tbe river
fog. We know him not, nor tbe border where he
statrdavigil. No blaring band, no plaque of bronm
will mark his duty; yet he walka the boundattes
guarding Iibarty.
Nearby, Neptune’s wave encompasses the
prow of a man-of-war, whose turbine engiries
chum a deep wake, marking ita courac for free-
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dom. The waves rise, bathing the bowman in a
wash of brine, ice-chapping hls face and hands.
But inside him bums a flame lit by our forefathers and passed tu each who stands a watch:
never flickering, never duqming before the
hours of fatigu+never extinguahed hy the cold
that builds amid the night air, frost that formaon
brow and beard.
And like the Vulcan of steel plyrng the surface
above, there hngers in the realm of silence below
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a shadow of steel, prowling on a peace patrol Her
captain commands, cnd she shps away, Ieavmg a
swirl in a growing sea swell, dwing deep to await
her call.
Above, on high, a silver lance slices through
tbe clouds, chasing those that would obscure the
flume.
Each stands ready to dle that we may live w]tb
freedom. For them it eufflces that peace is preeer-ved,it is enough to dream of whispers from
those gone before, those white stone soldlers
standing forever at at~ntlon on a sunht knoll.
Listen, as we enter that area of hallowed
ground-listen, ae the men who knew Belleau
Wood, the Ardennes and Verdun tell us ofchallenges past.
“Over there” . . . These men knew Saint IA,
Arno, and Bastogne!
“And there, they stood watch at Iwo, Tarawa
and Guadalcanal.” Marbled heroes from Inchon,
from fxmgBinh, Hue and A Shau he beside those
who consecrated Manasm9, Gettysburg and Ap.
pomattox. Silently they rest, comrades all. Them
anguish has slipped away they mark that price
paid to honor the newborn m a land bleesed by
God. Freedom’s honor wae won by men whose

physical forms are now melted into a soil nurtured hy tears wept when they did not return,
A youth stands near the mark of his kin he never knew. He asks of those long silent, “Who
stands the watch~”
From the army of white stone soldiers, a response, “We have completed our watch, we rest.
Others take our place; others keep the !lame”
“And I. when?”
‘That has no anawer untd you see tomorrow.”
“Then I wiIi stand tha next watch so those yet
to be born can see the sun stroke the mountams
and taste the clear waters of the graat river. V@lance and peace shall be my legacy too.” He
turns; a breeze engulfs him, whispering i~s
thanks. Tomorrow, two soldiers exchange tbe
watch. Uniforms crisp, weapons at the ready, no
bend m their stature, a signal to those across
time’s way. they stand ready t-adefend the harvest of two hundred years. Their legacy is oumtn be preserved m sdence, that war’s crescendo
may not rage.
LTCKenneth J. Strafer, US4
AssoctaleDircclorolhfo!Jiliza[ion
Planning, Office oi
Aas!stanl SEcralmy of Defense [Fome Management and
Pwaonn.91J, Washington, DC

Castles in Space
It is evident that the debate inside the Army
over a proper role m space continues. In your article, The Army m Space. New High Ground or
Hot-Air Balloon?” (Mihtnry
Rtwxew,
December
1986) B. Bruce-Briggs asserts that “the A~Y
wdl require a small cadre ofoff]cers knowledgeable about what can be done m space.” In addressing who Mbest suited to head up th]s cadre,
Bruce-BrLgge suggests that the “18th.century
equivalent of the spacemel) was the engineer~
the technical leading edge and the most bookish
of the officers, but a small group and not the core
nor the archetype of the otllcer corps.” I think
that was a put down. Army engineers can and
should play an important role m space
The Army has been both literally and tiguratlvely a pioneer, wltb engineers often major players, In exploration, Army engineers coordinated
and carried out the surveys that resulted m the
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first accurate overall maD of the TYans-Mksissippl West In the 1950s, &meers ware still involved in explorations and surveys; producing
topographical maps of the moon for NASA Today. the Corps of Engineers’ topographic laboratories at Fort Belvmr serve a variety of defense
customers with some of the most technologically
advanced work done by the CQWS.
The Army’s engineers have also been a force
for technological change, m both the civil and
mditary areas For example, Colonel Stephen H.
Lang’s pre-C,v,l War wooden bridge frame was
the first to be based on mathematical calculations. More recently, Corps of Engineers and ordnance experts Joined with cwdian engineers to
produce the World War If tank dozer, which has
evolved into the combat engineer vehicle. The
Army’s engineers also providedtbe management
and admmwtrative expertise that made the
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Manhattan Project a reafity and built the complex facilities for producing tbe atom]c weapons
that usherad in a new era of warfare. The immensely complicated space defense work (formerly “Safeguard and “Ballistlc Mcmle Defense,” now “Strategx Defense Imt]ative”) has
been done in huge measure by the US Army.
With its hmtmy and tradmon of leadership,
exploration and technological urnovat]on, the
Army, and its engineers, shoul,dbe a fuIIpartner
in the development and utihzation of space, this
new frontmr that wil I be so v]taI to our md ional
defense and the Array’s land warfare mission m
the 21st century. The need is clear for space err~neera to assist in the design and construction of
large space structures. Sensors wdl be mounted
on these platforms for Array use in nav]gatlon,
positioning and communication. The Army’s
strategic defense command will need reflectors
for its grmmd-based lasers Ifthey prove effective.
Further m the future, the challenge might
hkely be for faclhties to support colonies on tbe
moan and mars. Array engineers also can assist
in determining future land warfare requirements that carrbe met by satellites and other facilities located m space and developing technology to meet these requirements
The Army cannot depend on the other services
or the space command to apply an “Army conscience” to space efforts. The Army must be a full
partner in the US Space Command because of its
growing awareness of what space actwty means
to It as an organization.
The Army must continue to keep an eye on and
a hand m space despite Bruce-Briggs’s assertmn
that “the future of the Army Mnot in space, but m
the mud.” Perhaps tomorrow’s crucial battle wdl
once more be fought m the mud, but with space
technology the Army that tights It wdl increase
its combat effectiveness and better assure victo.
IT. Laokmg to the 21st century, space M not an
option for tbe Army, it Ma necess{ty Army engineers env]sion extendmg mto space the overall
purpose of our corp~uality,
responsive engineering serwces to the nation m peace and wareven though the uk]mate mumon of the Armv
wdl contn”ue to be on terra firma
LTGE. R, Hsibsrg Ill, Ch{efofEng!neen’,

W.3shmglon, DC

Don’t Mix Mission and Intent
As a current CGSC student, I read the August
19S7 Issue of Mtlrtary F?euzezc(Command and
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Control topics) with great interest. Major
EdwardJ. Fdiberh’s art}cle, “Command, Cogtrol
and tbe Commander’s Intent,” particularly attracted my attention. By far, his article IS the
most logical, concise and easiIy understood explanation of th]s frequently elusive concept I
have seen yet. 1 completely agree with hls conterrtionfthata principal goal of the commander’s
intent Mto establish criteria for rneasurmg success ur combat operations. This aspect of cora.
mandembip is often overlooked and contributes
to subordinate-leader hesitation and Indeclszon
at cr]t]caljunctures of battle.
While I applaud Flhberti’s effort, I must tuke
Issue with his suggestmn that paragraph 2, Mission, be dlvlded mto “Intent” and “Essential
Tasks” subparagraphs. To do so defeats the purpose of detlnmg the mission. The mission is, after
all, the Immediate near-term “measure of success” most often derived from the higher commander’s directives. It is the task at hand, the
“close-m target,” if you will, that is expressed m
narrow, detimtive terms. The commander’s inten: provides a broader framework wlthm ~hich
the m~ssionISto be accompbshed. I feel that expressing the commander’s intent as part of the
mw,lon paragraph would unduly narrow the
scope of the commander’s overall alrnfor the out.
come of the operat>on.
We must keep the terms “commander’s urtent”
and “mlsslon” in perspective. Both are distinct
and necessary as Flllberti has so aptly shown,
HISrecommendation would only serve to weaken
both,conce@s
MM Guy C.Swsn 111,uSA,
USACGSC,FofiLeavenwotih, Kansas

On Insurgency

and Revolution

The follmvmg comments refer to the art]cle, “A
Threat-Oriented StrateW for Confhct Control”
(Mdlrary Reuwzo,July 1987) Lately, there appears to be a fixation among milmary academics/
leaders w]th Clausew]tz. An important point to
remember ISthat Clausewltz hved during a time
when wars were “locahzed.” But the 20th century WI]]be known as the century of war, dlsinte.gratlon of colomallsm, age of nuclear weapons
and formation of vast mditary alliance systems
(NATO/Warsaw Pact). hly point ISthat decoloni.
zation and blpolanzat]on have spawned what we
drearily call the “Third World nations or developlng,emergmg countnes
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These newly emerging nations cau.w+hre to
their weak social, edrrcatlonal and industrial
fabric—the conditions for revolution and insurgency the authors’ arhcle describes. Their four
anti-insurgency postulates are sound, but I am
afkaid tbe problem wdl be m the area of acceptance and implementation by US government
agenc>esoutside the Department of Defense.
Another area of ursurgency that I feel needed
to Beaddressed is the insurgency or internal revolution fueled by re!igious doctrine (Sunni versus Shlite, Islam versus Christianity, Hindu versus Moslem, and so forth) I think in hght of recent and likely events m the Persian Gulf and
other areas of the world. this relifious aspect of
insurgency needs more attention.Michael S. Evancevmh, USArmy/fife/hgeI?ce Cenlerand
School, Fort Huachuca, Arizona

The Business

of War

Lieutenant Colonel John M Vann’s article,
‘The Forgotten Forces,” m the August 1987 Issue
was not only profound and most Illummatmg.
hut it also stimulated me to offer a few observations on the state of affairs m our md}tary.
The doctrine, “Amer]ca’s business IS huslness,” first announced by President Calv!n
Coohdge was complemented later by Secretary of
Defense “Engine” Charhe Wilson: “What Mgood
for General Motors, ]s good for the country.” The
theme has been amphtied in recent years by the
glorification of business eth]cs as the real secret
of America’s greatness We have now arrived at
the doctrine of “privatizztlon,” reflected m the
belwf that war can be contracted out to fore,gn
governments and to c,vlllans here and abroad
The Navy does not need mme sweepers because the allles and friends WIIIdo It. Europeans
will provide Ioglstlcs personnel from the clvdmn
sector guaranteed to withstand the horrors of
war to themselves and thmr famllles by their devotion and reverence to a iigned contract with
us Intell%vnce collection and operations can be
safely contractedgut m the Middle East and elsewhere to other governments and private groups
because the contractor’s pohcles and interests
are always the same as ours.
The Idollzahon of business methods and motwes as the only management technique M also
reflected in “profit” as the true criterion, where
the effectiveness of each ~ervice, branch, department or agency is measured by the amount of
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funds it can accumulate to ita respective accormt
from the defense budget, and how it is then &stributed to the shareholders’ satisfaction. This
satisfaction of some shareholder is clearly more
important than others, depending on a complicated formula of politics, personalities and perceptions of what looks good and is marketable for
further profits. It appears that combat commanders and soldlers have yet to learn that war
is really a business. Perhaps alI militaW academies should be converted to business schools.
LTCJuri Raw, AUS, Reread, Bufte, Virginia

Helicopters

and the Plext War

Mr. Paul Katz’s article m theJrrneissue ofJfd~taryReumu, “The Addltlonal Frmclple of War,”
reads well until his unproven conclusion that the
hehcopter has no place on the front line of tbe
next war His argument m unconvincing and
does not take into account tbe behcopter’s third
d]men.won,nor its extraordinary maneuverability The helicopter uses the folds of terrain because It has the moblllty ddTerentialto do so. It
does not count on armor to survive} it counts on
stealth and h]de posltlons
The author’s use of hehcopters a< “precision
point artdlery” Mone of the Weatcst wastes I can
tbmk of with th]s h]ghly mobde weapon system.
Fmesupport channels for d]rect fire actxonwould
take the helicopters out of the maneuver force, a
mistake that was proven time and again m VIetmrmcombat actions with aerial rocket artdlery..
Low-observable technology, hlgb-dash speeds
and early-wamlng smsors give the hehcopter
hummmgbmd-f,keaglitv There aremlssilesbeyond the HOT and 7’OWmissiles, such as HELLFIRE. which are effectzveat ranges beyond five
kdometers. Hehcopter tactics also call for side,
rear and top attack of armored vehicles as tirst
prlonty
To conclude that a lack of armor wIli hm:t hehcopter employment strikes me as naive m think- ,
Ing of future battlefields. Hehcopters should not
“heavy up” with armored protection at the expense of agIlity and higher speeds My prediction
ISthat we Willhave a helicopter-like weapon sYstem on the 21st century battlefield with triple
the speed of cm-rent hehcopters. They will be
eqrnpped with a generation of over-the-hill sensors that will make armor unnecessary.
BGJohn C. “DoG” Bahnsen, USA, Relo_ad,
Yoritown, Virginia
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SINCGARS

DELIVERED

me first delivery 10the US Army of
the new single channel ground and
atrborne radio system known as
SINCGARS was mada recently The
te$t UnltS, delwered by l~Aerospace Optical Dfvis!on of Fort
Wayne, Indiana, wdl be used to verify
the radlo,s funcllonlng wlh rote.
grated communications
security
componemtspnortoa”
Artnydec4s!on regarding full-scale productmn,
SINCGARS N a single-channel,
jam.resistant, vefyh!gh-frequancy
radlofor multi. serwcetacttcal com mutvcat!ons, Developers wdl pro.
duce nearlv 300,000 rad,os under
the fteldmg plan m 07anpaCk, veh,cular and swborne versions
DelfveV of the !nmal group of ra010swas delayed because the Army
was told SINCGARS broke down
eve~ 200 to 300 hours as opposed
to the 1,25Q hours required m tha
contract Recent efforlsby the contractor tolmprove
rehablhtyof the
radio have demonstrated
that
SINCGARS now performs an aver.
ageof 1,951 hours
Some 250 test sets have been delkveradfor Armyuse Atotaldekvery
of 44,100 radms ISplanned between
January 1988 and May 1992.—Defense News, S19a7

JAMMEDIN
A WING PYLON
Producbon has begun on the h]gh.
performance, compact radar jammer Iabalad the ANrALO- 1s2, wh!ch
ISthe first jammer small enough to fit
ms!de the wmg pylon of ana!rcraff
tfwapresewmg ex!stmg space m the
.arcratt, tmprovmg access 10the SYS
tern and allowing full carrytng of ex.
temal stores
The ANIALQ-162, to be produced
at the Northrop Corporatfon,s Defense Svstems Drm+on m Rollmo
Meadows, Illmo!s, ISbe!ng manufactured for the US Army, the US Navy,
and the mtbtafy forces of Canada,
Denmark and Spare The]ammerls
plannad for use (n a w!der variety 0{
arcrafi than any other jammer
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AARDVARK

SALES

INCREASE
erprecasof equipment Swaden has
purchased one of the Brttish-built
Aardvark unds for serwce w!th United Nat!ons forces m Lebanon and
anofher tor tests elsewhere.
The firm of George Sellar and
Sons budds the fla!ls for the system
and also assemblas and tests the
umt. Glover Webb, also of the Umted
Kingdom, fabricates thecomplele
prima mover Including an armored
cab fhat can be fitted wrth a 7,62mm
machmegun turrat —Jane’s
Defevce Weekly, c 1987

The Aardvark Mk3jomt serwces
flad umt (J SF U), a m!na.cleanng system used to clear explosve devces
from altileld runways, handstands
and perimeter fracks, ISen[ermg tullscale produchon to meet ordars
placed by the US Army, the US Alr
Force and the forces of cuuntrms m
the M!ddle East and Africa,
US AwForcetestmg
of !!s two
Aardvark
systems concluded th!s
past” summer, wh!lethe US Army
system ISundergoing further evaluahon wtlh the flall umt installed on olh-

.—
DOWN

GOES

.—

IWFASS

The US Marine Corps has begun
searching for an alternabve wmputenzed fire control system after cancelbng Its Msnne integrated f]re anti
au support system .or MI FASS, (MR.
March 1987. 89) after 15 years and
an expenditure of $120 mdlton.
The Marine Corps recently sat up
a spec,al offtce atQmntm. Vrgma,
toassess other batflefreld f!recuntrol
systems that m[ght replaca MIFASS
fIAIFASS was designed to prowda
automated coordination of targabng
and weapons hre wdh infantry, aviat,on and aff[llery combat operabons
centers Thesystem was supposed

to dstr!bute bafflaf!ald mtormat!on
such as boundaries, friendly umt to.
cat!ons and a!r de fanse data
The Marine Corps ISreportedly Interested m asaessmg the US Army’s
advarwed fietd arf!llafy tact!cal data
system Thissystem usasadvancad
graph!c d!splay terminals that show
various dep!cbons of the baftlefmld
MIFASS allegedly fell v!cttm to a
strmgof unreasonable teatmg requrementsandadamand
for batfaV
power that made the system very
heavy and bulky. Intheend, tha portabte system became too heavy to
carry —Defense News, 019a7
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HAVE PALADIN,
WILL ENTER
Competition to prcduca a weap
ons system for the US Atmy’s for.
ward area air defense, Ihna-of.sight
(heavy) or FAAD.LOS-H program,
has drawn two derwahves of the Roland ar defense system from a joint
US. Frsnch-Wsst German cansomum of manufacture,
Callad P.%dm, :hesyetemswdl
mmporate efements of the Roland
currently mserv!cem
the Un!ted
States, France, West Germany and
seven other nations. Tha m@nufactunng mnsoroum, called the Western All!ance A!r Oafense, is made up
of Hughes AlrcraftCompany, MBB of
West Gennanv and Sf41 AOrOSDatrale of Franca,”
Two basic versions of Peladm
have been en!ared-the AZor antiair
Weapdn system and me A, or ant]aw
Abram
w.....
. ..t.m
Aerosl mt!aleand MBB wdl furn!sh
th[m Roland module and edher the
Roland II or Ill missiles for the Paladin AZ which M being configured to
meet,’mdm~ FAAD-LOS-Hrequirament$ Hughes w[llsupply!rackand
survedlance radar, plus support
equtpment, spares and trauwng. The

A-

..... ...........

AZ ““d

w]II

be

mO””@d

multlple.launch
hacked
FMC

O“

the

rocket

M993

system

the

earner.

to be suppl[ed

by

Corporahon

of

United

the

States,

The Paiadm A3verslon wdl use the
Hughes track radar and lntagrated
electro-optical fme control system,
The European firms wilt supply the
Paladin
cupolas contammg the
launcher hardware and the Roland
Ill mmsdes The AS wJI mount a

25mm, M242 auto”matm cannon in
an armored antka!r turret. The enbre
umt will be mountad on the standard
Ml lank chass[s.
Plans call for 50 to [70 percent of
Pakad,n’s cantenls to be budt In the
Unded States

cnhcal future component in lmproved te[ecommun!catlons
systerns requlnng htgh-preasion analysis of fiber-opbc transmlss!on equlpmant. Developers
also enwsion
using them m colhslOn-avOldanCe

sysfems for a!rcraft and m praducing
more accurate weapons systems
through Improved targst deslgna.
tors, range finders andlasergu[dancemechamsrns

MICROLASER
INTRODUCED
AmocxJ Laser Company,

a subsid-

!a!yof Amom Corporation, has mtrcdu~
a famlfy of mmlatunzed laser
products that grew from ds mlcrolasertechnology
andthat prom!ses improved laser appkcatmns for the mllb
Iary, according to developers.
The microlasers, descnbedas
vastly smaller, more efficmnf, supenorm performance and much cheaper
to mass produce than current laSeffi,
wdl rep0rtc41y improva applcetlons
m optlcd mstrumentat[on, telecommumcabons, optical sensing and
scanning, laser pnnt{ng, opt!cal
memory, targat deslgnatmn
and
range find,ng.
Although the mlcrolasers have not
as yet been applled to mlllfary systems, developers wns!der them a
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IN THE COMBAT ZONE AnOralHisfoiyof American
Womenin Vietnam,1966-1975 by Kathryn Marshall

THE ARMEO FORGES IN CONTEMPORARY ASIAN
SOCIETIES edited by Edward A OlsenandStephen
Jurt-

270 pages
$17.95.

ka Jr. 368 pages WesWtew Press, Boulder, CO. 1986.
$39.50.

LKfle, Brown & Co , Boston,

MA. 1987.

Katlwyn Marshall’s interest in Vietnam developed when she “felt America was being
shaped by Vietnam.”In 1985, sherealuzcdthat
women who had gone to Vietnam were organizing to locate other women who had been there,
they were talking earnestly about their experiences. She sought out these women to develop an
oral history through mterwew. These women
shared them experiences, feehngs, Rhoughtsand
behefs,
MarahalI did an excellent job of finding both
the mditary and the civil;an women who served
m V]etnam. Tbe milita~ nurses, secretaries,
Red Cross SRAO (Supplemental Recreational
Actwity Overseas) workers, American Friends
Service Committee members and Journalists.
The book is a good cross section. However, Marshall acknowledges that few black women were
wdkng to participate m tbe mtermew process,
three sa]d “No” Immediately. Someone else
needs to gather their experiences.
These women describe their conceptions of
V]etnam before arrival in the country Thetr incountry experiences varwd from boring to outm.
geous; most of them reference the oppressive
heat and human suffering. They describe them
coping mechanisms and them fears The theme
present m their stories M pmn and destruction
that dld not recogmze boundanes set by man and
resulted m destruction of humnns and countryside.
Their return to “the World” was marked by
gross dlsappointmentilscr]
mmatlon, sexism
and dmnterest by famdles and society in the seJfactual lzatlon achieved by these women. Some
have continued to achieve; others were destroyed
by the experience.
The honesty m these mterwews M both refreshing and frightening. This M a book for everyone who wonders about how the experience of
Vietnam affettcd peers, fsiends or family. Marshall has the skdl to make the reader feel the m.
periences of these women; it M compelling and
powerful.
MAJGaleS Pollock, RN. USA, Foflliood, Texas

8s

A coropendmm of papers presentedat a US Naval Postgraduate School conference on military
roIes in AsM, this is an Important book for Asian
scholara, mdltary historians and professional
military off]cera.Ranging in coverage from Pakistan to North Korea, tbe work examines moat
armed forces m Asia. Tbe editors have fashioned
an uncommonly succinct end issfonaatwe overview of the disparate roles and capabilities of the
region’s armed forces. The focus of exemmaiion
is the role of the mdltary within each country’s
contemporary society, It does not attempt to discuss international pohtieal affairs, instead it explores closely the domestic implication of each
nation’s military system. It is probably the tirat
book to use this theme in so inclusive an examination of AsIan armed forces.
The professional strengths and competence of
the individual authora are what make the book
particularly important. Douglas Plka writes on
the Peoples Army of Vietnam (PAVN), for example Each chapter was written by a person wellknown for his or her experhseon the country concerned. The editors then tied the work together
with a good ]ntroduct}on that examines such
common themes as use of power in the reflon and
the variety m national conceptsof authorltamanIsm. In the closing chapter Sheldon Simon correctly pmntaout that the role of armed forces m
the re~on Mso variegated that the analyst must
be senskwe to the unique features of the region
when attempting to maintam a view on regional
tensions, politlcs or use of mihtm-y force. He also
examines re~onal perceptlona of the major external power+the Umted States and the Soviet
Umon-and the role of regional organizations
such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in promoting re~onal atabihty
and security.
This book is an important contribution to
scbolarah]p on Asian armed forces and is highly
recommended for any professional military ofRcer seeking to broaden his understanding of this
important region of the world. Regional scholara
should have th]s well-written and easy.to.digest
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book in their reference library. Casual and serious students alike will find it valuable.
COLJohn B. Hasemarr, USA

HER MAJESTV’S SECRET SERVICE: The Making of
!he Briiiah Intelligence
Community
by Christopher
Andrew 619 pages Vikwrg, New York 1986$2500.
the exception of the relatively young
With

US
Central Intelligence Agency, British lntelligerrcehas received more publicity than the comparable services of any other nation. This publicity bas ranged from tbe extremely favorable disclosures about ULTRA signals intelligence
during World War II to a series of scandals involving Soviet agents at the very top of the British Secret Service. Tlus publicity is all the more
amazing because, as Christopher Andrew notes,
British politicians have traditionally considered
intelligence too secret to be examined or even
mentioned in Parliament.
The author has overcome this tradition of silence to produce a remarkably complete and
readable h&my of the subject. In the process, he
traces British Intelligence &urnItsbeginnings m
the 18th and 19th centrrnes, when secret ser-wce
funds were often used to corrupt domestic as well
as foreign politicians, ta the glory of British strategic intelhgence during World War IL In an eplIogue, he brings his subject up to present day, al.
though secrecy has denied him many details concerning postwar operations. His description Mrm
entertaining mix of the history of an institution
with the eccentric personahties who created that
institution,
~.e focus of Andrew’s study is national-level
intelligence and counter-mtelhgence, especially
during and between the two World Wars. Wfnle
paying token attention to the problems of tactical intelligence in the field, the book stresses the
relationship between intelligence and politics at
the highest echelons. For example, Andrew concludes that in 1924, conservative career intelligence oftkers were ao concerned by the threat of
commumst subveramn at home that they dehberately sabotaged the Labour government of
Ramaey MacDonald by “leaking” evidence of Saviet involvement in domestic unrest on the eve of
a national election. To avoid the same fate three
yeara later, a Conservative British cabinet published elgnals intelligence to demonstrate Soviet
espionage, thereby sacnticmg a lucrative source
of information when the %vlets changed them
codes. It is this dangerous mixture of politics mrd
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intelligence that leads the author ta conclude
that Britain should follow the American exmnple, conducting systematic legmlative review of
intelligence agencies.
As already noted, thk book will tell a soldier
httle about the practical procedrweeof tactical
intelligence. It will, however, provide excellent
reading for anyone concernedwith interaction of
strategic intelligence mrdnational policy.
Jonalhsn M. House, USA,
MAJ
241h lnfantryLJivision (Mechamzed),
FwiSr8waft,
Georgia

PREVENTING NUCLEAR TERRORISM: TIM flePOti
and Papers of the international Taak Force on Preventionof NuclearTermriam.Edted by Paul Leventhal and
Yonah Alexander
moton, MA 1987

472 pages.
$22,95.

D.C.

Heath

& Co , Lex-

‘Tfus anthology is the product of a conference
which styles itself an “international tusk force.”
It is not as bad as this sounds, but could have
been better. The group Mtrufy international. A
brief biography of the members shows. a large
number of nuclear scientists, a sprin~ing of
cnti-mrclear activists, a few military men, the
odd intelligence ortemonsmspacialist, mrdsome
Iawyers. There are no members experienced in
commando operations or physxal security. For a
book that spends three-quarters of its length on
safeguarding nuclear materials, thki is a major
failing.
By calhng on a bread spectrum of knowledge of
nuclear Issues, the book also becomes cluttered
with minonty reports. There w a valuable series
of eeeays on the legal aspects of tigh~ing t.errwrism. A firm I@p on the law prevents the anti-terrormt from falling into offic]al terrorism as occurred in Argentina.
TIMexpertise of the task force shows in its examination ofprospects for a terrorist bomb Vati ous technical reasons make it unlikely that terrorists will develop a nuclear bomb. The task
force fads to recognize, bowever, that when the
words %ucleor” mrd ‘<terrorist” appear in the
same headline, it is a terrorist rectory. Incidents
even without exploslon or contamination degrade public secucity and mcreaee belief in terrorist abilities. Aside from a burst of common.
sense suggestions, the book is sotl on secumtyfor
nuclear react. ma,fuel and waste.
Preuentmg Nuclear Terrorism IS alternately
alarming, reassuring and mformatwe. It tends
to wander into nonproliferation Issues,an issue

...
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‘

beyond lts scope. It is not the ultlmate work on
nuclear terrorism, but it ISan adequate beginning,
Kevin L. Jamlsorr,

K8m8s C/fy, Missmm

KOREk TheFlratWarWeLost.byBewn Alexander.
pages

Hippocrene

Books,l$aw

York

558

1986.$2495

Bevin Alexander’s new historical work is a
must for Korean War buffs. Using recently declasdied information, be provides a trnly mterestmg account of a war that the United States
won against North Korean aggression, but then
subsequently lost later when It tried to destroy
the North Korea state along with ite Chinese alhes. This ISan interesting conclusion that Alex.
ander adequately supports through hls scholarly
research.
One of the real strengths of hla book Mthe new
look at the behind-the-scenes decisions and con.
flicts that existed before and during the war. For
example, the President ‘f’niman and Joint Chwfs
of Staff (JCS) disputes (there were more than
one) with General MacArthur that eventually
led to hm dismissal. South Korea’s President
Syngman Rhee’s defiance of the early armlst]ce
proposals and the repatriation of POWs are also
expertly presented.
Alexander’s book has real substance to it as ]t
contains Korean war photos and battle sketches
that relate extremely well to hw,narmtlve His
discussion on US versus Chinese tactics is very
revealing in that he proposes It was not the Chtnese mass attacks that made them so formidable,
but rather their deception, surprise and stealthy
mtiltratmns at night. They used these tactics
throughout the war and were successful m keepmgthe UrutedNatIons’ forces off hakmce, particularly when they found Chinese troops m their
rear.
The reader also wdl obtain a clear understandme
. of the Pnsan Perimeter battles as well as the
subsequent Inchon Iandlng In following these
major actions of the war, Alexander suggests
very strongly that the Korean War should not
have lasted so long nor have cost so much in human hves. He points out that China sent very
clear 5q31a1sabout Its pending entry mto this
war, If they had been heeded, the war could have
, ended sooner.
If you are interested In reading or wmting
about the Kor$an War, Alexander’s book m a
great start point It is an excellent sourceto 10cate references on the Korean War, as hls de-
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tadad fiotes on each chapter are extremely well
documented to include the listing of JCS message numbers. Once you start the book, you will
have a diftlcult time putting it down.
COLWayno
C.Eoyd,USA, Saudi Arabia

BROTHER ENEMY The War Afler the War by Nayan
Chanda
410 pages.
York, 1986 S24 95

Harcourt

Brace

Jovanovtch,

New

Brothm Enemy posesthe queat]om “Waa tbe
Third Indochina War Inevitable?” Although
Nayan Chanda does not anawer this question directly, be does provide the reader with sufficient
facts and insights to draw an informed conclusion
Inconcenvngthisbook, the author detenmned
to make sentieout of the confusion of internecine
feuds among fraternal communist parties, border d]sputes and tradltmnal ethnic contlicts ongoing for more than 1,000 years, all of which
have characterized the pohtlcal scene on the Indochinese peninsula since the North Vietnamese
v]ctm’y m 1975. Perhaps more importantly for
h}s American audience, Chanda haa attempted
to trace the reluctant reinvolvement of our gov.
ernment m the affairs of mamland Asia. Of particular interest are the events and pohcy disputes surrounding tbe decisions to play the China card and not to play tbe Vietnam card.
Chanda has succeeded admirably in his selfasslgned task. Brother Enemy Man excellent example of contemporzny history and is bound to
take Its place as a class]c m Southeast Asia area
studies To tell hIs story, Chanda has skillfully
woven primary and secondary sources together.
He personally mtervlewed many of those involved from key pohcy makers, such as Cambodian Prince Norodom S]hanouk and former Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, to the mdiwdual soldlers, diplomats and boat people who were
affected by those pohcies. To fill Inthe numerous
gaps m tbe story available to the public, Chanda
has drawn on hls considerable analytical skills
born of years of newspaper reporting
Let the casual reader beware. Brother Enemy
M not bedtime reading It la a semoua, scholarly
work written m frequently excrncmtmg detail.
The reader must be prepared to devote his entire
attention to the task at hand. For this effort, however, he or she wdl be rewarded mth the “story
behind the headlines.”
LTC Donald C. Snedeksr, USA,
Olijce of the Joinf Chiefs olSlaff, Washington, DC
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THE FUTURE OF LAND WARFARE by Chris Bellamy.
326 pages. Croom Helm Ltd, London. 1987.$37.50.
Chris Bellsmy has produced a very thoughtprovoking treatise on a subject that should be
near and desr to every oflicer in the US Army. In
spite of recent emphasis on the Navy’s maritime
strategy, the Armywrll bear the brunt of fighting
the next blg war, and Bellamy’s subject is ‘%ig
war fighting over the next quarter century.” Although there is considerable space devoted to
land warfare in Europe, it by no means dominates the book. Bellamy concentrates on the major land powers that think b]g and, in hls detinltlon, big is conducting wur at the operational lev.
el whether in Europe, Asm or the M]ddle East.
The chapter titled “The Operational Art of Major Land Powers” should put to rest the Idea that
operational art is simply something the US Ar.
my invented, as it is only one of nine arrows dis.
cussed. The Army’s AirLand Battle doctrine re.
ceives validation as Bellamy repeatedly cautions
that future land warfare will continue to be integrated with am and space systems He makes the
point, m fact, that land warfare, as he uses the
term, is synonymous with air-land warfare,
Bellamy specifically excludes low-mtenslty
conflict from his analysis, and focuses on the operational level of war. He draws on recent and
current conflcts from around the globe for clues
to the nature of future battlefields. His detimtion
of the future is 25 years, which allows him to base
his conclusions on equipment and weapons systems currently in research and development.
The book includes separate chapters on nuclear, biological and chemical warfare, weapons
and equ]pmenfi electronic warfare and dmected
energy weapons; and command, control, communications and intelligence. Each chapter assesses current and future capabiht!es of the maJor land powers based both on them doctrine and
their research and development programs. Here
Bellamy efficiently covers a great amount of material, although he necessamly deviates from the
operational level of war in his coverage of the tactical details of emerging systems.
The Future of Land Warfare should be read hy
anyone interested in the nature of tomorrow’s
battlefield. This includes such diverse professions as sOcIO1Ogists,
engineers, war garners, scientists, politicians and teachers, but most importantly, the officers charged with the responsibdity to lead America’s fighting men onto that
bsttletield.
US Amry WarCoIlege,
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LTC Clsyton R. Newell, USA,
Carlisle Banarks, Peimsylv.?nia
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MILITARY OBJECTIVES IN SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY by M!chael MccGwire. 530 pages Brookings lnWNukon, Washington.
DC. 1987.$39.95
clothbound.
$18.95 paperbound.
This Impressmely researched book is part of a
long line of books attempting to explain why tbe
Soviet Union chooses ta follow cem.ainpolicies,
with the main emphasis being on the military objectives in Soviet foreign policies. Western interpretatlon of Sovmt foreign policy is strongly influenced by Soviet mititary developments, which
are generally analyzed m terms of Western interests and vulnerabilities
According to the book’s foreword, this work
represents a major departue from the standard
apprOacb Rather than mewngtbe So.vietmihtary posture from the perspectiveof the West, the
author focuses on the Soviet wewpomt and way
of thinking. He shows how the need to plan for
the contingency of global war has shaped Sowet
policy, resulting m a force stmcture percewed as
far m excess of le~tlmate defense. needs. The
concept ISsound,but bardiy revolutiona~, many
other works have already appeared analyzing
Soviet actions from tbe Soviet perspective.
According to the author, a doctrinal decision m
late 1966 about tbe l]kely nature of a global war
resulted in a basic change in Soviet strategic objectives. Corresponding changes occurred in operational concepts, the approach to arms control
and pokey in the lldrd World, The necessary restructuring of Soviet forces took place during the
1970s and 1980s. The book Identitiesthe old and
new hierarchies of strate~c objectives, analyzes
the implications of the shalland deduces the Soviet operational plan for waging global war,
should ]t prove unavoidable,
The book is divided into four sectmns including
appendixes. Part one covers m detml the genesis
of Sowet strate~c Objectlve$ part two addresses
the operational plsn with discussions of the governing concepts, the Euro-Atlantic Region, tbe
Asian-Pacdic Region and the Indo-Arabian Segum; part three discusses contemporary concerns wtb an overview and implication and,
part four contains four appendixes. The book has
an extremely useful index.
One of the main themes is that the West bas
made some extremely unwise decisions regsrding USdefensepohcles. Basedon an erroneous
reading of Somet mtentlons, we have rehealtoo
heawly on worst-case scenarios. The author cuncludes that NATO has no alternative to living
with Soviet forces that are structured for operations against Western Europe, but the assertwe-
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ness of the threat will dimiakh m the Sovieta
thkk wnr less likely. He also concludes that the
Soviets have good military recaona for negotiating reduction in their arsenal of strategic weap.
ons and they have even stronger reasons for resisting or countering the deployment of weapons
in space. For practical policies, the most impor.
tant conclusion from hls analysis is that illfounded worst-case assumptions about the Soviet Union’s broader intentions generate US poli.
ties whose results are the opposite of what the
Umted States desires.
I recommend the book to those thet have an in.
terest in Soviet defense structure and Somet foreign pohcy. It m not easy reading, end one needs
some background in Soviet affairs to follow the
author’s nrguments. The author tries to present
the various sides of the mom arguments whale
presenting stronger evidence for his viewpoint.

THE NUCLEAROILEMMA & THEJUST
WAR TRAOITfON.Ed,tedb Wdllam V
O’Bnena~dJohn Lan~, { J 261 pages Lexm ton Books, exmgton, MA
19B6 S2 00

The author presents a persuasive case, but not a
compelling one.
COLRoberlF.Collins,tlSA,Refired

THE MYRIAD FACES OF WAR: Britain and the Great
War of 1918 by Trevor Wdson 853 pages. Basil Blackwell, New York 1986.$2495
will find the
Some

sheer bulk of Trevor
Wilson’s work cm Britain and the Great War
daunting. Those who take it on will be rewarded
by a lucid and captwatmg account of the British
experience m World War L Wilson delivers a
panoramic view of war from the experience of the
common soldler, to young women in explosives
factm-les,to quiet towns m Sussex, to the deliberations of the war cabinet. HIStools include a rich
variety of sources, anecdotes, analysis and able

This is one of an increasing number of booke on thejust war trad]tion—the Iethahty and consequencesof athermonuclear war negate
the use of nuclenr weapons under any circumstances. The authors of
the various essays admit that deterrence has worked so far, but that
it dependa on the willingness to use such weapons and is, therefore,
tpso @cto, nnmoral. In their view, an altematn’e must be found. As
such, this book does not compel reading much below the semor service college level, but at that level, the subject matter has gamed
some notice over the past few years.—COLGeorgeM,Hall,USAR, Jusson,
Arizona

THE GORBACHEV ERA. Ed!led by Alexander Oallm and Condolezza Rice 185 par
es. Stanford Alumm Association, Stanford, CA 1986 $1695 clothbound
S995 paperbound

These 13 illuminating essays examme the general Soviet miheu
inhented by Mikbail Gorbachev when he became general secretary
of the Communist Party Essayists purposely avoid predictions as
they concentrate on the current state of Soviet affairs in a variety of
areas. All of the essays offer intriguing glimpses at the wsues facing
the man whom one essay=t labels a Soviet combination of John F.
Kennedy andJ. R. Ewing. For readersdesmmga broad-brush look at
the current state of Sovwt aiYams,th]s ISa good place to start,-LTC
Kenno!h L. Priwatslry,

SECURING EUROPES FUTURE A Reseamh Volum8 from The Center for Science and Intemallonal
Atfslre, Harvard
Unlvetelfy. Edited by Stephen J Flanagan
and Fen Osler Hampson 334 pagm Auburn House Publshmg Co , Oover, MA
1986$3250
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USA, i3td Support Command, 1/1Corps, ForiHood,

Texas

NATO faces a number of key Issuesas It approaches Its40tb anni.
versary, but the real question is whether Itwill remain. This book at.
tempts to answel that crucial question. The analyses are generally
well done, but there is nothing all that new other than discussion of
Eumpeau reaction totbe Strategic Defense Initiative. The conclusions (solutlons) regarding mdltary Issuesmake a whole lot of sense
cs a means of continmng NATOS cohesion. However, beyond that,
one should read this volume more for what is now occurring in NATO than for any comprehensive set of solutions to the alliance’s per.
ermial di8con3.-AfAJAlbert J. Golly Jr., UsAR, E/monf, New Yoti
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writing. While Wilson tells us little that is new,
his syuthesis enables us ta understand the rich
and varied experience of Britain at war.
WiIsondeIivers onthepromiseofhis title with.
out lapsing into statistics or claiming much on
ths basis of limited samples. His account of the
experience of common Britons in the work force,
aboard ship and in the trenches is drawn from
contemporary accounts and delivered in their
context. That is, the attitudes of the British
changed as the war wore on, apparently to no
particular conclusion. For the British, the war
was often emgmatic. Very little happened as
anyone expectid.
Br]tain’s war aims and those of her citizens
never became clear. Victory, when it came,
seemed recomplete. What was clear was that
very httle survived of the Britain of 1914. We are
left with tbe uneaay feeliugthat Britain’s misad-

DtlAFEE DIVISION: The 881h Infsnhy
Oivislon In World War II by John Sloan
Brown 225 pages, The Umveral
of Ken
~;5Wop,
Lexington, KY 198 !

ventures in the Dardcnelles, the apparent inability to destroy the German flset at sea and the
coafuaion iu British palicy at home and in ita embassies are not irrelevant to our owu experience.
Wilson’s treatment of Kitchener’s army, built
on the bones of the old regular nrmy, is excellent,
The eesence of the army raised in 1915 is its departure fram the staid and insular army of the
Empire officered by the elite nnd manned by the
lower class. Kitchener’s nr’mies were national
armies which drew, insraasingly, from a cross
section of society. The customs of the mess and in.
stantaneaus obedience without banetit of explanation died at the tirst battle of Ypree.
The c]tisen armies fought with courage but
crone to expect some leavening of the society in
return. On the home front, changes m civil society paralleled those in the army. Britain entared
the wnr aaa society of claasesbased on deference.

Brown hae written a thoughtful book on the mobllizution, training and combat experiences of tbe 88th fnfamtryDivision, the first
&n&e division ta fight in World War If. The 88th waa in the vanguard of the “rapid transformation” of drafteaa into combat-ready
units by using small cadres of professionals aaleaders. This is a challenging book that desemes wide circulation.-,fahn W.PartIn,
US Specia/
Opemllmrs Command, MasOillA/rFofse

THE PERFECT WAR Tachnowar In Vlelnamby James WAham G)baon. 523 ag.
es Atlanbc Monthly Press, New Yor !
1986 $2495,

ia an

ture.—WNNam

MAN ANO WAR by PlmIo Pr)oreschl. 339
pa es Phllosoohlcal LlbraW, New York
197,
S22.95
I
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G. Robortarm,

CombslSfudiesAmti fufe,

USACGSC

In thm cranky, muddleheaded book, Prioreschi argues that a collectwe survival instinct ia the cause of war. Nations rise whalethey
are uncouth, then decline when afsluence and education enfeeble
them, He concludes that nuclear weamms secure the Deacebecmme
the survival instinct now opposes w& nnd hopes tha~ all war may
soon be eliminated, These argumenta are all unfoundsd. Ma collective sarvival instinct exwts at all, it is not a major cause of war. Affluent and educated nat]ons have generally been very effective cambatauta In short, it is diflicalt to Imagine mgumerr~ more at odds
WItbexperience than those used in this baok.. #4AJBrucetl. Plmie, Usa,
CenferolMil/fary
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intiuintingbook. It purports b explsin the US failure in
Vietnam by claiming that the war was perceived by military leaders
and civdiaa pohcymakerc simply aa a vast production system, a notmn which Gibson calls %chnowar.” Such nn interesting thesis
merits careful examination, but instead of making ajudiciousexamination of the available ewdence, he contents himself with uncritically repeating a litany of ihe borrars of war-atrocities, indiscriminate use offirepower, fraggmg and so forth. His unfortunate manner
of presentation will discredit the thesis in the eyes of those profeesionala who most need to examine the paat for the good of the fuThis

HlsfoW, Washington, DC
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During the war, much of that structure eroded at
the hands of women in munitions planta, Iaborer%in coal mmes and tbe country’s leadership
who shaped their course and, thus. soc]ety as
they believed the war required.
Because Wdsondoes not impose himselfon tbe
flow ofhls work, the incremental changes in sociaf, politicaf and economic policy are revealed as
the British saw them. Thus, the myriad faces of
the war do not seem 70 years old. More ommously, the bureaucratic muddling, military miscalculation, diplomatic Impotence and soc>al
change for good or ill that occurred in Britain all
those years ago seem very famdmr.
MAJfiregory
Fonlmol,USA,
Istlnlanhy

GEORGE C. MARSHALL

Dwisimr, Fort Riley, Kansas

STATESMAN. 1945-1959
C. Pogue 603 pages Viking Press, NewYork
1987.$29.95
‘This is the fourth and final volume of what will
surely be the definitive biography oftbe greatest
American sold}er of the 20th century. It ISwrit.
ing worthy of Its subject-strong praise indeed.
In tbe post-World War 11period, Marshall no
longer wore tbe Arsny uniform. Nonetheless, he
remained concerned with national secur,ty—as
President Truman’s special envoy to China dur.
ing As civil war, then secretaW of state m the
early years of the Cold War and, finally, secretary of defense during the war of Korea. Yet m
none of these assignments wae Marehall con.
cerned primarily with “mditmy” issues at tacti.
cal, operational or administrative levels At least
up to 1950, he tended to thuds that m most cases
mdttary force was not the most effective way to
contain commumsm. Hence, to Natlonahst China be adv~sed social and politlcal reforms. To
Western Europe he empbaslzed economw rehabdltatlon and gave It grants-in-aid through the
Marshall Plan This being the case, what can
practlcmg soldlers learn from this porwcular
volume?
Most of all they van learn about Marshall.
about how a great man deals with more abuse
than any man should ever have tcistomach. Un.
fortunately, thm experience mlgbt be more than
an academic Issue for contemporary soldlers.
Low-intensity confllct is their most likely contingency, and traditionally in America, this has
provoked susplc]on and crltlclsm of tbe armed
serwces.
Crltlcism, however, was somethmg Marsba]l
by Forrest
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learned stoically to live with, The Communists
called Marshafl, amcerely trying to mediate nn
end to the Chinese Civil War, a etooge for Chiang
Kai-sbek Latar, Joe McCarthy and his “lunatic
frhge” m the US Senate rolled him a stoo~e for
Ma~Tse-tung.
Cangrese wanted Marshall ‘{to get tough with
the Russians” but appropriated funds for bsrely
two dwisions. It also wanted “victory” in Korea
until victory, inevitably, brought in tbe Chinese.
Then ]t wanted to pull off the mminsula completely.
Finally, there was tbe ‘frmnan WMte House.
whenever it wanted to remove uncooperative
men from serrsitivepositions, itcalledon Mnrshall, a non-pnrtisan figure able to help a Democratic admimstration deal with a Republican
Congress. Although in poor health and longing
to retire to fsssgarden of tomatoes, Mas-shaflreplaced Jnmee Bymes in the Stats Department
and then, LOUIS
Johnson at Defense. Grateful, I
guess, politicaf operatives still condemned Mnrshall’s “righteous goddamned Baptist tone”
when his opposition to military aid for Ierael
threatened to cost the Democrats New York
State in tbe 1948 presidentml election.
Republicans proved no better. In the 1952 election, Marshalf’s old p-ot~g~, Dwight Eisenhower, decided not to defend his mentor, whom he
revered like a father, lest it impan’ his own relationship to the McCarthv
wing of his rmhtical
.U.
party “
Throughout all this, the imperturbable Marshall remamed Imperturbable. One might have
wlsbed h]m to excialrn “You can take-thie job
and shove it.” Then, at least, tbe republic might
have learned the price It must pay for abusing Its
finest public servants. But Marshall was simply
too great a soldler to expect persistent gratitude.
HAdeserved it, of course, and so does hls masterful blograpber.
Mtchzel
D, Pesrlman, CombmedArms CenterHjstorian,
Foftleavenwoflh,

Kansas

PRESIDENTS’ S RET WARS: CIA and Pentagon
Covert Operations Y mce World War II by John Prados
480 pages
1986$2295

WJllam

Morrow

& Co

inc.,

New

York,

John Prados is one of the nation’s leading experts on US intelhgence agencies and functions.
In The SouLetEs ftmate (1982), he detailed tbe in.
telllgence commumty’s analysm of tbe Soviets’
.strate~c nuclear forces, demonstrating that ite
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estimates were ot%m inaccurate and mismterpreted. Now, he has tackled another brand of intelligence activity, US presidents’ conduct of “secret wars,” a phrase he broadly defines to incIude
various cicudestine, special and paramilita~op.
erations. Some involved only advice and arms to
native fighters, but others included active participation by covert agents and regular milltary
personnel.
Under thm expansive detimt]on, ‘“secretwars”
have spanned the gfohe cnd the Cold War, from
the Baltic States and Albania in the immediate
post-World War U era to Grenada and Nicnragua
during the Reagan admimstration. In between,
came foreigm adventures in Manchuria, Yunnan, North Korea, Iran, Guatemala, Syria, Indoneeia, Tibet, Cuba, the Congo, Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, Kurdistan, Angola, Chde and Afghanistan, and domestic spying wlthm the United States. Some of these covert operations are
well known, others are not, Prados surveys them

all and shows how they frequently interrelate.”
Interspersed within the narrative are discussions of significant issues What types of covert
operations are appropriate for a democratic nation to undertake? How have presidents tried to
solve the problem of exercising control over the
“secret warriors” while stall maintaining sacurlty and plausible demabdlty? How and why
have so many operations occurred even though
the CIA’s own general counsel has ar~ed that
the agency has, at best, a flimsy legal basis for
conducting secret warfare? And finally, how effective have covert operatives been? Merely kst.
ing these questions ia to emphasize the importance of Prados’s study.
The book ISmaddeningly discurswe m places
and is not definitive, since many relevant documents remain clawified. Yet, anyone interested
in national security affairs will profit greatly
from reading it and pondering Its implications.
PelmMsslowsfd,
Unh’emify olNebraska, LOMoln, Nebraska
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AIRCRAFC The Illustrated StoIv of Fighter
PHot Combat Slttce 1914 by Norman Frank$ i92 Pages. Macmlflsn & Co., NEW YOrk. i986 $19.95.
?lfR FORCE SPOKEN HERE’: Gtmeral Ira Eaker and Ike COmmand of tha Alr by Jamea Parton 558 ua9es Adler & Adler
Publishers, Bethesda, MD 1986$2495
7HE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR by TIMOthy H, Donovan Jr, ROY K
Fhnt, Arthur V Grant Jr and Gerald P Stadler EdAtd by
Thomas E Grrees 250 oages Avery Pubhsh,ng Group, Wayne.
NJ 1987$1800
ASYMMETRIES
IN U.S. AND SOVIE7 STRATEGIC OEFENSE
PROGRAMS
lmplicattions for Near-Term American Deployment Oplkms by WJbsM A Davis Jr 76 pages PSrg8M0fl
Press, Elmford, NY 1986$995
ATf.N FOR77fEAMERICANCIVIL WAR, Ed,ted by Thomas E
Gness 58 paoes Avew Pubhsh,ng Grouo, Wayne, NJ 19a6

$2000
BEHINO JAPANESE LINE5 An American Guerrilla In the PhHIppines by RayC. Hunt and BernardNorhng 25Bpages umvers6y Press of Kentucky, Lex,ngton. KY 1966 .S7000
THE BRITISH EMPIRE AS A SfJPERPOWER, 1919-39 by
Anthony Clayton 545 pages Lhmvers!ty of Georg!a Press,
Athens, GA 19B6.S3000
CITIZENSUMMITRY Keeping the Pace When G Matters Too
Much 10 be left 10 Politicians. Edded by Don Carlaon and Craig
Comstock
396 Pages St Martin’s Press. New York 1986
S11 95
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CITIZENS AS SOLOIERS: A Hlatory of tha North Oskole
National Guard by Jeny CooperW,fhGlennSml[h 464 pages,
North DakotaInstitute for Reg(ona.1Stud)es, Norih Dak0t8 State
UmveraAy, Fargo, ND.t9S6.$995.
CONFRONTA710N: The SIratertic Gemrrauhv of NATO and the
Warsaw Pact by Hugh Fann~don. 3;4‘pa’gea
Routledge 8
Kegan Paul, New York 1986$5995
CRISIS OF THEi7AJ.7fmRevolt011S57
through British Lieu.
tenanls’ Eyes by Wayne G Sroehl Jr 347 pages Lfn,versAy
P[ess ot New Englana,Hanover, NH 1986. St 9.95.
OEAOLY ILLUSIONS: Army Policy for the Nuclear Satflefield
by Jonn J Mldg’ey Jr 220 pages Westwew Press, Boulder,
CO 1986$7350
EMERGING POWERS. Oefense and Securify in the Third
World, Edlled by Rodney W Jones anti Steven A H,l!metn 441
pages Praeger Publlahers, N Y 1986 $4500.
FLEET TACTICS Theorj and Practice by Capta,n Wayne P
Hughes Jr USN. Retired 316 pages Naval l(IStltUte f%eSS,
Annapolls MO 1986, s21.95
GERMj4NY’SvISION OFEMPIREHI VENEZUELA1S71-1914by
Holger H Her?wg, 287 pages Prmcston Unlversty Press.
Pr,nceton, NJ 1986 $3S 00
INTERNATIONALTERRORISM A SlbHogmphy by Amos Lako9
481 pages Wesfvlew Press, Soulder, CO, 19S6 S37 50,
719: VlelINTO fAO$ The Story of Dewey Canyon IIACM SOn
nam 1971 by f(elth WOl!aM Nolan 388 pages. Presldto Press,
Novato, CA 19S6 S1 8,95
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